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T he 2018-19 academic year was another year of milestones. In May, we marked the 100th anniversary of Connecticut College’s very first commencement in 1919, at the same time that we 
looked toward a new year with record admissions. In an increasingly 
competitive market for higher education nationally, Connecticut 
College continues to be successful in recruiting academically talented 
students from the largest applicant pools in our history. The nearly 6800 
applications we received last year yielded an exceptional class. The class of 
2023 is very strong, very diverse, very international, and very large, with 
508 students from 33 different countries; 27 percent are students of color; 
and one out of six are the first in their families to attend college. 
One of the drivers of this success is Connections, our 21st-century 
reinvention of the liberal arts. In a survey of the incoming class of 2023, 
94 percent said Connections was the main reason they had chosen 
to come to Conn. The program’s unique pathways are attracting not 
just new students but also other experts within the higher education 
community. Last year, professor of history Sarah Queen was invited to 
Copenhagen Business School to speak about the pathway she directs on 
Global Capitalism, as part of the Aspen Institute’s Business and Society 
program. Her talk was so well received that Aspen featured it in their 
report titled, “Next-Generation Business Leaders,” and invited Professor 
Queen to participate again this past summer. More recently, in New York 
City, I had the opportunity to speak about Connections to a very engaged 
audience of higher education leaders at the Times Higher Education/




This year marks a milestone for Connections, 
too, as we prepare to graduate the program’s very 
first cohort of students in the class of 2020. The 
culminating event is an All-College Symposium, 
scheduled for November 7, where more than 
200 seniors will present the results of their work 
over the past three years. They will highlight 
the connections they have made among their 
courses and research, their jobs and internships, 
their work in the local communities and around 
the globe—along with the questions that 
animated their choices along the way. The whole 
campus will be on hand to listen and respond. 
I am excited that our first-year and sophomore 
students will have the chance to learn from our 
seniors as they begin charting their own journeys 
through Conn.
The purpose of Connections, of course, is to 
provide our students with the knowledge, skills, 
and real-world experience that will make them 
successful in their lives after Conn. We recently 
completed a new facility on the ground floor 
of Fanning Hall to support that goal: the Hale 
Center for Career Development. Our nationally 
recognized career program has long been a 
strength of the College, and this new center makes 
that strength even more prominent—by putting 
career learning at the front door of the campus, a 
location that demonstrates our seriousness about 
educating students for next-generation success.
The Fanning renovation includes not just a 
beautiful new suite of career offices, but also three 
new classrooms, a new slate roof, and an elevator, 
making all four floors of the building accessible 
for the first time in its 90-year history. Most 
important, the new professional space has inspired 
our staff to create new approaches to career 
and professional development, with enhanced 
personalized advising, alumni mentoring, 
storytelling, networking, and a more generous and 
flexible internship program. We are enormously 
grateful to Rob Hale ’88 and his wife Karen 
Hale for the vision and leadership that made this 
project possible.
When we talk about the professional 
development of students, however, there is 
another great tradition within the liberal arts that 
we also should keep in mind. I am thinking of 
athletics. Participation on a team teaches many 
of the vital skills associated with leadership: 
collaboration, focus, tenacity, execution, and, 
above all, resiliency. That is why our strategic plan, 
Building Strength, makes elevating athletics at 
Conn a central goal. It is a strategic goal because 
fully 50 percent of our students compete in varsity 
and club sports each year. The strength of our 
athletics programs, in other words, has a direct 
effect on the strength of our admissions. And our 
success in recruiting excellent athletes has a direct 
effect on our competitiveness in the NESCAC. 
This annual report offers some perspective on our 
programs, on our successful scholar-athletes and 
coaches, and on the opportunity that lies ahead.
We are now investing in that opportunity. 
Last year, we installed a new and enlarged turf 
field at the Athletics Complex, again through 
the generosity of Rob and Karen Hale. We 
developed a new athletics master plan to target 
other key facilities projects for the next decade. 
We created the Camel Athletics Network, our 
newest vehicle for engaging alumni, parents, 
and friends in the life of athletics, and named 
Fran Shields as the inaugural director. And 
we launched a search for a new director of 
athletics, which resulted in the appointment of 
Maureen “Mo” White, a two-time AD, whose 
tenure began October 1. We look forward to 
a new generation of Camels flourishing under 
her leadership. 
We couldn’t have done it without your 
support. This report and the honor roll of donors 
that follows are one small way of thanking you 
for your generosity to Connecticut College 
during this year of milestones. In fact, because of 
you, 2018-19 was a stellar year for fundraising at 
Conn. It was a year that witnessed both the most 
successful giving day challenge and the most 
successful annual fund ever, at $6.2 million. Not 
to mention a year when the 50th Reunion class, 
the class of 1969, broke every record available 
for participation, attendance, and generosity. 
We ended the fiscal year having raised nearly 
$35 million in new gifts and pledges, bringing 
our campaign total to $114 million in just the 
second year of the campaign’s silent phase. We 
also saw our endowment grow to more than 
$312 million, another record. 
This is an enormously promising beginning, 
but it is, as you know, just the beginning. We 
need every one of you—alumnae and alumni, 
parents, grandparents, foundations, and 
friends—for our ongoing success. With your 
help, we will ensure that Connecticut College 
continues to exceed expectations and remains 
one of the pre-eminent liberal arts institutions 
in the country. I cannot thank you enough for 
your inspiration and support.  ■
Katherine Bergeron
President
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be encouraged to experiment with the 
College’s wide-ranging curriculum. 
During his first year, he took a class on 
hip-hop in the dance department, which 
stretched his concepts of movement and 
made him more appreciative of math.
“My dad used to be the CFO of 
the company he worked for, so I have 
numbers in my genes,” Marcucci 
explained. “And I like that in math there 
is a right answer. Which is not the case 
in hip-hop,” he said with a laugh. 
Marcucci is competing at Conn during a 
period of heightened focus on athletics. 
The College’s strategic plan, Building on 
Strength, includes athletics as a major goal, 
and the current capital campaign makes it 
a central funding priority. The purpose of 
elevating athletics is not just to increase 
the College’s overall competitiveness, but 
also to strengthen the entire educational 
program by recognizing the critical  
role athletic competition plays in a 
student’s educational, professional, and 
leadership development.
At Conn, the goalie has become a leader, 
thanks to the support he has received from 
teammates and from the recently retired men’s 
soccer coach Kenny Murphy, who led the 
team through its best-ever season in 2018.
Given the recent accolades he’s received, it’s not surprising that soccer star AJ Marcucci ’21 has 
been an aspiring athlete since age 3.
“We had a basketball hoop inside 
the basement of our house and my 
dad and I would play all the time,” 
recalled Marcucci, who grew up in 
West Chester, Pennsylvania, and whose 
parents encouraged him to play any and 
all sports. Now goalkeeper for Conn’s 
men’s soccer team, the undergraduate 
was recognized as NESCAC Player of 
the Year in 2018, and, thanks to his 
inclusion on the United Soccer Coaches 
All-America First Team this year, as the 
best NCAA Division III goalie in  
the nation.
While he pursued a number of sports 
in elementary and middle school, when 
he was in tenth grade, Marcucci’s soccer 
coach knew that his skill at the net could 
take him to the next level.
“Through middle school, I loved 
baseball,” Marcucci admitted, “but 
after success on the soccer pitch, I 
knew I could have a shot at playing 
college soccer.”
All Marcucci needed then was to 
choose a college. And after one visit to 
Conn, his decision was made.
“The team here was so open and 
accepting,” he said. On top of that, he 
loved the close-knit community, where 
“everyone knows everyone and you have 
good connections with your professors 
and peers.” 
Marcucci, a mathematics major and 
finance and economics minor, also 
liked the fact that, at Conn, he would 
AJ MARCUCCI ’21 was recognized as the top NCAA Division III 
goalkeeper in the nation by being the only player at his position 
to earn a spot on the United Soccer Coaches All-America 
First Team. Marcucci, who was also named the 2018 NESCAC 
Player of the Year, led the nation with a .928 save percentage 
and ranked second with an .28 goals against average. He also 
registered 11 shutouts last season, which ranked sixth in the 
country, to bring his total to 17 through two seasons of action. 
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“Coach Murphy wanted each and every 
one of his players to be great students 
first—and great soccer players second,” 
Marcucci said. 
And yet the two expectations are 
complementary. Discipline on the 
field tends to encourage discipline in 
the classroom, because it heightens 
a student’s awareness of time 
management, a key component of 
academic and professional success. “My 
academics are strong,” Marcucci says, 
“because I’ve learned how to prioritize: 
I know what I have to do and when I 
have time available to do it.” 
The end of the season marked a 
high point for Marcucci, for men’s 
soccer, and for Camel athletics, 
as the College hosted the NCAA 
Division III championship playoffs 
on home turf for the first time in its 
history. It was also the first time that 
those home games were streamed 
live with commentary on the New 
England Sports Network for alumni 
and parents to watch from afar. On 
campus, the feeling was electric as 
hundreds of students, faculty, staff, 
alumni, and trustees turned out on 
Freeman Field in a glorious show of 
Camel pride.
“Playing these home games was a 
thrill that is hard to put into words. 
The school spirit was incredible,” 
Marcucci said.
“One of the most satisfying things 
about playing at Conn is the support 
we get from our professors, fellow 
students, staff, and alumni. During 
the playoffs, it felt like the entire 
community was there to support us, 





S T E P H A N I A  L O P E Z  ’ 2 1  I N S P I R E S 
T H E  W A T E R  P O L O  T E A M 
T O  R E A C H  N E W  H E I G H T S
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Being in the water is second nature for women’s water polo captain Stephania Lopez ’21.
“My mom felt that it was important 
for my brothers and me to be involved 
in some kind of extracurricular 
activity,” recalled Lopez, who grew up 
in Chicago. “She first introduced me 
to swimming when I was about 2. We 
would do ‘mommy and me’ classes and 
I immediately fell in love with being in 
the water.”
By age 6, she was swimming, 
dancing, playing piano, and—thanks 
to her older brother Sebastian—
getting a head start on her future 
athletic career.
“After swim practice, my brother 
would stay for water polo and I would 
have to wait in the bleachers with my 
mom. I kept nagging and nagging his 
coach to let me play.”
Eventually, Sebastian’s coach gave in. 
It wasn’t long before Lopez had started 
her own under-10s water polo team. 
Now, the captain is leading her 
fellow Camels to new heights. And 
she still enjoys the team-oriented 
nature of the game.
“In swimming, you’ve got one shot—
one wrong flip turn or an extra breath can 
mess up an entire race. That’s why it’s an 
individual sport—just you and the water,” 
Lopez said. “With water polo, on the 
other hand, it’s you and your teammates. 
You all depend upon one another.”
Lopez’s teammates have helped her 
reach rarefied air. She was named to the 
Association of Collegiate Water Polo 
Coaches Division III All-America Team 
for the second straight season, and she also 
led the squad in goals, assists, and steals.
“Goal-setting is a major component to 
my success,” she explained. “Goals not 
only serve as indicators of success, but can 
also help with accountability, motivation, 
and self-confidence.”
The same traits help Lopez in the 
classroom, where, as a behavioral 
neuroscience major, she is studying 
“humanity not only on the biological level, 
but also psychologically and sociologically.” 
Her curiosity about human behavior, like 
water polo, stems from her youth. 
“Toward the end of my senior year, my AP 
literature teacher posed the question, ‘What 
does it mean to be human?’ This deepened 
my curiosity and helped shape the academic 
experience I wanted at Conn.” 
From her point of view, an athletic 
career has only benefited Lopez’s academic 
performance. At the high school level, 
she often devoted all her time to the pool, 
whether as a swimmer or a water polo player.
“There was a point where I identified 
only with the sports that I participated 
in, and when I wasn’t practicing, I was 
a bit lost,” she said. So when applying 
to college, Lopez sought “an institution 
where I could explore other interests. 
Conn has allowed me to do just that,” 
STEPHANIA LOPEZ ’21 has been named to the Collegiate Water 
Polo Association All-Conference Team twice and was named 
the league’s Rookie of the Year in 2018. She led this year’s squad 
in goals (81), assists (30) and steals (35) and ranked second on 
the team in field blocks (8). In addition, she was named to the 
conference all-tournament squad for the second straight season.
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which has seen Lopez recognized for all-
academic achievement with a GPA above 
a 3.7. 
But it’s the team that inspires Lopez the 
most, and she refers to them as a group 
of women who empower one another. 
Head coach Matt Anderson supports this 
empowerment. Anderson was asked what 
makes water polo so special. His response: 
it’s not mainstream, and it requires a little 
bit of everything.
“The sport is not that common compared 
to popular sports, so Anderson considered 
each of us ‘the uncommon woman,’”  
Lopez said.
So the team motto became: Be the 
uncommon woman.
Lopez said, “The level of competitive-
ness, complexity, aggressiveness, endur-
ance, strength, and adaptivity the sport 
demands is incomparable. We not only 
push one another, but we also support 
one another in all that we hope to achieve 
as players and students.”
After graduating, Lopez hopes to 
pursue a master’s degree in public health 
or nutrition. So far, water polo has helped 
smooth her academic path.
“Athletics has had a huge impact 
on the kind of student I am,” she 
said. “Competing on a team has 
taught me the communication skills 
needed to collaborate with classmates 
and professors.” 
And water polo, like all sports, Lopez 
described, is the perfect metaphor  
for life. 
“There’s a chance at growth and 
redemption in just one game, which  




INVESTING IN COACHES FOR A 
WINNING FUTURE
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According to men’s hockey coach Jim Ward, the recipe for success is simple: “an 
exceptional team culture.” As Ward put 
it, “you are only as good as the people 
who surround you.” 
 What holds true for a team holds 
equally true for athletics as a whole, 
which is why Ward and his fellow coaches 
are focused on their own continuous 
improvement. “We are trying to model 
the same skills we expect from our players: 
ambition, collaboration, discipline, and 
the ability to balance your life with your 
work,” said Ward.
 Ward, who has led men’s hockey at 
Conn for 16 seasons, has twice been 
named NESCAC Coach of the Year. 
From his perspective, success in this 
conference can be as challenging as 
Division I NCAA competition. And 
his success has been demonstrable, 
especially the 2017-18 season, when his 
team took home all three of NESCAC’s 
major awards while coming in second 
in the conference. 
 Conn’s strategic plan has put 
athletics in the spotlight with the goal 
of heightening the visibility and impact 
of the College’s athletics programs. 
According to Fran Shields, former 
director of athletics and the inaugural 
director of the Camel Athletics Network, 
hiring and developing excellent coaches is 
essential to achieving these goals.
 “New coaches help push athletes 
and the department to greater levels of 
competition. They bring in innovative 
coaching philosophies and new 
perspectives on how to recruit the top 
student-athletes,” Shields said.
 “To expand the overall reach of our 
programs, we will need to raise funds not 
only to expand our facilities but also to 
expand our coaching roster, including 
full-time assistant coaching positions.” 
 Enter women’s lacrosse coach Lisa Vogeley. 
 “Conn has a history of athletic success, 
but I see the strategic vision that has 
been carved out for athletics as helping 
propel us to be a real force within the 
NESCAC,” Vogeley said.
 The Port Washington, New York, native 
joined Conn two seasons ago from Roger 
Williams University, where she coached the 
team into a conference powerhouse. 
 “I want to turn us into perennial 
contenders in what is the toughest league in 
the country,” she said.
 Vogeley was a Division I lacrosse player 
herself before trading in the uniform for 
the whistle. At Conn, she is reminded 
of her own undergraduate experience—
and the potential to create even greater 
scholar-athletes.
 “If you add together superior 
faculty-student interaction, heightened 
commitment to student learning, and 
revitalized facilities—like a newly resurfaced 
lacrosse field—then you have a formula 
for winning,” she said. “And that’s the case 
whether you’re talking about athletics or 
academic research or the arts.” 
 Since her arrival, Vogeley has enjoyed 
sharing coaching experiences with 
colleagues like Ward and Norm Riker, 
who has directed the women’s soccer team 
since 2011.
 “We are always talking about the focus 
we need to make our programs successful,” 
Riker said. “As coaches, educators, and 
mentors, we have to be learning, listening, 
and asking questions all the time in order to 
keep improving our own game,” he added. 
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“Thus, the importance of bringing in new 
coaches with new ideas.”
 Riker was drawn to Conn not just 
because the first soccer camp he ever 
attended as a boy was hosted at the 
College but also because he had firsthand 
knowledge of the special kind of students 
the school produces. His wife, Gabrielle 
Antoniadis Riker, is a 1989 graduate of 
the College. 
 Riker is dedicated to cultivating the 
same kind of students, and getting to 
know his players as people is a critical 
part of his effectiveness.
 “Yes, developing coaching skills and 
game tactics is part of success,” he said. 
But even more meaningful are those 
moments “when we guide students 
along the rocky road of life. I am 
always trying to find strategies that will 
help them not only step confidently 
onto the field but also look confidently 
into their professional lives. That is the 
larger mission.”
 And that, again, requires coaches to 
invest in their own improvement. Ward 
knows this firsthand. Even as a veteran 
with more than 30 years’ experience 
from prep school to Division I, he 
decided to work with a consultant this 
year who could help him develop new 
competitive strategies and new ways to 
communicate more efficiently within his 
team, in order to help his athletes build 
greater confidence. 
 As a result, Ward said, “we had a great 
season. We ultimately created more trust 
within the group, and as a team we are 
more tightly knit than ever before.”
 Relative newbies like Vogeley are 
always looking to improve, too.
 “I might have a certain philosophy,” 
Vogeley said, “but since we are competing 
in the toughest Division III conference 
in the country, I also need to listen so 
everyone can contribute their ideas.”
 So what is Vogeley’s mantra for success? 
 “Motivate, inspire, mentor, and have 
fun in the process.” 
 When asked about their proudest 
moments in recent seasons, the coaches 
strike a balance between gameday 
victories and the smaller moments that 
go toward creating a stronger team.
 Women’s soccer secured the 
NESCAC championship in 2014 
and reached the NCAA Tournament 
in 2014 and 2016. For Riker, who 
has led his players to new academic 
and athletic heights, these were 
milestones. But the best times can also 
be “the subtle ones—the moments 
when we share a meal or have easy 
conversation,” he said. 
 “I’m proud of our team culture—
they work out together, eat together, 
study together—and our team GPA of 
3.6 is a sign that it’s working.”
 In the future, Riker hopes to see 
the team win another NESCAC 
championship and believes a Division III 
national title could be in the cards.
In just two seasons, Vogeley’s players 
have also come a long way, but she 
believes that even greater things lie ahead.
 “For us, winning is key,” she said. 
“I’m proud of how hard my team has 
competed against nationally ranked 
programs. It portends a bright future.” ■
RECENTLY HIRED COACHES: Tim Sweeney (men’s 
basketball), Reuben Burk (men’s soccer), Jackie Smith 
(women’s basketball), Lisa Vogeley (women’s lacrosse), 
Mike MacDonald (men’s and women’s squash) and Luke 
Maher (men’s cross country and track & field). 
Giving Back
C O N N  A T H L E T E S  M A K E  A 
D I F F E R E N C E  I N  T H E I R  C O M M U N I T Y
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L ast September, rower Chelsea Dougherty ’20 and her teammates pulled 217 
pieces of foam, 115 plastic bottles, 
35 pieces of rope, and one tackle 
box out of the Thames River in 
New London. The year before, they 
literally hauled up a kitchen sink. 
“Unfortunately, there’s a lot of trash 
along the coast,” Dougherty said.
All told, the rowers and their coaches 
removed more than 1,000 pounds of 
garbage from the river, the riverbank, 
and the shores of Mamacoke Island, 
as they have every year since 2014. 
Each fall, the men’s and women’s 
rowing teams participate in the Ocean 
Conservancy’s International Coastal 
Cleanup Day, through which people 
around the world remove trash from 
beaches and waterways and work to raise 
awareness about the devastating impact 
of marine debris. 
“As coaches, we believe it is important 
to give back to the environment that 
we consider our playing field,” said Eva 
Kovach, who is in her 20th season as 
head coach of the women’s rowing team. 
“The athletes are learning about 
environmental stewardship; they are 
getting their hands dirty; they are 
bonding with their teammates; and they 
are making a difference in the place 
where we live.”
Participating in athletics enhances a 
student’s ability to contribute positively 
to society. Camel athletes, in fact, have 
set new standards of citizenship for 
NESCAC through their involvement in a 
variety of social causes. 
“Athletics at Conn is about much 
more than just what happens on the 
playing field—it’s about developing 
young people into responsible citizens 
and leaders,” said Fran Shields, athletic 
director emeritus and inaugural director 
of the Camel Athletics Network. 
“Athletes understand the value of 
working together for a shared goal, and 
athletics provides a unique opportunity 
to model positive values, like integrity, 
respect, and a commitment to others.” 
To achieve greater distinction and 
integration of student learning, Conn 
is committed to creating experiences 
outside of the classroom that extend 
intellectual enrichment, build a 
stronger sense of community, and 
prepare students for meaningful lives 
and careers. Athletics is an important 
part of this goal. 
As such, Conn’s athletes and coaches 
are involved in a variety of community 
learning and civic engagement projects 
throughout the year that enhance the 
student experience, from promoting 
healthy exercise and eating habits 
among local youth to teaching young 
people with special needs to speed skate, 
as members of the women’s hockey 
team have done for nearly 20 years in 
partnership with the Special Olympics. 
Most notably, Camel athletes have 
played leadership roles in promoting 
Green Dot, the College’s sexual violence 
prevention program. Implemented at 
Conn in 2010, Green Dot is a national 
initiative through which faculty, staff, 
and students are trained in bystander 
intervention techniques to help prevent 
sexual violence, domestic violence, dating 
violence, and stalking. The College 
has been nationally recognized for its 
efforts and has offered assistance to 
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other institutions seeking to implement 
a Green Dot program, including the 
United States Air Force.
The men’s ice hockey team has hosted 
an annual Green Dot game since 2012. 
Members of the team don special 
green jerseys, and a Green Dot logo is 
emblazoned in the ice. 
Forward Chris Adamsons ’22 started 
working as a peer educator in the Office 
of Sexual Violence Prevention and 
Advocacy, which administers Green Dot, 
after learning about the program from 
his teammates. 
“Green Dot is more than just an idea; 
it’s a way of life for our team and our 
community here at Conn,” he said. 
“It holds us accountable while giving 
us purpose in being part of something 
bigger than ourselves. It’s who we are and 
what we stand for.”
Conn athletes are also working to make a 
difference in the lives of the community’s 
youngest members. Many participate in the 
student-run Project Kids, Books, Athletics, 
which promotes reading and physical fitness 
with the children of New London, and in 
ENRICH, an extended learning time 
program for students from New London’s 
Bennie Dover Jackson Middle School that 
brings the students to campus for homework 
help and after-school enrichment activities. 
Last year, club hockey player Cameron 
Segal ’20 was inspired by what he was 
learning as part of his Cities and Schools 
Pathway to create a Learn to Skate 
program to introduce the sport of hockey 
to middle school students who have 
recently immigrated to the United States. 
Segal grew up playing hockey, but because 
of his tan complexion, he was often teased 
when on the ice. Last winter, when a black 
player for the NHL’s Washington Capitals 
was taunted with chants of “basketball,” 
Segal developed the following animating 
question to guide his Pathway experience: 
Why is hockey considered a white sport? 
From that, his Learn to Skate program  
was born.
“I just love seeing the kids out on the 
ice, how much they enjoy it, and how 
many people come to help,” said Segal, 
who partnered with Dayton Arena staff, 
the College’s Education Department 
faculty and students, Bennie Dover 
Jackson teacher Rocio Tinoco ’17, and 
members of the club hockey and figure 
skating teams to launch the program, 
which brings about 30 newly arrived and 
dual-language middle schoolers to campus 
to skate several times each semester. 
Club hockey player Anne Lamarre ’19 
volunteered during several sessions last 
winter, helping the students—many of 
whom had never before been inside an 
ice rink—get comfortable  
on skates. 
“It’s more than just something to 
keep them active; it’s helping them 
discover a strength they didn’t know 
they had or overcome a fear—helping 
them feel empowered,” she said. “And 
what I love the most is seeing the joy 
on their faces when they succeed.” ■
“Athletics at Conn is about much more than just what happens 
on the playing field—it’s about developing young people into 
responsible citizens and leaders,” said Fran Shields. “Athletes 
understand the value of working together for a shared goal, and
athletics provides a unique opportunity to model positive 
values, like integrity, respect, and a commitment to others.”
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Club Sports
C L U B ,  I N T R A M U R A L ,  A N D 
R E C R E A T I O N A L  P R O G R A M S  B O L S T E R 
T H E  S T U D E N T  E X P E R I E N C E
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“Expanding our club sports program 
and increasing student engagement has 
been an important focus for several 
years,” said Geoff Norbert, assistant 
dean for student engagement and new 
student programs. 
Progress on this front has been 
impressive. More than 400 students 
currently participate in club programs 
that range from ice hockey and rugby 
to baseball and golf. One of our recent 
additions, Outdoor Adventures, has 
been a runaway bestseller with students. 
The program, which initially began in 
the spring of 2018, provides a number of 
ever-expanding trips and outings that 
range from weeklong camping excursions 
to kayaking and surfing. The multiple 
kayaking trips have been so popular that 
the program forged a partnership with 
New England Science and Sailing, a 
nonprofit that has collaborated on several 
trips near campus. 
For a passionate environmentalist and 
Maine native like Anna Laprise ’20, the 
program was a perfect way to continue 
enjoying her love of the outdoors in 
college and to connect with students who 
shared her interests. 
“I’ve spent my entire life backpacking, 
camping, hiking, skiing, biking, kayaking, 
and surfing, and what I love about 
this program is that it really promotes 
a sense of community among Conn 
students and teaches a real respect for the 
environment,” Laprise said.
Norbert added: “Students tell us 
regularly that joining a club sport creates 
a greater sense of campus unity and helps 
them meet new people. The skills they 
G reer Hill ’20 developed a passion for riding horses as a teenager on the rolling, sunbaked prairies of 
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
When the time came to start 
exploring colleges, it just so happened 
that Hill’s then-riding coach, Alexandra 
Mavelli Doyon, was a 2007 graduate of 
Conn and encouraged Hill to consider 
moving east. 
“Coach Mavelli spoke so highly of 
Conn and the equestrian team that I 
had to see it for myself,” Hill recalled. 
“I loved the campus and the people I 
met when I visited, and the equestrian 
team’s presence played a huge part in 
my decision to come here.”
A member of the Connecticut Region 
of the Intercollegiate Horse Show 
Association, the team competes against 
both varsity and club teams, and practices 
just north of Conn’s campus at the 
Mystic Valley Hunt Club in Gales Ferry, 
Connecticut, where the College houses its 
eight show horses that have been gifted by 
generous alumni and other donors. 
“We invite students of all skill levels 
to participate in the sport, so I’ve been 
lucky enough to watch total beginners 
join the team having never ridden a 
horse before and to see them blossom as 
equestrians and become some of our best 
competitors,” said Hill, who is co-captain 
of the team.  
The College’s strategic plan calls for 
increased athletic competitiveness.  
It also calls for enhancing the health 
and well-being of all students by 
creating robust club and intramural 
sports, and recreational programs. 
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acquire—and important life lessons—
benefit them at Conn and beyond.”  
While Hill participates in a sport she’s 
long enjoyed, for others, club programs 
afford students the opportunity to explore 
something completely new. 
For Rosalinda Pineda ’20, running track 
had been a big part of her life before coming 
to Conn, but an injury forced her to quit, 
leaving a void that she filled by joining the 
women’s rugby club team. Known for its 
welcoming attitude, the rugby club competes 
in the New England Wide Collegiate Rugby 
Conference, and participates in both the fall 
and spring seasons. 
 “Before Conn, I didn’t know much about 
rugby,” said Pineda. “But I was curious about 
the sport, and the team was so friendly that I 
decided to give it a shot. It helped me fill that 
competitive void.”
Club sports is about more than just 
competition. It is about providing 
students with experiences that enhance 
classroom learning and prepare them for 
meaningful lives and careers. 
“Athletics is a mission-critical 
component of this institution,” said 
Fran Shields, the inaugural director of 
the Camel Athletics Network. A former 
lacrosse coach and Katherine Wenk 
Christoffers ’45 Director of Athletics, 
Shields has seen firsthand that athletic 
competition—both varsity and club 
sports—prepares students to  
be successful.
“A healthy student body is fully 
equipped to meet the rigors of a liberal 
arts education. We want the habits they 
develop in college to be lifelong so that 






F R A N  S H I E L D S ,  F O R M E R  D I R E C T O R  O F 
A T H L E T I C S ,  T A K E S  O N  A  N E W  R O L E 
A S  T H E  I N A U G U R A L  D I R E C T O R  O F  T H E 
C A M E L  A T H L E T I C S  N E T W O R K 
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a series of professional networking events 
to connect former and current athletes, 
and we will organize programs and 
events on campus that coincide with our 
various athletic competitions, milestone 
celebrations, and events like Fall Weekend. 
Finally, we will launch the Camel Athletic 
Fund to ensure that our talented student-
athletics and coaches have the resources they 
need to compete at the highest level. 
CC: Why is athletics so important to the College? 
FS: Competitive athletics is a key driver of the 
student experience. It unites the entire Conn 
family and provides students with important 
leadership opportunities. More than a third 
of our students play a varsity sport, so making 
sure that they experience the same level of 
excellence on the field as they do in the 
classroom is critical.
CC: Why do you think Conn’s athletic experience 
creates such strong bonds?
FS: There’s something about being part of a 
team that stays with you forever. The bonds 
that you form with a group of people—
through wins, losses, and everything in 
between—are lifelong. I hear this all the time 
when I talk to former athletes.
CC: What are the plans for the future? 
FS: A competitive athletic program is central 
to our admission efforts, as it is a point of 
pride to play varsity sports in the NESCAC. 
So our plan is ambitious: to become more 
competitive, which will raise the national 
profile of Camel Athletics and Connecticut 
College. We can do this with robust support 
for our students, our coaches, and the 
development of our facilities. I look forward to 
seeing what we can achieve together. ■
Connecticut College: Why are you excited about 
leading the Camel Athletics Network?
Fran Shields: Because it gives me an 
opportunity to share my love of Camel 
Athletics and to talk with alumni and parents 
about the importance of investing in the future 
of the program. Support is critical to helping 
us achieve our ambitious goals, and I know 
that our alumni are excited about the plans 
we have to transform athletics at Conn. I see 
this as a terrific opportunity to build on our 
strengths and to take the program to a whole 
new level. 
CC: What are the goals of CAN?
FS: First and foremost, the mission of the 
Camel Athletics Network is simple—we 
want to engage our alumni, parents, and 
friends in the life of Camel athletics. 
We plan to do this in the following 
ways: by expanding regional and on-
campus programming; by enhancing our 
communications about athletics; and by 
providing alumni, parents, and friends with 
ways to invest in the future of athletics 
and see the impact they can have on our 
students. Our ultimate goal is to build 
Camel pride among all of our constituents. 
CC: What programs do you plan to implement in 
the first year?
FS: In October, we’re launching a series of 
CAN events in New York City, Washington, 
D.C., and Boston to present the new 
athletics strategic plan and to share how 
the College is investing in Camel athletics, 
including improvements to our programs 
and facilities, and enhancements to resources 
for our student-athletes. We will continue 
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Connecticut College continues to see a balanced operating budget thanks to prudent financial planning. The College 
continues to see strong support from alumni, parents, friends, and foundations thanks to the excitement generated 
by the new curriculum.  
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Endowment Distribution: $14.3 million
Annual Fund: $6.1 million
Financial Aid: $43.3 million




Sarah Brown Schoenhut* '28
Sandra Shahinian '74
David and Lyn Gordon Silfen '67
Thomas R. Slaughter* '77
Virginia Berman Slaughter* '48 P'77
Elsa Allyn Soderberg '67
Anna Lord Strauss*
Dhuanne Schmitz Tansill '64  
and Douglas Tansill
Bill* and Sally Taylor* P'84
Hans* and Ella McCollum  
Vahlteich* '21 P'57
Virginia Eason Weinmann '51 and  
John G. Weinmann*
Paul M. and Harriet L. Weissman P'87
Roman* and Tatiana Weller*
Cynthia Terry White* '46
Diane Y. Williams '59




The Rosemary Park Society, named for the College’s pioneering leader and former president, is a donor recognition society honoring those who 
remember Connecticut College in their estate plans, or have made other forms of planned gifts. Members have shared their meaningful future 
commitment with the College, serving as an inspiration for all who strive to strengthen the future of Connecticut College. 
Anonymous (195)
Constance Norweb Abbey '74 P'06
Joan Snyder Abelson '63
Barbara Johnston Adams '65
Norma Gilcrest Adams '62 P'92
Linda L. Aldrich '66
Sally Scott Aldrich-Molwitz '62
Laura J. Allen '81
Richard L. Allen '76
Steven M. Allen '81
Irma Levine Alperin* '56
Barbara Wasserstrom Alpert '57
Donna R. Altieri '66
Oakes Ames*
Judith Ammerman Brielmaier '60
Faith Anaya '74
Patricia Mottram Anderson, Ph.D. '53 P'88
Linda Siegel Anstendig '62
Joan Barkon Antell '55
Gail Turner Arcari* '60
Timothy M. Armstrong '93
Barbara Stone Aschheim '62
James E. Astrove '82 P'10
Mary-Jane Atwater '70
Dorothea S. Badenhausen*‡ '57
Ellen Baldwin P'01
Joanne Jenkins Baringer '45
Susan Albro Barkan '63
Elizabeth Hahn Barnston '57
Sharon Bell '74
B. Richard and Mary Roth Benioff '56 P'87
Janet Blackwell Bent '59
Miriam S. Berberian '49
Patricia A. Bernard '82
Diane Miller Bessell '59
Robin Frost Bessin '67
Joann Murphy Bezzant '60
Mary Eastburn Biggin '46
Patricia J. Biggins '72
Wendy Royer Billue '73
Judith Van Law Blakey '60 P'88
David Bohonnon '78
Claudette Ramstein Bonetti '55
Lee Walkley Bory '64 P'92
Samuel E. Bottum '89
Suzanne Rossell Boyer '67
Mary Concemi Bradshaw '66
Alexander R. Brash '81
Harriet Kaufman Breslow '60
Beverly Ruffle Brookes '63
Carolyn Phillips Brown '62
Michael and Martha Brown P'11
Joan Silverherz Brundage '54
Lyle Brundage
Ruth Hale Buchanan '39 P'65 GP'91
Susan Buckenham '65
Barbara Bull '73
Teresa Pechulis Buono '87
Susan Starr Burchenal '49 P'76
Camilla Boitel Burgess '62
Barbara Harvey Butler '50
Miriam Brooks Butterworth* '40 GP'05
Penelope Howland Cambier '57
Lucinda Gray Carey '79
Kathryn A. Carlson '88
Jerrold B. Carrington '79
Kathryn Cavanaugh '83
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare '52 P'82
Andrew H. Chait '82
Carolyn Conn Chamberlain '73
Nancy Eldredge Chellgren '52
Evelyn Cherpak '63
William Cibes
David C. Clark '73
Thomas Cochran, Jr. P'89
Elizabeth Hamilton Coffey '52 P'86
Amy B. Cohen '74
Stuart M. Cohen‡ '76
Barbara Smith Cole '73 P'01
Michael Colnes '78
Mary Harrington Congdon '50
Carol Wedum Conklin '51 P'79
Jennifer McFarlane and Terry  
Connelly P'90
Cynthia Conrad '70
Stephanie C. Cooper '80
Dominique Louis-Dreyfus  
Cornwell '53
Loulie Sutro Crawford '89
Alexandra Gray Creed '67
Betsy Reid Creedon '66
Constance A. Cross '63
Judith Wisbach Curtis '64
Leslie Setterholm Curtis '65
Evelyn Woods Dahlin '58
Nena Cunningham Dahling*‡ '54
Anne Morrison Danaher '78
Leigh Darbee '74
Mary Wolpert Davis '55 P'81 '83
Nina Davit '73
Duncan N. Dayton '81
Kenneth* and Julia Winton  
Dayton '49 P'80 '81
Deborah Dearborn '67
Anne DeLaney '83
Elaine R. DeMore '77
Susan Sigal Denison '69
Judith Dern '71
Helen Dewey '89
Cornelia Wilde Dickinson '49 P'77
Mary E. Dimmock '76 P'09
Patricia A. Dingle, Ph.D. '76
Mary Ellen Hosmer Dinwoodey '66
Bradford Dolan '97
Elena Boneski Dolan '97
Priscilla Litwin Dolan '65
Nancy Dorian '58
Barbara Painton Doyle '53 P'85 GP'14
Carol Friedman Dressler '67 P'99
Eleanor B. Drew• '66
Colleen McPadden Durga '72
Jill Eisner '80
Barbara Ackroyd Elder '52
Ann Collver Elliot '59
Henry Elstein P'80
Anthony and Elizabeth McGuire  
Enders '62 P'87
Dr. Helen Epps '68
Warrren T. Erickson '74
Audrey Franks Esmond '85
Vivien E. Fauerbach '49
Carol Jaffa Feinberg '49 GP'19
William Field '83
Norma Wittelshofer Fink* '47
Alexandra D. Fiorillo '03
Naomi Grossman Fisher '63
Judith Bricker Flanagan '70
Cynthia Linton Fleming '54
Sarah Kennedy Flott '91
Susan Farnham Ford• '49
Susan Greene Fraidin '62
Catherine Layne Frank '64
Karen L. Fraser '69
Kathryn G. Freed '74
Justine Shepherd Freud '51
Barbara Brachman Fried '64
Ann Rumage Fritschner '77
Frances Howland Gammell- 
Roach '71 P'00 '10
Louisa Hammond Garrison '71 P'00
Beverley Benenson Gasner* '51
Dr. Claire L. Gaudiani '66
Nancy Blades Geiler '47
Jane Gerhardt* '52
Merrily S. Gerrish '72
Robert Gibb '83
Martha E. Gifford, Esq. '73
Rhoda Meltzer Gilinsky '49
Carol Filice Godfrey '74
Jessica M. Goepfert '94
*   Deceased in the past year
‡   New member in past year
•  Documented bequest in past year
 
Ad Astra Society
The Ad Astra Society honors donors whose gifts and commitments have reached $1 million or more over the course of their lifetime. Ad Astra 
donors are commemorated in the Ad Astra Garden at the top of Tempel Green. Created in 1996 by Emeritus Trustee Susan Eckert Lynch ’62 
in honor of her mother, the garden features stone benches surrounding a sundial fountain. The names of Ad Astra members are engraved on the 
benches as a permanent tribute to their extraordinary generosity and dedication to the College. 
          
Sirius Circle  $10,000,000 to $49,999,999
Anonymous
Nancy Marshall Athey '72 and  
Preston G. Athey
Judith Ammerman Brielmaier '60
Sarah Pithouse Becker* '27
Robert Hale, Jr. '88 and Karen Hale P'20
Ronald P. Lynch* and Susan Eckert Lynch '62
Jean Curtin Tempel '65
Pamela D. Zilly '75
Alpha Centauri Circle  $5,000,000 to $9,999,999
Jerry and Carolyn McGonigle  
Holleran '60 GP'07
Linda J. Lear '62
Sue Bernstein Mercy* '63 and  
Eugene Mercy, Jr. P'91
Judith Tindal Opatrny '72
Ruth Rusch Sheppe* '40




Raymond* and Elizabeth Rieley 
Armington* '31
Timothy M. Armstrong '93
Anita and Josh Bekenstein P'10
Bradford and Jane Brown P'12 '15 '20
Helen Lehman Buttenwieser* '27
Nancy H. Camp* '53
Katherine Wenk Christoffers* '45 P'74
Mary Williams Crozier*
Nathan* and Joanne Toor Cummings * '50
Cynthia Fuller Davis* '66
Duncan N. Dayton '81
Judson M. Dayton '80
Kenneth* and Julia Winton  
Dayton '49 P'80 '81
Deborah Dearborn '67
Raymond and Carmen Debbane P'09 '13
T. Wilson Eglin, Jr. '86
Anthony and Elizabeth McGuire  
Enders '62 P'87
Carol Jaffa Feinberg '49 GP'19
Sarah Hamilton Fenton '63
Barbara Hogate Ferrin* '43 and Allan 
Wheeler Ferrin*
DeFred Folts III '82
Elizabeth Gilbert Fortune* '40
Friend of the College
Hon. Marie L. Garibaldi* '56
Winifred Tilden Gelinas* '41
Jane Clark Gibney* '40 and Albert 
Gibney*
Edward Goodnow and Dianne  
Goodnow* P'88
Olivia T. Goodnow '88
Agnes Gund '60
Cathy Frank Halstead '69
Karla Heurich Harrison* '28 P'54 GP'80
Lucy Marsh Haskell* '19
Barbara Henderson* '41
Zoe Klein Henriquez '99
Barbara Blaustein  
Hirschhorn* '50 P'79 GP'16
Daniel B. Hirschhorn '79
Lucy Eaton Holcombe* '46
Muriel Whitehead Jarvis* '29
Ann Werner Johnson '68 and Thomas 
Stephen Johnson
Barbara Zaccheo Kohn '72 and A. Eugene 
Kohn
Elizabeth Stuart Kruidenier* '48
Betsey* and Rachel Larrabee*
Harriet Buescher Lawrence* '34
Jill Long Leinbach '56
Virginia Reed Levick '59
Jane Cadwell Lott* '36 and Thomas L. Lott*
Joy Shechtman Mankoff '56
Sylvia Pasternack Marx '57
Drew* and Helen Fricke Mathieson '52
Bill* and Ashie Watson McAllister* '43
Lucy C. McDannel* '22
Josephine Lincoln Morris* '31 GP'88
Jo Ann Hess Morrison* '67 and David 
Morrison
Nancy S. Newcomb '67 and John A. 
Hargraves
John and Heidi Niblack P'98
Morton F. Plant*
Joan Redmund Platt '67
Mary Lake Polan ’65 P’02 ’10 and Frank A. 
Bennack, Jr.
Margaret Abell Powell* '39 and John E. 
Powell* GP'89
Frances Gillmore Pratt '60 and Harold I. 
Pratt P'89
Elizabeth Blaustein Roswell '52 P'84
May Buckley Sadowski* '19
Carrie Santore '75
Honor Roll of Giving
LIFE T IME GIVING
In 2018-19, Connecticut College raised $35 million in new gifts and commitments, marking the second best fundraising year in the 
College’s history. This generosity, made possible by 7,150 donors, including alumni, parents, students, friends, faculty, and staff, 
enables us to put the liberal arts into action. To all those listed in the following pages, please accept our sincerest thanks.
*   Deceased
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Allen Rozansky '89
Deirdre D. Russell '72
Judith Dubben Ryland '67
Evelyn Evatt Salinger '58
N. Stewart Saltonstall '82
Alfred Salvato '90
Karen Mossman Salvato '90
Mark S. Samuels Lasner '74
Carrie Santore• '75
Steven Saunders '84
Joseph and Irma Klein  
Schachter '49 P'78 GP'15
Joan Parsells Schenck '55
Brian S. Schneider‡ '83
Catherine Flickinger Schweitzer '75
Kirk Palmer Senske '64
Mary Jo Pelkey Shepard '51
Mary Martha Suckling Sherts '51
Eleanor Heston Shipley '57
Mary Ann Garvin Siegel '66 P'92 '97
Seyril R. Siegel '62 P'06
Marian E. Silber '66
Brenda F. Silin '50
Juanita Campo Simmons '65
Virginia Berman Slaughter* '48 P'77
Deborah Murray Sloan '67
William M. Sloan
Barbara Smachetti• '49 P'80
Ann Richardson Smith '57
Roberta Slone Smith '63
Cynthia Sorensen '67
Charles P. Sorrentino '79
David F. and Patricia Roth Squire '51 GP'06
Jonathan S. Stavin '85
David B. Stern '79
Gail Weintraub Stern '68
Margaret Hiller Stevens '71
Marjorie A. Stimmel '62
Cynthia Haines Stone '72
Sara Withers Stone '66
Anne Dempsey Sullivan '80 P'16
W. Carter Sullivan '79 P'16
Barbara Billings Supplee '57
Barbara Sutphen P'88
Anne Barry Swanson '73
Amy Lewis Tabor '72 P'99 '05
Louise Lane Talbot '60
Jean Tierney Taub '58
Mary Carrott Taylor '98
Phyllis Securo Thibault '71
Jean Hewitt Thomas '52
Marie Woodbridge Thompson '50
Richard Thornton
Ellen Feldman Thorp '74
Kathryn Rafferty Tollerton '58
Elaine Davey Topodas '69
Professor Abigail Van Slyck
Thyrza Magnus VanVoris '42
Peter Venezia '77
Susan Wagner '80
Mariana Parcells Wagoner '44
Mary Lewis Wang '44
Sandra D. Warner '71
William Weems, Jr. P'99
Joella B. Werlin '59
Lynn Gorsey Westenberg '72
Joan Andrew White '51
Virginia Whitehill
Patricia Feldman Whitestone '45 P'74 '80
Elizabeth Whitney* P'71
Harold F. Wiley
Suzanne Porter Wilkins '45 P'72 GP'98
George and Cynthia Willauer '72 '79 P'89
Diane Y. Williams '59
Susan Rafferty Williams '65
Barbara Goodman Wilson '79
Sarah Wing '53
Susan Troast Winiarski*‡ '61
Anne H. Woldman*‡ '64
Susan Askin Wolman '51
Margery Plass Yearout '65 P'91
H. Peter Young
Esther Potter Zaff '94
Jonathan Zaff '95
Pamela D. Zilly '75
Helene Zimmer-Loew '57
Susan Leifter Zuckert '59
ANNUAL GIVING
Annual Giving to the College supports every aspect of a Connecticut College education, impacting financial aid, internships, support for faculty  
and student research, student life, and more. This year, outright giving to the College totaled $23.7 million including a record-breaking $6.2 million  
(a 10% increase from last year) for the Connecticut College Fund.
1911 Society
The 1911 Society, whose name honors the College’s founding year, recognizes loyal donors who support Connecticut College generously. The 
leadership donors who are part of the 1911 Society demonstrate an ongoing commitment to making a difference in the life of every student. 
Millennial Circle
Gifts of $1,000,000 or more within a given fiscal year
Agnes Gund '60 Robert Hale, Jr. '88 and Karen Hale P'20 Susan Eckert Lynch '62 Anne H. Woldman* '64
Centennial Circle
Gifts of $100,000 - $999,999 
Anonymous
Judith Ammerman Brielmaier '60
Dorothea S. Badenhausen* '57
Julie Clark Bonta* '52
Bradford and Jane Brown P'12 '15 '20
Patience Merck Chamberlin '78
Thomas B. Chamberlin '76
T. Wilson Eglin, Jr. '86
Sarah Hamilton Fenton '63
Beverley Benenson Gasner* '51
Cathy Frank Halstead '69
Daniel B. Hirschhorn '79
Carolyn McGonigle Holleran '60 and  
Jerry Holleran GP'07
Barbara Zaccheo Kohn '72
Linda J. Lear '62
W. Kurt Meinen '79
Nancy S. Newcomb ‘67 and John A. 
Hargraves
Alicia Novey* '50
Sharis Arnold Pozen '86 and Thorn  
Pozen '88 P'19
Susan E. Rothschild '66
Sandra Shahinian '74
Peter D. Skaperdas and Kathleen M. 
Auda P'17
Diane Y. Williams '59
John S. Zeiler '74
Pamela D. Zilly '75
Andrew Goldman '94
Myrna Chandler Goldstein '70 P'96
Sara Kellogg Goodrich '59
Molly G. Goodyear '85
Carin M. Gordon '75
Lynne Twinem Gorman* '57
David Gottlieb '82
Michelle Rieff Grant '64
Tamara Greenleaf '81
Deborah Greenstein '67
Denise Schenk Grosskopf '81
Susan Melinette Haerle '67
Prescott W. Hafner '80
Bruce Hager '77
Barbara Myers Haldt '39
H. James Hamill '74
Jane Murchison Hamilton '52
Barbara Batchelor Hamlin* '43 P'77
Dorcas Hardy '68
Polly Anne Maddux Harlow '54
William M. Harper '06
Cassandra Sturman Harris '58
Marie Waterman DaCosta  
Harris '56 P'80 GP'14
Muriel Hart '47
Kenneth and Elizabeth Haughey P'10
Sheila Raymond Hazen '64
Sara Rowe Heckscher '69
Martha Peak Helman '75
Barbara Kent Hench '54
Zoe Klein Henriquez '99
Nicoletta Andrews Herman '57
Barbara Hermann '70
Jane Bridgwater Hewes* '44 P'72
Gene and Ann Hile P'14
Priscilla Baird Hinckley* '47
Daniel B. Hirschhorn‡ '79
Andrew M. Hoffman '83
Dorothy Holinger '50
Carolyn R. McGonigle Holleran '60 GP'07
Kim D. Howie '73
Cathy Hull '68
Barbara Baker Humphrey '72
Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti '57 and 
Lawrence Iannotti P'83
Kathryn Hadley Inskeep '43
Karen Klebe Isaacs '67
Christina Ferayorni Ivaldi '66
Elizabeth Saalfield Ives '64 P'97 '98
Marta Lindseth Jack '55
Frances Freedman Jacobson '56 and M. 
Howard Jacobson P'82
Mary Robertson Jennings '54
Frances Brigham Johnson '49
Anne McClain Johnston '62
Alice Daghlian Kanayan '66
Eric J. Kaplan '85
Ruth L. Kaplan '50
Ann-Mary Potter Kapusta '59
Ginger Dreyfus Karren '52
Shirley Wilson Keller* '46
Janet B. Kellock '52
Joan Tillman Kelly '59
Joan Rosen Kemler '47
Dana Friedman Kiesel '81
Paul R. Kiesel '82
Carolyn Anderson Kilgour '67
Nancy King '71
Dr. Phyllis Coffin Kingsbury '53
Samuel Kingston '94
Dr. Lynn Wallace Kinsell '68
Eugenia Tracy Kirchner '60
Ruth Barry Klaas '47
Herbert and Emilie Klagsbrun P'86
Sandra Fleischner Klebanoff '60
Jean A. Klingenstein '64
James and Hope Kobak P'78 GP'15
Ann Shields Koepfli '47 GP '94
Barbara Zaccheo Kohn '72
Cynthia Mallett Kosakowski '79
Nancy Alderman Kramer '52 P'83
Susan D. Krebs '73 P'06
Joan Jacobson Kronick '46 P'73
Faith Blersch Kuehn '76
Nancy Finn Kukura '68
Lawrence C. Ladd
Ruth Ritter Ladd '72
Janice Simone Ladley '56
Leslie Lamkin '85
Mary Nankervis Lamont '49
Kathy Landen '66
Lois A. Larkey '65
Thomas A. Laughlin '88
Mary Ash Lazarus '71
Lois Keating Learned '54
Sarah B. Leavitt '10
Katharine S. Legg '66
Jill Long Leinbach '56
Alexander K. Leith '77
Virginia Reed Levick '59
Jay B. Levin '73
Dana Freedman Liebman '67
Joan Tanenbaum Lipkowitz '65
Mallory S. Littman '06
Miriam Prosswimmer Longyear '57 and 
Russell H. Longyear
Anne Dorsey Loth* '53
Elaine Title Lowengard '50
Charles B. Luce, Sr. P'79 '81 GP'97 '11 '14
Nancy E. Lundebjerg '81
Leonard LuPriore '76
Susan Eckert Lynch '62
Nancy Hamilton MacCormac '57
Marjorie Nelson Macintyre '78
Julia G. Mack '81
Diane Ellsworth MacNeille '63
John C. MacRae '88
Jennifer Maduro '71
Phyllis M. Malone '58
Linda Rosenthal Maness '81
Joy Shechtman Mankoff '56
Jennifer Lapan Mann '94
Dorothy May Marban '63
Leslie A. Margolin '77
Judith Bamberg Mariggio‡ '69
Constance Garland Marsh* '57
Maryan L. Marshall '60
Pamela Strawbridge Mashke '74
Helen Fricke Mathieson '52
Lydia Simpson Matthews '54
Marcia Hunter Matthews '67
Patricia Bristol May '75
Elizabeth Hood McAfoose '60
Edmea da Silveira McCarty '59
Kathleen Nelles McClure* '52 P'75
Samantha Q. McCracking '10
Carolyn Steadler McElwain '56 P'90
Fredricka Chapman McGlashan '68
Neil P. McGowan '07
Richardson McKinney
Ruth Roney McMullin '63
Shirley Armstrong Meneice '45
Angelina Mercado '98
Martha Clampitt Merrill '84
Anne Mickle '89
Lynn W. Miles '68
Bonnie K. Mills '81
Nancy Diesel Mills '71
Eleanor Souville Minners '52
Carolyn Graves Mitchell '59
Pamela Varley Molino '86 and  
Stephen Molino‡
Eilzabeth Horigan Montgomery '57
Prudence Merritt Montrezza '51
Patricia Chambers Moore '59
Arlene Metz Moretz '66
Heather Morrison '69 P'95
Judith Karr Morse '62
Lynda Batter Munro '76 P'08
Elinor Corkran Murphy '90
Professors Bernard and Nelly  
Murstein P'80 GP'16
Barbara A. Nagy
Laura L. Nash '70 and Thomas  
Beale P'05
Kathleen E. Neal '94
Cynthia Orndorff Neely* '53
Elizabeth Hardie Nelson '80
Jane Sapinsley Nelson '47
Stephanie Glicksberg Neuman '53
Helen Beardsley Nickelsen '48
Marion L. Nierintz '65
Victoria McKittrick Oliva '81 and Mark 
Oliva '82
Sally MacLaughlin Olivier '72
Eugenia Eacker Olson '53
Barbara Vosburgh Omohundro '72
Margaret Yost Ormond '77
Jane Taylor O'Toole '59
Thomas F. O'Toole
Marjorie Weeks Owens '51
Diana F. Packer '57
Carol Reeves Parke '58
Jan Parker '54
Marianne Paulhamous '63
Jane Worley Peak '42 P'75
Kimberly-Toy Reynolds Pellerino '77
Laura Davenport Petcavage '69
Marcia Rygh Phillips '63
Ellen Leader Pike '68
Joan Redmund Platt '67
Anick A. Pleven '83
Teed McConnell Poe '63
Victoria Posner '65
Katharine A. Powell• '74 P'05
Sharis Arnold Pozen '86 P'19
Eve Priester '79
Wilma Cohen Probst '66
Karen Quint '87
Rhoda Goldstein Rand '57
Alicia M. Rea '12
Dorinne Lee Reiley '68
Edmee Busch Reit '50
Douglas C. Renfield-Miller '75 and  
Jean Renfield-Miller '75
Nancy DelVecho Renn '72
Robert B. Rheault, Jr. '80
Linda McCormick Rice '61
Susan Greene Richards '54
Suzanne Rie Taylor '59 GP'09
Kathryn L. Riley '69
Dorothy Hyman Roberts '50
Brian Robie‡ '73
Benjamin A. Robinson '82
JoAnn Vedder Rogers '62
Jane Silverstein Root '60 P'85 '91
Catherine Rose '57
Donna L. Rosen '70
Jill Manes Rosen '61
Sanford J. Rosen
Francine Axelrad Rosenberg '74
Joan Stuart Ross‡ '64
John Rothschild '78
Susan E. Rothschild '66
48 49
The Laurels
Gifts of $2,500 - $9,999
Tiered recognition is offered to recent graduates and students: alumni who graduated within the last 10 to 14 years are invited to join the The 
Laurels at $1,000; alumni who graduated within the last 5 to 9 years at $500, alumni who graduated within the last 1 to 4 years at $250, and 
current students at $100.
Anonymous '97




Elizabeth Ashforth Bacon '78 
and Edmund Bacon P'07 '09
Christine Heilman Bakalar '70
Anne Lamborn Baker '59 P'92
Jenifer Kahn '87 and Peter 
Bakkala '87 P'15
Janice L. Barefoot '80
Geoffrey D. Barnet '85
Stephen W. Bartlett '97
Bruce and Kraemer  
Becker P'22
Carol Stratton Beers '89 and 
James A. Beers '88
Phyllis Benson Beighley '68
Susan Schnadig Belgrad '63
Ford and Amy Bell P'02
David J. Benjack '86
Ellen Hofheimer Bettmann '66 
and Michael Bettmann P'91
Joann Murphy Bezzant '60
Elizabeth A. Binder '19
Judith Van Law Blakey '60 P'88
Nancy Mayers Blitzer '45
Donald W. Blodgett, Jr. '89
Sharon Page Bode '72
Andrew P. Bonanno '91
Michael D. Boswell '10
Eleanor C. Bowsher* '34
Maria Wyckoff Boyce '85
Carol Blake Boyd '72
Victoria Brett '90
Paula Benson Brothers '69
Emilio Burgos '76
Holly Burnet Mikula '80
Lea L. Bushnell '15
Nicholas G. Cardenas '22
Jennifer Myers Carter '93
Richard A. Carter '92
Susan R. Case '75
Lionel B. Catlin '79
Iris Herbits Chandler '48
Craig E. Chapman, Esq. '76
Candace J. Chase '73
Carol D. Chaykin '66
Dr. Martha Alter Chen '65
Meixi Chen '19
Steven Chu and Mayling Chin-
Chu P'19
David C. Clark '73
Cordelia Ettl Clement '52
Isaac H. Clothier V '79 and 
Elizabeth Clothier P'10
Christie Cobb '90
Julia Conner Collard '56
Cynthia D. Conrad '70
Margaret E. Corcoran '19
Jane Crandell-Glass '62 and 
Jonathan Glass GP'18
Ken A. Crerar '77
Samuel E. Crockford '22
Donald A. Crouch '77
Harry C. Curtis '80
Nancy Vaughan Curtis '80
April A. Danz '96
Catherine Lippman Davis '95
James* and Megan Dayton P'21
Alain and Cathy De Coster P'21
Carol Plants Deberry '60
Anita L. DeFrantz '74
Anne DeLaney '83
Susan J. Denny '79
Peter A. DiNardo '96
Mary Ellen Hosmer Dinwoodey 
'66 and David T. Dinwoodey
Kip Doble '07
Margaret Phelps Doble '07
James M. Doran
Robert G. Douglas '15
Liana Douillet Guzman '05
Michael J. Dubilier '77
Lois Papa Dudley '50
Claire E. Dufek '10
Sarah Taylor Dumas '14
Robert Durrant and Piyaphan 
Chirathivat P'19
Jill Eisner '80
Joan Gwiazdowski Elliott '73
Laura L. Ellis '79
Hillary H. Ellison '86
Laura Wheelwright  
Farnsworth* '52
Olivia W. Farrell '14
John and Suzanne Feigert P'20
Carol Jaffa Feinberg '49 GP'19
Alexandra Felfle '10
Karen Saurino Fife '85 and 
Andrew Fife P'19
John and Anita Fiorillo P'03
Esther Coyne Flanagan '49
Susan S. Ford '67
Joseph A. Franklin
Dana Hartman Freyer '65
Katherine A. Freygang '74
Stephen Frieder '89
Susan Froshauer '74
Rena Zurn Fulweiler, Ph.D. '82
Frances Howland Gammell-
Roach '71 and Nick  
Roach P'00 '10
Michael P. Gardner '10
Dr. James C. Garvey '79
Janine Frazza Garvey '81
Thomas C. Gately '91
Susan Mabrey Gaud '68 and 
Henry Gaud P'07
Martha E. Gifford, Esq. '73
Lorraine Bitner Gilden '69
Louise Rosenthal Glasser '62
Martin Goldstein
Claire S. Gould '10
Taylor B. Gould '13
Deborah Greenstein '67
Linda Wiatrowski Gregory '81
Susan Kellogg Grigg '63
Susan Brownstein Grody '51
Charles P. Gurry '09
Emily Mond Gurry '09
Judith Rosman Hahn '67
Andrew M. Halsey, Sr. '77
Heidi L. Halsted '15
Jane Murchison Hamilton '52
Megan A. Hammond '97
Mary Saunders Hande '69
Hildegarde Drexl Hannum '53
Richard D. Harding '95
Eleanor G. Hardy '15
Ruth Harris Hilliard '71
W. Henry Hauser, Jr. '80
Leesa Lewis Heath '72
Julia M. Helms '11
Heather Lyman Henderson '92
Kevin S. Henderson '93
Michael Herman '93
Gene and Ann Hile P'14
Fred and Alicia Hintlian P'21
Pamela Hoffner '70
Anelise K. Hohl '15
Anne K. Holly '17
Janice Weisman Howe '73
Zenas W. Hutcheson IV '08
Jacqueline E. Hutchins '10
Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti '57 and 
Lawrence Iannotti P'83
Noelle Ifshin '89
Marta Lindseth Jack '55
Constance Green Jacobson '57
Frances Freedman Jacobson '56 
and M. Howard Jacobson P'82
Julia K. Jarvis '19
Lolly Jelks Crawford '85
Nancy W. Jones '66
Emily Joyce Oakes '97
Betty Fluegelman Kahn '68 P'92
Angela Troth Kalayjian '95
Nicholas Kalayjian '95
David and Chantal Kellogg P'19
Louise Thomas Kemper '69
Barbara Marino Kenny '80
Herbert F. Kenny III '80
Katharine DeWitt Kern '88
Kathleen Minor Kheel '99
Fran Wattenberg Klingenstein '68
Margaret Knapp '98
Laura Highmark Kneisel '01
Thomas M. Kobak '78 P'15
Bradford G. Korder '73 P'06
Rae Downes Koshetz '67
Susan D. Kronick '73
Barbara Gordon Landau '55 P'83
Erin F. Largay '99
Joseph R. Larkin '07
Wendy Lehman Lash '64
Mario Laurenzi '90
Ellie R. Leahy '13
Joann Walton Leavenworth '56 
and Donald Leavenworth P'82
Katharine S. Legg '66
Peggy Rifkin Lehmann '66
Ruth Zaleske Leibert '66 and 
Burton Leibert P'92
Jill Felsenthal Levi '73
Virginia Reed Levick '59
Jay B. Levin '73
Jeffrey H. Lonstein '78
Nancy Heaton Lonstein '78
Deborah Nichols Losse '66
Colleen Dougherty Lund '61
Nancy E. Lundebjerg '81
Claude Lutz
Alexa K. Lynch '04
John E. Lyons, Jr. '13
Janet M. Mackey '71
Mark N. Mangano '11
Margaret Burrows Martin '73
Margery Flocks Masinter '62 
and Edgar Masinter P'88
Helen Fricke Mathieson '52
Xavier J. McCormack '22
Christopher L. McDaniel '94
Mary Hope Missimer 
McQuiston '60 and  
Robert McQuiston P'87
Arete Benner McSherry '69
Daniel and Grace Melrod P'20
Lois M. Mendez-Catlin '80
Richard and Ronay Menschel
Timothy P. Messler '05
Harlan L. Michaud and Kimberly 
Huard-Michaud P'19
Anne Mickle '89
Carolyn Graves Mitchell '59
Linda Tallmadge Mitchell '61
Rasheed Mitchell '13
Glenna Mathes Moalli '71
Philippa H. Mohr '19
Marcia C. Morris '70
Heather Morrison '69 P'95
Carol Farley Munson '69
F. Wisner Murray '79 and Betts 
Murray P'11
Morton F. Plant Society
Gifts of $50,000 - $99,999 
Seth W. Alvord '93
Nancy Marshall Athey '72 and Preston 
G. Athey
Nancy H. Camp* '53
Jonathan H. Cohen '87
Diana Cummings
Susan Sigal Denison '69
Betsy Greenberg Feinberg '66
Anne Reno Geddes '93
Zoe Klein Henriquez '99
Steven W. Jacobson '85 and Jo Jacobson P'22
Ann Werner Johnson '68
John and Elizabeth Linehan P'18 '22 '23
John and Heidi Niblack P'98
Joyce Bagley Rheingold '56
Ellen Lougee Simmons '69 P'04
Virginia Berman Slaughter* '48 P'77
Marjorie A. Stimmel '62
Elizabeth Dutton Sweet* '47
Rajneesh Vig '93
Harold F. Wiley




Gifts of $25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous ‘69
William P. Barrack '81 and Katherine 
Barrack P'18
President Katherine Bergeron and  
Butch Rovan
William and Marjorie Berlinghof P'05
Lisa Levaggi Borter '85
Kathryn Klein Briger '63
Parnell Wood Buhlman '89
Elizabeth Babbott Conant '51
Loulie Sutro Crawford '89
Vicker V. DiGravio III '88 and Karen
Christofano DiGravio '91 P'20
Anthony and Elizabeth McGuire  
Enders '62 P'87
Lucinda Eng-Garcia '88
Karla H. Evans '80 P'18
Barbara Brachman Fried, CFP '64 GP'23
Carlos A. Garcia '88
Lynne Twinem Gorman* '57
Peter S. Hallarman, M.D. '78
Prudence Regan Hallarman '78
Elizabeth Castle Halsey '73 and Thomas 
Halsey P'00
Alexandra Auchincloss Herzan '81
Cathy Kaufman Iger '75
Mark M. Iger '75
Eric J. Kaplan '85
Nancy S. MacMillan '67
Thomas McGlynn and Antoinette Murphy 
McGlynn P'22
Robert and Elizabeth McGraw P'21
Meridee A. Moore and Kevin N. King P'16
Ann S. Pyne
Karen Quint '87
Cynthia Fenning Rehm '54
Lucia B. Santini '80 and Bruce Field P'12
Thomas A. Sargent '82 and Allison  
Ijams '82 P'17
Karen Fales Sauter '74
Eric Sensenbrenner '93
Rebeccah Vodraska Sensenbrenner '92
John and Jennifer Shimanski
Patricia Roth Squire '51 and David  
Squire GP'06
Jean Curtin Tempel '65
Tamah Nachtman Weigand '68
Harkness Circle




Alexandra G. Abbott '89
Alice Reid Abbott '69
Debo P. Adegbile '91
Manuel and Corina Balbontin P'20
David W. Barber '88
Kenneth and Lisa Baronsky P'21
Mary Roth Benioff '56 and B. Richard 
Benioff P'87
Betty Brown Bibbins '73
Anthony C. Bowe '79
William and Skye Brewer P'19
Katharine B. Brigham '73
Sharon Smith Broughton '69
Christy K. Burke '93
Lynn Cooley, Ph.D. '76
Judson M. Dayton '80
Julia Winton Dayton '49 P'80 '81
Cynthia Linton Fleming '54
DeFred G. Folts III '82
Linda Abel Fosseen, Ph.D. '69
Michael and Amy George P'21
Larry M. Goldstein '88
Anne E. Grape P'22
Thomas and Mary Grape P'22
Prescott W. Hafner '80
William R. Handelman GP'18
Priscilla Baird Hinckley* '47
Kenneth R. Kabel '76 and Carol Kabel P'12
Ellen Gottlieb Kazin '62 and Stuart  
Kazin P'86 '88
Jean A. Klingenstein '64
Patricia Salz Koskinen, Ph.D. '64
David and Beth LaLiberte P'20
Mary Ash Lazarus '71
Christine Webb Letts '70
Judith Bamberg Mariggio '69
Ann and Andy Mathieson
Barbara Phillips Mayer '63
Marcia A. McLean '79
Eugene Mercy, Jr. and Sue Bernstein 
Mercy* '63 P'91
Guy W. Morris '76
Thomas Neff
Laurie Norton Moffatt '78
Judith Tindal Opatrny '72
Steve C. Owen '80 and Lisa Owen P'12
Judy Heldman Oxman '71
David H. Palten '76 and Barbara  
Palten P'04 '09
Cynthia Parker '71
William Parker and Susanne Beck P'19
Shaun F. Pedersen '88
Robert and Diane Pemberton P'20 '23
Laura Davenport Petcavage '69
Joan Redmund Platt '67
Devon Danz Preston '93
Marjorie Lewin Ross '56 P'90
Mary Seaverns Saner '72
Robert and Raeanne Sarazen P'21
Cara Esparo Schirrmeister '82
Charles W. Schirrmeister '82
Alexei and Christina Simons P'21
Robert F. Smith*
James and Anne-Elizabeth Sobieski P'22
John Spinney and Erin Halperin P'21
Dwayne C. Stallings '99
Jonathan S. Stavin '85
Todd Taplin '89 and Jennifer Ciotti  
Taplin '92 P'23
Carole Lebert Taylor '65
Paula Cisco Verdu '69
Eric and Kimberly Waldman P'20
Diane Buchanan Wilsey '65 P'91
Susan Troast Winiarski* '61
David J. Zimmerman '75
50 51
Elizabeth W. Anderson '13
Gary and Ellen Anderson P'13
Joellen Anderson
Lyn Wheeler Anderson '71
Mary Leigh Anderson, CPA '79
Michael Anderson '93
Nancy Clark Anderson '53
Patricia Edwards Anderson '64
Patricia Mottram Anderson, 
Ph.D. '53 P'88
Richard and Lisa Anderson P'04
Taylor N. Anderson '14
Virginia L. Anderson
Drew J. Andre '16
James Andrew P'21
Gary P. Andrews '86 and Melanie 
Davis Andrews '86 P'20
Patricia Antell Andrews '65
Sara Kaufman Andrikidis '87 and 
Georgos Andrikidis P'20 '21
Richard and Tricia Angeli P'20
Jennifer D. Angelo '93
Kenneth and Laura Angliss P'22
Robert P. Anker '90
David and Roseann Annino P'20
Phyllis A. Annunziata '73
Linda Siegel Anstendig '62
Daniel Anstey '98
Joan Barkon Antell '55
Professor John P. Anthony






Sharon M. Antonucci '97
Riye Aoki '90
James Appel '89
Sally L. Appenzellar '70
Gail Illsley Apple '63
Kelly E. Appleton '10
Ilana B. April '00
Elias M. Aquino '16
Jane M. Arabian, Ph.D. '74
Eduardo Araujo '16
Gabriella M. Araya '19
Victor J. Arcelus
David and Julia Archer P'19
John B. Ardell '93
Sara Becton Ardrey '95
Quinn A. Arevalo '10
Sarah B. Argeropoulos '10
Theodora Dracopoulos Argue '63
James and Karen Armata P'21
Margaretta Conderman Arnold '62
Platt Townend Arnold '64
Karen Frankian Aroian '80
Joyce Stoddard Aronson '45
R. Craig Aronson '92
Nicole Aronson Champagne '92
Cameron D. Arterton '95
Katherine S. Arthur
Jaime A. Arze '88
Penelope A. Asay '96
Barbara Stone Aschheim '62
Nancy Ash P'09
Bempa A. Ashia '20
Jason S. Ashur '01
Karen L. Askins '85
Professor Robert A. Askins
Donna Maulsby Asnani '65
Cheyanne C. Asplundh '18
Jacqueline Asplundh P'14
Myrta R. Asplundh '18
Michael and Irene Aspras P'22
Nicholas P. Asselin '00
Rachael Harris Asselin '01
Pauline Schwede Assenza '70
Jeanette Astrauckas
Grace C. Astrove '10
James E. Astrove '82 and Ann 
Astrove P'10
Alice Evans Atkins '67 and 
Henry Atkins P'91
Dr. John J. Atkins '79
Mary-Jane Atwater '70
Delphine E. Aubourg '95
Craig R. Audin '08
Maureen Moore Auer '87
Mary Augustiny
Carolyn Coburn Auman '58
Darcy Jo Miller Austin '64
Nancy Blumberg Austin '67
Susan Austin-Lesick
Leylan Y. Avalos '08
Rachel L. Avery '97
Christian Aviles
Wendy Swanson Avirgan '69
Shirley Johnsen Avril '74
Herbert and Nancy Awender P'22
Alison Sethness Axeen '68
Robert Axelrod '76
Nancy Holbrook Ayers '63
Farzin Azarm '92
Anne C. Baade '81 and Ronald 
Harris Tanner P'13
Eleanor C. Babbitt '80
Martha Monroe Babbitt '58 P'85
Margaret Babbott and Jennifer 
Bryan P'19
Ann K. Babcock '85
Kathryn Bacastow '72
Barbara Lessall Bach '62
Claudia Bachmann-Bouchard '02
Nancy Horovitz Bachrach '69
Katharine Barker Bacon '14
Lois McTague Bacon '77
Samuel A. Bacon '09
Laura M. Bae '00
Kathleen A. Baer
Rose Marie Bagioni
Elizabeth Howland Bagley '80
Amey Schenck Bailey '86
Benjamin M. Bailey '95
Caury A. Bailey '99
Elizabeth Cheavens Bailey '91 
and Joseph Bailey P'22
Kerry Holleran Bailey '01
Paul M. Bailey '01
Susan P. Bailey P'01 '07
Chelsea BaileyShea '96
Matthew L. BaileyShea '96
Caroline Myers Baillon '57
Terrance and Bonnie Baine P'21
Piper I. Baine '21
Professor Bridget B. Baird
Jeffrey W. Baird '12
Phoebe A. Bakanas '10
Dorothee Duehlmeier Baker '69
Elizabeth Horn Baker '49
Jill L. Baker '83
Kata Franczyk Baker '07
Nancy Crouch Baker '53
Penelope Goslin Baker '69
Victoria Tydlacka Bakker '56 and 
Martin B. Bakker P'82
Loretta Balantic
Emily Zahniser Baldridge '59
Barbara Hockman Baldwin '62
Eleanore Haggard Baldwin '62
Frances Steane Baldwin '55 P'82
James L. Baldwin, M.D. '85
Caroline Baldwin Kahl '79
Alexa N. Ball '06
Gregory Ball and Margaret 
McCarthy P'22
Robert W. Ballek '73
Mawa J. Ballo '18
Abigail G. Ballou '07
Alexandra X. Baltazar '19
Evelyn Jennings Bamford P'90 '96
Jane Noyes Bancroft '66
Alexandra Band '02
Mark D. Bandas '75
Debra Stone Banerjee '74
Stephanie O. Banim '10
Cheryl A. Banker '06
Elizabeth Davis Banks '78
Martha Aldrich Banks '72
Elizabeth May Bankson '89
Elizabeth Carter Bannerman '62
Holly M. Bannister '75





Laura Patz Barber '83
Zachary M. Barber '00
Carol Cronin Barbour '73
Barbara Hatch Barbuto '68
Kathryn A. Bard '68
Clifford N. Bargar
Cliff Barger
Hilary Chittenden Barhydt '81
Martha Williamson Barhydt '55
Jeffrey and Ruth Barker P'14
Linda Barker '67
Barbara Barker-Papernik '65
Natalie Bigelow  
Barlow '45 P'69 '70
Dana C. Barnes '19
Frances Trafton Barnes '85
Samuel D. Barnes '19
Stephen Barnes '88
William E. Barnes '15
Alexander Barnett
Betsy Hahn Barnston '57
Ari and Kristin Baron P'19
Lee and Vickie Baronas P'21
Matthew L. Baronas '21
Burlin Barr P'19
Thomas M. Barr P'99
Jennifer W. Barrack '18
Dennis R. Barrett '10
Gregory Barrett
Dr. Mary E. Barrett '78
Mary Beck Barrett '51 P'78 '83
Sarah Barrett '00
Delphine L. Barringer-Mills '98
Beth L. Barry '77
Thomas W. Barry '82
Nancy P. Barry Manor '69
Karen Barsa '83
Pamela VanderKloot Bartel '88
William Bartel II '88
Lisa M. Bartels '04
Jacob and Julie Barth P'21
Gaele Mansfield Barthold '61
Paul R. Bartholomew
Lynn Bartl '89
Clarissa E. Bartley '77
John T. Bartolomei '85
Terry Hazard Bartolozzi '79
Carlotta Espy Barton '59
Prudence Wilson Barton '69
Colby Tallman Bartro '08
Kyle C. Bartro '08
Sarah J. Bass '19
William and Susan Bass P'19
H. Clay Bassett, Jr. '87
Alexa Bassler '19
Stuart and Anne Bassler P'19
Marjorie Rosenbaum  
Bassman '75
M. Hope Batchelder-Stevens '64
Alice Haines Bates '51 P'81 GP'18
Leigh McWilliams Bates '68
Thomas Bates '81
Todd B. Bates '78
Joanne Bates Bliss '85
Martha Vaughn Bath '72
Lawrence V. Batter '80
Rachel Lindmark Baucom '10
Eric R. Bauer '09
Natalie Davis Bauer '09
George and Barbara  
Baumgarten P'13
Lincoln A. Baxter '75
Linda Rosenzweig Baxter '71
Pamela Cutler Baxter '75
Brenda Baker Bayhan '91
Marc J. Baylin '85
Mary Kurtz Baynum '60
Jennifer Bayon '93
Laurence J. Bazer '85
Jennifer Cohen Beal '08
Nancy M. Beaney '88
Jeremy A. Beard '93
Elizabeth B. Bearman '03
Mary Casserly Beasley '77
Suzanne Rich Beatty '62
Nancy Powell Beaver '54
Karen R. Beber '88
Bob Bechek and Elizabeth 
Freeman Bechek P'22
Kenneth and Maria Beck P'22
Mary Tierney Beck '67
Elizabeth Wallace Becker '94
Margaret Woodhouse Becker
Nancy Stein Becker '70
Stacey E. Beckhardt '79
Brenden and Olga Beckstein P'22
Joyce Finger Beckwith '62
Henry and Jean Becton P'95
Nadia G. Bednarczuk '19
Adrienne Bergman Beebe '68
Belen Lott Begin '67
Melissa A. Behney '97
Brian M. Murtagh '09
Yong J.G. Ng '11
Huan H. Nguyen '13
Mildred Price Nygren '60
Ryan M. Oakes '97
Susan Feigl O'Donnell '68
Eugenia Eacker Olson '53
Martin and Marina O'Malley P'22
Suzanne Rosenhirsch 
Oppenheimer '56
Laurie Stewart Otten '72
Jennifer Gilman Piche '98
Evan M. Piekara '07
Ellen Leader Pike '68
Daniel G. Post '12
Ethan Powell '04
Katharine A. Powell '74 P'05
Frances Gillmore Pratt '60 and 
Harold I. Pratt P'89
Amelia Roberts Rands '73
Nicole Reiff '10
Gregory Reimers
John F. Remondi '84
Calli S. Reynolds '17
Marla Ribner-Lance '92
Helen Jinks Richards '64
Nancy Grondona Richards '57
Alexander D. Richardson '79
Rorie Petri Rickard '03
Todd D. Ritter '91
Joan Roberts Robertson '38
Brian Robie '73
George S. Rogers '82 and 
Carolyn Rogers P'16
Theodore M. Romanow '76
Madeline K. Rondeau '20
Marilyn Weast Rorick '69
Susan Rosenberg Rose '62
Leslie Rosen '02
Harris R. Rosenheim '09
Rebecca Hoffert Rosow '68 and 
Peter Rosow P'93
J. Gordon Rudd, Jr. '86 and 
Maureen Conlin Rudd '87 P'17
Dianne Hyde Russell '64
Areti A. Sakellaris '08
Alfred Salvato '90
Karen Mossman Salvato '90
Daniel Samelson '76
Farai S. Sanyangore '05
Thomas Satran '94
Tedd R. Saunders '83
Irma Klein Schachter '49 and 
Joseph Schachter P'78 GP'15
Geoffrey Schaefer '90
Gregg and Lisa Schenker P'19
Brian S. Schneider '83
Sarah A. Schoellkopf '97
Alexander B. Schoenfeld '05
Annie M. Scott '84
Hilary Bishop Scott '00
Thomas Seery, Jr. '91
David and Sarah Shapiro P'16
Josephine Pelkey Shepard '51
Warren and Janet Siegel GP'22
Winston C. Simone '20
Kathleen Doar '70 and Alan 
Sinaiko P'02
Mary MacFarlane Slidell '66 and 
John Slidell P'94
Julie Ann Hovey Slimmon '52 
and James Slimmon GP '10
Edward Smith P'19
Becca Smith '19
Roberta Slone Smith '63
Tracy Smith '89
Lynn H. Staley '70 and Martin 
Linsky
Robert Steininger and Anh 
Nuyen-Steininger P'22
Leslie Goodwin Stonestreet '90
Fred and Anne Stratton P'91 '96
Bennett White Swingle '66
Dhuanne Schmitz Tansill '64
Ivan Tatis '10
Edmund C. Taylor '84
Shelley E. Taylor '68
Janil Tejada '15
Jennifer M. Tejada-Tatis '10
Alison Holland Thompson '79 
and Harlan Thompson P'11
Elaine Davey Topodas '69
Daniel and Tresa  
Toscano P'21
Blair Landau Trippe '83
Christeen C. Tuttle '73
Neil and Sylvia Van Sloun
Richard C. Vancil '82 and 
Patricia Vancil '82 P'13
Anne A. Verplanck '80
Frances Eickele Voss '66
Esther Pickard Wachtell '56
Susan Wagner '80
Diana Seton Wakerley '69
Professor Christopher and Anne 
Walsh
Cristina Stoddard Walsh '92
Richard L. Wechsler '75
Virginia Eason Weinmann '51
Stephen and Elizabeth  
Whisnant P'21
Nancy Northrop White '87
Olivia G. Wilcox '15
Rufus R. Winton '82
Clayton W. Witter '13
Flora Barth Wolf '64
Esty Wood-Satran '92
J. Rodman Wright '84
Kieran N. Xanthos '88
Stephen and Elizabeth  
Yeonas P'22
Leslie Dorn Young '66
Anne Rasmussen Zaccaro '85 
and John Zaccaro P'22
The Zachs Family
Karl H. Ziegler '93
Helene Zimmer-Loew '57
Daniel Zubkoff and Pauline 
Lee P'12
Supporters
Gifts of up to $2,500
Anonymous '02
Penelope Karp Abad '07
Caroline H. Abbott '12
Christopher C. Abbott '79 P'14
Jesse Abbott '78
Eliza S. Abdu-Glass '16
Deborah B. Abel '80
Kenneth Abel '76
Joan Snyder Abelson '63
April Abney P'19
Jim Abney
Marie Richard Abraham '81
Nicole A. Abraham '19
Sandra M. Abraham P'19
Kenneth S. Abrahams '82
Lara Leipertz Abrahamson '93
Joel and Robin Abrams
Patricia Wertheim Abrams '60
Cynthia Murray Abramson '69
Daniel Abuhoff and Tamsen 
Granger P'06
Tena Williams Achen '70
Judith Hartt Acker '57
Jay R. Ackerman '89
Bryan A. Ackil '21
Robert Ackroyd '83
Lindsay Acomb '70
David and Karen Adam P'16 '19
Russell J. Adam '19
Bryan G. Adams '06
Carol Adams '72
Karen Karl Adams '68 and 
Ronald Adams P'01
Katherine D. Adams '16
Lex Adams '95
Norma Gilcrest Adams '62 P'92
Patricia Said Adams '63
Susan Little Adamson '50
Christopher J. Adamsons '22
Matthew K. Addison '10
Stuart D. Adelberg '82
Elisabeth Segal Adelman '58
Eric Adler '95
Joshua M. Adler '96
Julie Coltoff Adler '89




Joanne Lucey Ahern '73
Donna Shaffer Ahlberg '78
Joan Gaddy Ahrens '56
Toby Ahrens '99
Elizabeth R. Aiello '11
Iyad Ait Hou '21
Melanie Hughes Alavi '93
Dana B. Albalancy '14
Anthony and Tami Albanese P'19
Daniel Albarran Garcia '16
Melissa O'Neill Albert '89
Marjorie Erickson Albertson '51
Daniel Albrecht P'21
Fan Eisen Albritton '68
Professor Joseph Alchermes
David Alden '76
John W. Alderman '76
Nancy Sisitzky Alderman '76
Rebecca Rodgers Aldinger '81
Linda L. Aldrich '66
Sally Scott Aldrich-Molwitz '62
Karen Creasman Aldridge '74
Lelia Brock Alexander '84
Nancy Payne Alexander '69
Richard and Emily Alexander P'20
Judith Aley '79
Janice Robinson Alfieri '67
Ozzie E. Alfonso and Maura M. 
Gouck P'10
Susan Tichnor Alfred '72
Darryl K. Algere '76
Patricia Wyatt Ali '67
Amanda Manee Aljian '94
Matthew Aljian '94
Benjamin G. Allar '13
Annabelle Allen '19
Elise L. Allen '93
Joshua M. Allen '10
Laura J. Allen '81
Lynne Griffiths Allen '73
Renee Mercaldo Allen '84
Richard L. Allen '76
Sarah E. Allen '09
Steven M. Allen '81
Wendy Willson Allen '67
Cynthia Abell Allyn '63
David A. Almeleh '95
Martin J. Alperen '80
Barbara Wasserstrom Alpert '57
Ashley Roosevelt Althoff '88
Jay Althoff '87
Roxane Landers Althouse '72
Gina Altieri P'19
Isabella C. Altieri '19
Samuel Alvarez '12
Catherine L. Alves '13
Rev. Anne Stilson Alvord '60 P'93
Darcy Devin Amann '97
Robert Amar and Tracey Olkus 
P'19
Cynthia Heebner Ambukewicz '76
Katy C. Ameglio
Heather Woods Ames '67
Samuel T. Ames '93
Maclean T. Amlalo '05
Professor Thomas Ammirati* 
and Dean Theresa  
Ammirati P'91 '94
Faith P. Anaya '74
Christa Holahan Ancri '94
Gretchen Anderegg '83 P'23
Alfred N. Andersen '79
Kathleen Smith Andersen '76
Martha E. Andersen '93
Ann Tousley Anderson '69
Elana Brown Anderson '63
52 53
Gil and Hilla Breiman P'22
Ellen S. Bremner
Katherine Sacca Brennan '09
Daniel Clarkson and Andrea 
Brenneke P'22
Tara C. Brenner '19
Debbie Brentzel
John and Marie Brentzel
Kai Alita Bresciani '14
Leslie Mascola Bresette '88
Harriet Kaufman Breslow '60
Jill Davidson Brett '63 P'90
Christine M. Brewer '09
Jane Harman Brewer '67
Madelyn Brewer '19
Susan Welshonce Brewer '72




Carol Neitlich Bridges '72 and 
Frank L. Bridges P'00
Maria Gluch Briggs '89
Thyra Briggs '92
Marilyn Pond Brigham '77
Glenn and Susan Brill P'16
Glenn and Susan Brill P'16
Kay Rothgeb Brimijoin '67
Elizabeth A. Brininger '75
Marilyn Nibecker Brinkman '49
Elizabeth Smith Brobst '54
Marion Shutsky Brochu '61 and 
Maurice D. Brochu P'01
Andrea Dunn Brockelman '89
Erik J. Brockmeyer '97
Kimberlee Krasko Brockway '89
Virginia Brockwehl '72
Barbara Brodsky-Rothbart
Bettina Scott Brogadir '69
Jennifer Dziubeck Brogan '05
Matthew P. Brogan '05
Dr. Claire Sekulski Bronson '69
Alison D. Brooks '05
Debrah Tullo Brooks '87
James F. Brooks '84
Professor Jeanne Brooks- 
Gunn '69
Katherine W. Brophy '19
Adam Brosh
Brinton M. Brosius '88
Dorothy Becker Brower '82
Abigail C. Brown '20
Barbara Brown '76
DeDe Chirgwin Brown '74 and 
Anthony J. Brown P'02
Elizabeth Froment Brown '60
Isobel L. Brown '12
James and Robin Brown P'19 '23
Jonathan Brown '19
Jonathan Brown '79
Julianne S. Brown '19
Kenneth S. Brown III '06
Leilani Vasil Brown '64
Malik Q. Brown '07
Mary Reading Brown '87
Marylin Corbett Brown '66
Matthew R. Brown '11
Matthew S. Brown '75
Michelle Brown '88
Monica Hayes Brown '72
Penelope Brown '72 and Dr. 
James Rothendler P'15
Philip C. Brown '08
Samantha S. Brown '15
Scott J. Brown '19
Trevor and Margaret  
Brown, Sr. P'01
Lee White Brown-Egan '61
Marilyn Brownell '79
Abigail Ayers Bruce '69
Marilyn Hinkes Bruce '60
Joan Silverherz Brundage '54
Stephen M. Brunetti '76 and 
Deborah Brunetti P'17
Courtney Carpenter Bruno '80
Jennifer Bruno
Meredith Kamm Brust '84
Thomas and Amanda Bryan P'21
Sydney B. Bryan '21
Chelsie Bryant '16
Eliza A. Bryant '12
Eva K. Brydson '19
Todd Brydson and Rachael 
Flaxman P'19
Amy Hurvitz Bubenheim '98
David and Brooke Buchanan P'23
David and Brooke Buchanan P'23
Suzanne Fox Buchele '85
Jane Stern Buchman '66
Douglas S. Buck '89
Susan C. Buck '20
Suzanne Walker Buck '93
Susan E. Buckey '89
Alexandra MacColl Buckley '89
Geoffrey L. Buckley '87
Anne E. Budding '74
Elizabeth Kramer Buddy '64
Joan Schwartz Buehler '57 P'85
Andrea L. Buff '73
David Buffum '92
Alexandra M. Bukovac '18
Barbara Bull '73
Carol Fairfax Bullard '64
Gray T. Bullard
John C. Bullitt '14
Katherine C. Bunce '69
Carol S. Bunevich '69
Sarah E. Bunting '15
Rachel A. Buonaiuto '12
Christine Buono
Teresa Pechulis Buono '87
Peter Burbank '85
Caroline Burch '75
Susan Starr Burchenal '49 and 
John Burchenal P'76
Mary K. Burdette '94
Gerardo and Gabrielle  
Burdo P'22
Riley A. Burfeind '18
Valerie Brown Burge '64
Edward Burger '85
Sarah Greene Burger '57
Camilla Boitel Burgess '62
Megan Morgan Burgoyne '01
Anne Gianacakes Burke '85
Erin T. Burke '19
JoAnn Burke '76
John Burke III '89
Justin Burke '97
Kelsey W. Burke '13
Laura Horan Burke '79 and Hugh 
Burke P'16
Lori Rubin Burke '89
Patricia Grable Burke '50
Patrick D. Burke '89
Sean P. Burke '97
Thomas C. Burke '81
Todd Burke
William and Karen Burke P'19
Lucy Strong Burkland '08
William E. Burkland '08
Camille Lamont Burlingham '85
Nicholas Burlingham '88
Harry Burmester*
Joan Weissman Burness '46
Linda McCoy Burnett '69
Heather Ferguson Burnham '96
Bernice Flanagan Burns '80
Daniel L. Burns '16
Kelly Bernier Burns '90 P'16
Margaret Burns '91
Mary Ann Swanger Burns '44
Drew and Susan Burns P'21
Andrea Burt '09
Deborah Huber Burt '70
Steven and Elizabeth Burt P'14
Edith Buruca P'21
Andrew H. Buscher '87
Catherine Myers  
Buscher '55 P'83 '84 '87
Geoffrey W. Buscher '84
Stephen M. Buscher '83
Alexander M. Bush '06
Cathy Niles Bush '73
Fayelle Wharton Bush '81
John S. Bush '79
Charles Dutton and Kathleen 
Bush-Dutton P'22
Ingrid Bushwack
Jean Mount Bussard '46
Claudia Busto '97
Mark A. Buswinka P'20
Robert S. Butchenhart '00
Sara Rosenthal Butchenhart '99
Gregory S. Butcher '77
Elizabeth A. Butkus '69
Devon E. Butler '10
Kimberly Norton Butler '85
Kristin E. Rumberger Butler '92
Sharon Welsh Butler '71
Clement V. Butt '87
Miriam Brooks  
Butterworth* '40 GP'05
Teal Butterworth '05
Andrew R. Buttner '98
Coreen West Button '85
Greg and Debbi Butz P'19
Helen Frisk Buzyna '63
Christopher S. Byrne '86
Holly Darr Byrne '88
Terry Reimers Byrnes '68
Michael and Barbara  
Cackovic P'18
Judith Browne Cady '78
Chiara G. Cafiero '14
Julie Cahalane Cahill '89 P'23
Renee Calabro '00
Mary L. Calarese
Dinah Moore Calderon '94
Carla N. Caldwell P'19
Deborah Martischang  
Caldwell '78
Jeanne B. Caldwell '69
Nancy Caldwell '75
Burton and Ann Calkins P'05
Julia C. Callahan '19
Marsha K. Callahan '75
Ellen Garland Calvin '61 and 
Robert Calvin P'85
Laurie E. Cameron '69
Holly A. Camerota '98 and Louis 
Camerota P'08
Angela B. Campbell '02
Betsy Gregory Campbell '55
Carol A. Campbell '70
Cheryl Cushing Campbell '61
Froni Biggard Campbell '62
Hugh P. Campbell P'21
Judith F. Campbell '64
Stephanie Lewis Campbell '85
Angel Camuy
Richard Canavan IV '93
Paul M. Canelli '79 and Connie 
Rogers '78 P'12
Katharine A. Canfield '84
Kathleen M. Cannon '06
Mary Jane Molloy Cannon '55
Susan E. Cannon '69
William P. Cannon '19
David Canton
Frank Capecci III '92
Michael P. Capozzi '21
Dorothy Hagberg Cappel '71
Thomas C. Capstick '19
Hannah R. Capucilli-Shatan '21
Gina M. Carano '84
Paula M. Caras '19
Judith Sheldon Carberg '64
Francis P. Carberry '89
Shannon Gregory Carbon '91
Linda Wilkens Carbone '70
Valerie M. Carbone '91
Maryann Wrenn Cardani '88
Nancy Cogut Cardozo '64
Elizabeth A. Carens '12
Eva Chin Carey P'07
Lucinda Gray Carey '79
Mary Speare Carey '64
Nancy Lane Carey '72
Abigail M. Carlen '00
Donna Richmond Carleton '64 
and William Carleton P'91 '95
Robert and Lisa Carlin P'22
Beth Offenhartz Carlson '81
Dr. Elaine M. Carlson '75
Dr. Eric R. Carlson '81
Kathryn A. Carlson '88
Marcia Buerger Carlson '63
Mildred Moody Carlson '70
Bruce and Chloe Carlson
Sarah Carlson Summer '94
Katelyn Romeo Carney '02
Kim Carola
Margaret Marshall Carothers '67
Michael Carp
Joanna Clapp Carpenter '57
P.J. Barnet Carpenter '79
Amy B. Carr '76
Candace Brooks Carr '65
Ellen Carr
Carolyn C. Beinfield '10
Peter T. Belefant '78
Jeffrey A. Beling '13
Bertrand F. Bell
Janice Schaumann Bell '51
Lucinda Stone Bell '56
Marilyn Squibb Bell '61
Nicholas S. Bell '86
Sharon J. Bell '74
Kevin Bellavance '89 and Jill 
Bellavance P'20
Megan A. Bellavance '20
Peter S. Bellotti '78 and Barbara 
Belloti '79 P'12
Robert P. Bellotti '12
Anne Bellows '76
Jo Ann Gates Beltre '97
Jack K. Beltz '18
Stewart and Rosemarie  
Beltz P'18
Betsy Aikin Bemis '62
Susan E. Bender '64
Anne Shaw Benditt '63
Linda Main Benham '69
Emma M. Benington '20
Andrew L. Benioff '87
Grissel Benitez-Hodge '86
Deborah K. Benjamin '67
Ginger Engel Benlifer, Ph.D. '70
Barbara Nichols Bennett '62
Caley D. Bennett '19
Elizabeth V. Bennett '13
Elizabeth P. Bennett '08
Esther Skokan Bennet '57 and 
David Bennet P'87
Evelyn Tranfield Bennett '78
Margaret Moyer  
Bennett '61 GP'22
Patricia Caples Bennett '69
Cordalie Benoit '69
Tyler S. Bensko '19
Christy Beckwith Bensley '81
Scott McLaughlin and Andrea 
Benson P'20
Janet Blackwell Bent '59
Nigel K. Bentley '83
Elaine DeSantis Benvenuto '65
Susan Browne Benzyk '74
Malinda Powers Berardino '76
Martha Beh Berardino '70
Miriam S. Berberian '49
Katrina A. Bercaw P'11
Nancy Pollak Beres '57
Arthur Berg '79
Kyle Berg
Richard A. Bergan '05
Carol Fuhrer Berger '58
Patricia Ahearn Berger '52
Savannah E. Berger '15
Chelsey R. Bergsten '12
William C. Berkey '06
Linda Lawton Berkowitz '66
Jenna L. Berloni '19
William and Dorothy Berloni P'19
Elaine Diamond Berman '57
Martin Berman '76
Sandra Shue Berman '58
Edith Barnes Bernard '49
Matthew L. Bernard '83
Patricia A. Bernard '82
Osten H. Bernardez '03




Marcia Simon Bernstein '63
Patricia Bernstein '70
Laura Hughes Berol '96
James S. Berrien '74
Lucy Marshall Berry '84
Thad Berry and Margaret  
Schiff P'21
Ann Olstein Berson* '54
Joel I. Berson
Frances M. Bertelli '68
Carol L. Bertolini P'17 '18
Martha Hawley Bertsch '87
Gregory W. Bertschmann '86 and 
Kathryn Bertschmann P'11 '19
Holly K. Bertschmann '19
Dr. Marilyn Berzin-Smolen '74
Joslen J. Beslity '22
James and Sandy Beslity P'22
Diane Miller Bessell '59
Robin Frost Bessin '67
Grace Beston
Rodolfo and Beth Betancourt P'08
Christopher T. Bettencourt '93
Eleanor Windsor Betts '01
Alexandra D. Beveridge '87
Elizabeth Beyer '79
Richard and Rosemary Bialek P'87
Gil A. Bianchi, Jr. '96 and 
Courtney Bianchi P'22
Janet Regottaz Bickal '49
Betsy Wolfe Biddle '58
Charlotte Epstein Biegelsen '66
Brian G. Bieluch '00
Andrea Ansell Bien '66 P'93
Samuel Bigelow '99
Mary Eastburn Biggin '46
Patricia J. Biggins '72
Margaret Ashton Biggs '49
Jane Lyman Bihldorff '69 GP'23
Bonnie Campbell Billings '63
Wendy Royer Billue '73
Jeffrey Binder P'19
Marian Bingham '63
Pamela Goodwin Binks '64
Timothy Binzen '88
Geoffrey and Elizabeth Bird P'22
Bruce D. Birgbauer
Jesse Birge '92
Naomi Salit Birnbach '51
John Birnsteel '93
Carol Vaas Biron '79
Terry R. Bischoff
Carole Broer Bishop '59
Jeannine Thomson Bishop '95
Kyle Ridgway Bishop '04
Mary Voss Bishop '55
Timothy M. Bishop '83
Susan Kennedy Bishov '68
Carolyn N. Bissex '14
Paul and Kristen Bisson P'20
Britton P. Bistrian '00
Jackson B. Bistrong '19
Grace Sweet Bitter '82
John Bitters
Margaret Scott Black '61
Thomas and Monique Black P'21
Paul and Susan Blackman
Robert B. Blackwell '73
Alice Berry Blair '90
David Blair '89
Jean Daley Blair '71
Joan Blair '67
Richard and Diana Blair
Wendy Blake-Coleman '75
Harold J. Blakeslee '82
Lucia Bryant Blanchard '69
Stephanie Young  
Blanchette '71 P'98
Ellen Johnston Blaschinski '85
Marc H. Blasser '80
Carol Nordbeck Blazar '71 and 
Richard Blazar P'03
Elizabeth C. Blazar '03
William Blazer and Mary 
Hunstiger P'08
Paula Mirto Bleakley '91
Jill A. Bleemer '79




Darryl Ferguson Bloom '69
Hayley Curtis Bloom '09
Steven E. Bloom '10
Gabriel T. Bluestone '05




Katherine Hanson Blumenthal '04
Alice Boatwright '69
Dr. Nanci Anton Bobrow '66
Margaret H. Bockting '78
Julia May Boddewyn '86
Sandra Bodmer-Turner '69
Ann L. Bodurtha '76
Roman and Molly Boed P'21
Sacha Boegem '95
Nicholas Bogaty '95
Amy G. Bogert '76
Andrew A. Bogle '94
Elise Bohmer
Rachel M. Bohn '14
Yvonne M. Bokhour '77
Cecilia M. Bole '18
Mary Wick Bole '70 and Richard 
Bole P'00
Lisa Podoloff Boles '77 and 
Howard Boles P'08 '17
Caroline Shepard Bolick '84 and 
Paul Bolick P'15
Kimberly S. Bolick '15
DeVallon and Suzanne Bolles P'13
Peter and Jenifer Bologna P'21
Kendra L. Bolt '19
Janice R. Bolton '79
Katherine Hartman Bolton '83
Henry H. Bolz IV '02
Mary Elizabeth Belford Bolz '01
Francine McQuade Bomar '71
Claudette Ramstein Bonetti '55
James P. Bongarra, Jr. '75
Josue Bonilla P'21
Linda R. Boodman
Lynne Chrupcala Bookhout '70
Emily Pappas Boone '00
Anna-Marie Booth '68
James Borah '88
Michael L. Borden '00
Peter and Kathryn Bordonaro P'08
Caroline C. Borgeson '10
Stephanie Hamed Borowy '89
Lee Walkley Bory '64 P'92
Dr. Marcia Faney Bossart '63
Christopher F. Bothur '07
Martin and Jayne Botticelli P'21
Samuel E. Bottum '89
Margaret E. Bounds
Annabella M. Boutet '14
Francine J. Bovich '73
Karen Bowden Cooper '69
Anne Gemmer Bowe '10
Leila Khauri Bowen P'01
Nancy E. Bowen '71
Natalie Bowen '51
Cynthia Ericson Bower '77
Regina Wolpert Bower '69
Edith Hollmann Bowers '59
Ann Lindsley Bowles '56
Lynda Boyages
Patricia Kendall Boyd '64 P'93
Lydia Richards Boyer '53 and 
David Boyer P'78
Suzanne Rossell Boyer '67
J. Taggart Boyle '04
Amy Braddock-Friedman '96
Samuel C. Bradford '82 and 
Andrea Bradford '84 P'15
Sara Manwell Bradford '63
E. Gardner Bradlee '87 and 
Tiffany Cobb Bradlee '87 P'19
Betty Sudarsky Bradley
Enid Siewert Bradley '57
G. Rohan and Deborah  
Bradley P'10
Dr. Jean Carter Bradley '49
Claudia Coracci Brady '66
Thomas and Nancy Brady P'19
Sara Bragdon P'19
Susan Mendelson Braitman '67
Elizabeth Adler Bramwell '84
Christopher A. Brancart '81
Bruce R. Branchini
Alison Biddle Branco '99
Rodrigo X. Branco '89
Heather Montgomery  
Brankman '95
Donald and Susan Brant P'07
Katherine M. Brant '07
Emily Hodge Brasfield '59
Alexander R. Brash '81
Lucinda Hoadley Brashares '47
Karl and Marcia Bratin P'15
Helen Osborn Braun '62 P'91
David M. Brauner '93
Patricia Brown Brauner '64 and 
Charles S. Brauner P'93
Erin M. Brawdy '19
William Bray '85
Srah L. Brayer '79
Alexandra D. Breakstone '16
Annalisa E. Breakstone '19
Bart and Gina Breakstone P'16 '19
Bryce Breen '92
Gregg M. Breen '85
54 55
Nathan F. Cornell '11
Elaine Lang Cornett '75
Alison Cornyn '87
Deborah White Corr '67
Margaret Ferguson Corrigan '84
Mary Stuart Parker  
Cosby '51 P'81
Hannah Treitel Cosdon '89
Margaret Ford Cosgrove '73
Jill Silverman Cossman '68
Arthur R. Costa
Jamie Glanton Costello '89
Melody Costello '94
Thomas and Christina  
Costello P'10
Paige Cottingham-Streater '83
Campbell D. Coughlin '22
Lesley Wise Countryman '79
Nicholas N. Cournoyer '80
Paul Graham and Jacqueline 
Courteau P'22
Melanie Klein Courtemanche '00
Peter H. Courtemanche '09
Perri Orenstein Courtheoux '73
Kathryn Tweedie Covey '76
Paulina Lishon Cowen '49
Kathleen S. Cowherd '19
Cornelius C. Cowles '96
Randall and Erin Cowles P'19
Stephanie Cowley P'22
Jessamyn N. Cox '09




Diana Neale Craig '66
Nathaniel A. Cram '00
Susan Spencer Cramer '86
Judith Jacobs Crampton '65
Susan Hillman Crandall '60
Wendy H. Crandall '77
John D. Cranshaw '04
India Hopper Crawford '95
John and Kathryn Crawford P'19
Patricia Crawford '65
James and Patricia Creamer P'21
Matthew Creamer '21
Marilyn Raub Creedon '50
Kaitlyn N. Cresencia '15
Douglas and Sandra Cress P'21
Lynne M. Crider
Peter C. Crisafulli '10
Triss Casserly Critchfield '77
Marcia Silcox Crockett '64
Jeremy Crockford and Natalie 
White P'22
Jennifer L. Croke '87
Lenny and Kelly Crone P'22
Carolyn Cronin '80
Michael and Julie Cronin P'21
Charles Jenkins and Susan 
Cronin-Jenkins P'20
Cynthia L. Crooker '75
Phyllis McCarthy Crosby '51
Rebecca Thompson Crosby '98
Judith Cressy Crosley '67
Carolyn Cross '19
Constance A. Cross '63
Jennifer Cross '97
Jordan E. Cross '19
Michael and Mary-Jean  
Cross P'19
Peter and Candace Cross P'03
Monica Crothers '83
Moria A. Crouch '90
Daniel and Allyson Crough P'21
Howard K. Crowley '96
Jane Daly Crowley '54
Rebecca Anderson Crowley '00
Stephen J. Crowley '90 and 
Maura Shea Crowley '92 P'23
Paola A. Cruz '19
James Cuddihy '89
Kristin Masturzo Cuddihy '89
Elizabeth Anderson Culbert '49 
and William E. Culbert P'75
Emily Sagen Culley '70
Ethel Bottcher Cullinan, Ph.D. '67
Christopher J. Cullinane '78
Judith Canciani Cullison '64
Ruth Kunstadt Culp '69
Kenneth C. Culver '90
Martha Bory Culver '92
Alexandra Davis Cummin '89
Emily R. Cummings '10
Cynthia R. Cunningham '83
Deborah Cunningham
Gayle Cunningham '71
John M. Cunningham '17
John H. Cunningham '76
Susan M. Cunningham '14
Susan Fifield Cunningham '73
Dan Curland
Janice Curran '74
Dana Currier and Judith Carr P'19
Max J. Currier '10
Lisa DeCesare Curry '84
Michelle Veysey Curtin '64 and 
William Curtin P'90
Anne Sigmond Curtis '71
Anne-Marie Parsons Curtis '85
Eliza L. Curtis '12
Judith Wisbach Curtis '64
Leslie Setterholm Curtis '65
Lisa Flinker Curtis '79
Alison Edwards Curwen '88
Heather Cusack
Ina S. Cushman '76
Georgeanne Nelson Cusic '67 
and Marshall Cusic P'92
Tracey A. Cusick '88
Deborah Flashman Cutler '85
Martha Kidd Cyr '67
Michael and Theresa Cyran P'08
Peter J. Cyran '08
Kenyatta J. DaCosta '97
Patricia A. Daddona '83
Heather Fish Daglieri '97
Lynn Kobus D'Agostino '00
Bobbie Chappell Dahlgren '73
Timothy A. Dahlgren '73
Debra A. Daigle '79
Edward and Dawn D'Alelio P'20
Priscilla Harris Dalrymple '50
Kenneth G. Dalsheimer '82
Marybeth Dugan Dalsheimer '82
Rachel K. Dalton '94
Candyce Young-Fields Daly '07
Rocco C. Damiano '82
Ann Kratzinger D'Amicantonio '01
Amy Ross Damon '97
Thomas M. Damon '97
Elizabeth Daly Danahy '55
Deborah L. D'Angeli '79
Justin G. Daniel '96
Miriam W. Daniel '68




Dennis C. Darling '81
Shari Darman '99
Sara M. D'Arpino '15
Amy Darwin '89
Tracy J. Daugherty P'22
Gail Fiore Davenport '60
Janice Gieparda Davey '72
Diana Ridgway Davidson '79
Marjorie Tobin Davidson '64 and 
William Davidson P'92
D. Rebecca Davies '83
Judith Davies
Karen Rallis Davies '76
Margaret Davies P'87
Susan Rankin Davies '68
Daryl Davies Davis '71
Amy J. Biderman Davis '79
Anne Davis
Anne Kimball Davis '62
Charlotte C. Davis '12
Elaine Buschhoff Davis '69
Jeffrey W. Davis '97
Joan Pine Davis '50 P'66 GP'03
Jonah Davis '98
Lee E. Davis '88
Martha Davis '91
Mary Ann Wolpert Davis '55 and 
Charles W. Davis P'81 '83
Nancy Smith Davis '63
Sara Burns Davis '99
Scott M. Davis '77
Eric T. Dawson '19
Heather R. Day '09
James A. Day '19
Matthew Day and Mary Frances 
Traphagen P'19
Helen F. Dayton
Daniel Cochico and Susan De 
Castro P'20
Amy M. De Genaro '12
Ursula L. de Gersdorff '97
Geneva Grimes de Labry '56
Caroline Grossman de Lasa '94
Kyle de Lasa '92
Anouk de Ruiter '95
Dorothy Kenefick de Saint 
Phalle '88
Patricia Steiger de  
Salazar '58 P'88
Ryan E. Dean '16
Sara Markun Dean '67




Lindsay R. DeCarlo '10
Cecilia Muench Decker '76
Dr. Michele Schiavone DeCruz-
Saenz '71
Peter M. DeCurtis '00
Patrick M. Deegan '14
Emmaline M. Diehl '14
Amy Anderson Deik '94
Jonathan Deitch '77
Jonathan and Naomi Deitz P'13
Carlos R. Del Cristo '86
Margarita del Rosario-Anglero, 
Ph.D. '92
Beverly Vahlteich DeLaney '57
Edward and Joyce DeLaura
Daniela DeLaurentis '07
Lucia DelFavero Gomez '71
Frances Sienkowski Della 
Penna '65
Michael C. Dell'Angelo IV '94
Brian N. Dell'Erario '12
Lisa A. DelPapa '87
Marissa D. DeMais '11
Virginia E. Dematatis '72
Madelyn M. DeMatteo '70
Linda A. Demikat '68
Jonathon and Hannah  
Deming P'22
Ingrid E. Deming '06
Richard and Mary Deming P'06
Kendra Motley Demopoulos '96
Elaine R. DeMore '77
Laura A. Demoreuille '05
John and Susan Dempsey P'19
Timothy D. Dempsey '80
Eric and Andrea Denny P'22
Sally Hunt Densmore '66
Barbara Hess DePasquale '73
Damien T. DePeter '95
Deborah Bryant DePeter '98
Quintin Depina
John Derderian '86 and Amanda 
Kuklin Derderian '88 P'17
Samantha H. Derderian '17
John and Laurie Deredita P'92
Patrick E. Dermody '15
Judith Dern '71
Meghen M. DeSanta '06
Gillian B. Desjardins '99
Mathieu J. DesJardins '92
Mark H. DesMeules '11
Donald Desmond
Peter M. DesRochers '18
Elizabeth Walsh Detmold '71
Michael Deutsch P'19
Rory J. Deutsch '19
Susan Miller Deutsch '58 P'91
Patricia Goff Devanney '67
Mary S. Devins P'97 '00
Professor Ann Sloan Devlin
Nancy Whitney DeVoe '50
Suzette M. deVogelaere '69
Valerie D. DeVuyst '70
Helen R. Dewey '89
Robert Ozer and Janet  
Dewey P'22
Magdalen B. Dewey '17
Suzanne D. Dewitt '19
Alexander L. Dey '09
Marguerite P. Dey '62
Rebecca Saxon Dey '09
Saveena Dhall '94
Paige M. Diamond '05
Zoilita Aponte Diamond '69
Yumi T. DiAngi '00
Patricia A. Carr '67
Russell and Vonice Carr
Russell and Vonice Carr
Maria D. Carrasquillo P'19
Barbara A. Carreiro
Allen T. Carroll '73
Jennifer Ahlen Carroll '93
Margaret A. Carroll '83 and 
David Hibbett P'18
Judith Ankarstran Carson '58
Elizabeth Marsh Carstensen '48
Christopher A. Carter '08
Emily E. Carter '09
Margaret Carter '78
Sarah E. Carter '19
Donna L. Cartwright '74
Donna Vogt Cartwright '66
Barbara Good Caruso '70
Thomas W. Caruso '74
Lauren E. Cashel '04
Tracy Cashman '92
Hollis Ward Cassidy '65
Joan Purtell Cassidy '52
Marilyn Leach Cassidy '58
James and Susan Cassidy P'22
Eduardo Castell '87
Jared M. Castiglione '00
Tracey Nelson Castiglione '01
Johanny Castillo P'22
Rebecca Bodfish Castoldi '01
Joseph J. Castro '19
Dina Catani '79
Andrew Cates and Hyeon-Ook 
Kim P'21
Sarah A. Cates '21
Anthony Catlin, Jr. '84
Mary Turner Cattan '64
Rob and Gwynn Catterton
Sonia Caus Gleason '85
William Cavanagh P'14
Kathryn Cavanaugh '83
Sonia Schoenholtz Cawley '93
Daniel M. Cayer '04
Kimberly Ellsasser Cayer '88
Jennifer D. Cecarelli
Anthony F. Ceci '04
Deborah A. Celia '74
Elizabeth Peterson Cella '89
Mary C. Cerreto '73
Steven A. Certilman '78
Christine Burke Cesare '81
Edward R. Cesare '82
Elizabeth Rockwell  
Cesare '52 P'82
Christopher S. Chaberski '00
Patricia Chock Chainon '68
Andrew H. Chait '82
Rayanne E. Chambers '83
Chia-Li Chang '04
Lucille Davis Chanin* '48
Christine Wilson Chapin '71 P'09
Theodore S. Chapin '72 and 
Joanna Chapin P'07
Andrea Stoner Chapman '75
John and Barbara Chapman P'19
Jean S. Chappell '60
Hedi Dur Charde '90
Matthew L. Charde '87
Larissa Kravchuk Charette '89
Cody C. Chase '15
David and Rebecca Chase P'21
Dylan Chase '19
Mark K. Chase '91
Beth Chase-Schuman '04
Jean Abdella Chastain '84
Joseph and Georgine  
Cheavens P'91 GP'22
Amy E. Cheetham '13
Thomas B. Cheetham '74 and 
Joan Cheetham '75 P'13
YiSang Chen '19
Alexis K. Cheney '16
Alyson O. Cheney '16
Rev. Dr. Barbara T. Cheney '63
Elizabeth Lynch Cheney '92
Timothy Cheney '93
Barbara Brinton Chenot '68 and 
D. Keith Chenot P'00
Lisa Chernin '82
Brian S. Chertok '77
Maxwell C. Chesky '19
David and Kim Chester P'22
Saadya I. Chevan '19
Keith S. Chiappa '97
Cynthia Susla Chick '83
Philip D. Chickering '96
Gale Craigie Chidlaw '49
Elizabeth M. Child '80
J. Bates Childress '80
John P. Chimoures '76
Lily Chin '96
William and Deborah Chin P'18
Kathryn O. Chinetti '19
Peter Chinetti and Jill 
Richardson P'19
Catherine Ching '87
Professor Stanton S. Ching
Anadri Chisolm-Noel '92
Dohn and Soo Cho P'20
Margery Rosen Chodosch '66
Martha B. Chowning '84
Judith Knudsen Christie '61 P'85
Janet Christofano '86
Susan Hardesty Christy '65
Eleanor Hackenburg Chu '66
Jacqueline A. Chu '19
Daniel R. Church '93
Geraldine Johnson Church '86
Margaret S. Church P'90 '93
William Churchill
Sally Ashkins Churchill '54
John E. Cimino
Jillian Mauer Cipriani '08
Analisa F. Cipriano '09
Matthew F. Cipriano '00
Barbara J. Claire
Evalyne Clare P'22
Mary E. Clarity '70
Abigail Clark '98
Barton Clark and Sharon 
Newman P'87
Candice E. Clark '11
Darrell Clark '89




Mary Alice Clark '48
Natalie M. Clark '14
Penelope Altrocchi Clark '86
Tyler A. Clark '19
Sharon E. Clarke P'97
Alexandra A.L. Claveloux '13
Dr. Diane C. Clements '67
Edith G. Clifford '65
Gale Anthony Clifford '56
Nicholas J. Clifford '09
Nicholas Clifford* P'80 '88
Peter B. Clifford '79
Kevin Clifton '79
Benjamin R. Clopper '07
Christina W. Clothier '10
Christine E. Clough '06
Michael J. Clougher '15
Mary Seaman Clowney '52 P'78
R. Jonathan Cobb
Janet Rusch Coberly '58 and 
Neal Coberly P'89
Theodore S. Cochran, Jr. '88
Jennifer K. Cochrane '12
Todd R. Cody '76
Christopher M. Coffey '08
Whitney Eng Coffey '08
Stephen M. Cohan '78
Amy B. Cohen '74
Ann Robertson Cohen '56
Nir and Barbara Cohen P'20 '21
Bret Cohen '01
David Cohen '81
Emily H. Cohen '04
Emily B. Cohen '06
Ira T. Cohen '79
Jeffrey A. Cohen
Kelsey B. Cohen '12
Lawrence and Barbara Cohen P'01
Marilyn Cohen '58
Roberta Trager Cohen '50 P'77
Stuart M. Cohen '76
Warren J. Cohen '89
Elaine H. (Cohen, M.D.) Gale '63
Rhonda Cohen-Boyar P'19
Amy Kohen Cohn '80
Barbara Silver Cohn '63
Peter and Joan Cohn
Christopher L. Colbath
Christopher M. Colbert '80
Elizabeth V. Colburn '06
Virginia Ventura Colburn '74 and 
Kenneth Colburn P'06
Andrew M. Cole '97
Barbara Smith Cole '73 and 
Douglas Cole P'01
Caroline Louise Cole '74
Christopher and Wendy Cole P'13
Professor Jeffrey E. Cole
Peter J. Cole '84
Seth Cole '01
Tristan K. Cole '13
Hillary M. Coleman '14
Margo Coleman '88
Anthony and Donna Coletti P'15
Cara M. Colgate '99
Brendan Collins '11
David D. Collins '79
Eugenia Dyess Collins '71
Jeffrey and Colleen Collins P'20
Johanna M. Collins '13
Merrill B. Collins
Peter Collins '11
Samantha P. Collum '07
Michael J. Colombino '05
Lindsey S. Colombo '80
Mary Prentice Colombo '59
Barbara Guerin Colon '54
Stacey Baron Colton '84
Alexander C. Combs '79 and 
Jennifer Combs '81 P'93
Caitlin Bresnahan Combs '07
Barbara Lopatto Comella '74
Jonathan C. Comings '96
Elizabeth Honan Concaugh '87
Jeffrey Condeff '01
Brian and Julia Condon P'18
Camden A. Cone '18
Anne C. Confer Martens '06
Carol Wedum Conklin '51 and 
Edward Conklin P'79
Mary F. Conklin '79
Robert and Alice Conklin
Brett and Kathleen Conley P'19
Janet Conley '83
Theresa R. Conley '78
Daniel Connell and Mary Pat 
O'Neil P'20
Marcy Connelly '78
Wesley T. Conner '17
John Connolly and Claudia 
James P'15
Kathleen Connolly
Kathleen Trainor Connolly '90
Wendy Burns Conquest '69
David Conrad and Paula 
Dinerstein P'11
Patricia Criscuolo Conte '58
Carolyn E. Conybeare '68
Amy Slifka Cook '86
Katherine F. Cook '19
Lindsay E. Cook '15
Robert and Lee Cook P'19
Isabelle S. Cookson '19
Amy E.R. Cook-Wright '92 and 
Jermaine Cook-Wright P'22
Jacqueline M. Cooney '19
Matthew Cooney '95
Thomas and Dorothy Cooney P'19
Alexa X. Cooper '05
Amy Lieb Cooper '01
Emily Getnick Cooper '00
Evan J. Cooper '00
Heather Marcy Cooper '68
Hope J. Cooper '20
Kathleen C. Cooper '00
Leverett and Teresa Cooper P'20
Robin Jagel Cooper '86
Silvia Powell Cooper '68




Susan Feldman Copeland '62
Seth Coplan '83
Ann Humphreys Copp '68 and 
Daniel N. Copp P'96
Maria B. Coppola '96
Patrick K. Corbett '09
Edward and Alison Corcoran P'19
Karen A. Cordero
Jason A. Cordova '10
Mark Coren and Marilyn Cohen
Colin M. Corkery '80
56 57
Ryan Eschauzier '97
Paul C. Escoll '81
Jacqeline Newman Eshet '86
Gregory J. Esposito '93
Richard and Jeanette Estes P'20
Jonathan S. Etkin '80
Asukulu and Charlene Etoka P'22
Joseph Evanilla and Kristin 
Carlson-Evanilla P'19
Carol Lunde Evans '63
Dianne Grady Evans '78
Douglas M. Evans '85
Emily V. Evans '11
Janet Wright Evans '62
Susan D. Evans '88 P'23
Jan King Evans- 
Houser '54 P'80 GP'18
Janan K. Evans-Wilent '11
Cayla M. McLean Everson '10
JoAnn Giordano Everson '72
Alexander Ewing, Jr. P'97
John Ewing and Bettina  
Stark P'18
Sara A. Ewing '97
Barbara Sundheimer Extein '72
Carla Peterson Eylers '62
Basem and Bettina Ezbidi P'19
Jamila Ezbidi '19
Deanna L. Ezzio '12
Scott D. Faber '07
Louise W. Fabrykiewicz '81
Abigail A. Fagan '16
Erin M. Fagan '19
Timothy and Karen Fagan P'19
Maureen A. Fahey
John N. Faigle, Jr. '93
Susan Bohman Faigle '63 and 
John Faigle P'93
Joshua Fairbank '94
Mary Roy Fairbank '94
Christine D. Fairchild '79
Delilah I. Fairclough-Stewart '19
Issraa O. Faiz '19
Priscilla Fulford Falcone '85
Alyssa Tartaglione Falk '07
Amy M. Falk '11
Mark D. Fallon '92
Angela K. Falstrom '01
Paul and Caryl Falvey P'20
Jane Fankhanel '68
David and Pamela Farabee P'19
Nancy E. Fargo, MAT '95
Marisa Farina '93
Philip M. Farmer '77
Robert and Kristen Farnham P'22
Susan Taylor Farnsworth '80
Alyssa L. Faro '09
Beth Horner Farquharson '94
Alexandra Ortiz Farrell '04
Geoffrey V. Farrell '83
Janet Shannon Farrell '73
Keith P. Farrell '09
Patrick W. Farrell '18
Vincent D. Farrell III '96
Jill Monchik Farrer '69
Sally Farwell '76
Rosemary Kelly Fasolo '76
Jarret Fass '02
James and Susan Fatse P'22
Naomi Fatt '69
Abigail J. Faulkner '14
Deborah M. Faust '75
Sara Faust '81
Steven C. Fay '97
Charles and Carol  
Fayerweather P'13
Lillian E. Fayerweather '13
Kirstin K.C. Fearnley '96
Cynthia Lynch Fedder '64
Charles Fedolfi
Richard and JoAnn Feegel GP'19
Anne E. Feeney P'19
Colleen M. Feeney '19
Gretchen Zeratsky Feeney '94
Hannah R. Feeney '16
Adrienne Audette Feige '55
David Feingold and Dorian 
Mintzer P'19
Louis M. Feingold '19
Alex C. Feinstein '07
Paul and Maris Feinstein
Martha Goettsche Feinstein '07
Martha Sloan Felch '70 and 
Allan Felch P'07
Guinevere I. Feldman '19
Michael and Joy Feldman P'19
Samantha H. Feldman '19
Simon D. Feldman
Stuart Feldman and Ann  
Hudson P'19
Sharon Feldstein '76
James and Holly Fellows P'22
Cong Feng '08
Edith Chase Fenimore '60 and 
Robert A. Fenimore P'86
Leslie R. Fenn '69
Nancy Ford Fennell '67
Torrey Gamage Fenton '59 and 
David G. Fenton P'85 '87
Danielle M. Fergus '19
Wenley S. Ferguson '88
Abigail M. Ferland '20
Daniel and Heather Ferland P'20
Lily Fernandez-Goodman '09
Cecilia M. Fernandez-Hall '87
Samuel and Dorothy Ferrara P'22
Adam A. Ferrari '91
Barbara Bakach Ferrer '74
Julie M. Ferrie P'17
Michael and Susan Ferro P'21
Irene Marcus Feuerstein '54
Deborah Proctor Fichter '82
Dean and Debra Fichtner P'22
John H. Ficke '19
Martha B. Ficke
Ellen Ficklen '73
Bailey A. Fidler '07
Elizabeth Charpie Fidler '07
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Fidler P'07
William Field '83
Julia R. Fife '19
Anthony and Catherine  
Filiato P'22
Bonnie Ross Fine '62 P'91
Carol M. Fine '83
Marcia Raskin Fine '67
Kevin C. Finefrock '07
Mark D. Finnegan '83 and Hilary 
Bovers Finnegan '85 P'14 '17
Mark D. Finnegan, Jr. '14
Michael L. Finnegan '17
John Finneran '81
Laura Decarli Finneran '81
Jonathan R. Finnimore '94
Kirstie Rice Fiora '86
Beverly Sweny Firme '77
Luci E. Chaplin
Joanna D. Fischer '18
Ted B. Fischer '80
Beth Wiedman Fishbane '74
Barbara Fisher '63
Derek Fisher '95
Douglas M. Fisher '80
Emily S. Fisher '96
Frederick Peter Fisher '00
Margery Raisler Fisher '65
Naomi Grossman Fisher '63
Caren Fishman '89
Michael B. Fishman '79
Emilie S. Fiskio '17
Ashley N. Fitch '19
Alice A. Fitzgerald '61
Brittany M. Fitzgerald '13
Gale Slepchuk Fitzgerald '72
Lisa Tropp Fitzgerald '83
Lynda Plavin Fitzgerald '79
Michele Rosano Fitzgerald '84 
and Brian Fitzgerald P'17
Susan T. Fitzgerald '69
Athena Fitzpatrick '02
John R. Fix '68
Juana Guruceta Flagg '46 P'74
Ellen Mifflin Flaharty '58
Cameron E. Flaherty '13
Michael Genimatas and Diane 
Flamburis P'22
Judith Bricker Flanagan '70
Catherine Pan Flanigan '68
Eleanor Wood Flavell '50
Jennifer Flaxman
Kristine Siewers Flecke '78 P'13
Sarah L. Flecke '13
Gregory J. Fleischmann '90
David A. Fleishman '85 and 
Joanna Lieberman P'23
Colin P. Fleming '03
James F. Fleming '83
Kathryn S. Fleming-Ives '99
Ann Seidel Fletcher '59
Ann Gulliver Flinn '66 P'94 '96
John and Patricia Flint P'11
Peter A. Flint '79 and Denise 
Flint P'08
Michael B. Flippin '15
Robert and Patricia Flippin P'15
Marc and Maria Floresca P'20
Sarah Kennedy Flott '91
Barbara M. Flournoy '73
Alison Flynn '94
Barbara Quinn Flynn '59
Gail Compton Flynn '80
Joan R. Flynn
Leslie Leeming Flynn '84
Barbara Priest Focht '80
Rita York Fogal '67
Christina J. Fogarasi '13
Sarah Faile Fogarty '63
John and Catherine Folan P'05
Sarah Folsom Folcrum '05
Jessica A. Foley '20
John and Patricia Foley P'00
Kathleen M. Foley P'22
Kevin Foley and Amy  
Nastasi P'20
Rebecca Brown Foley '69 P'96
James A. Folger '05
Pamela McMurray Foote '74
Julie Morse Foran '88
Patricia Legge Foran '56
Alison Knocke Forbes '89
Charles Forbes '90
James Forbes '89
Sarah Casey Forbes '91
Alison Coleman Forbis '63
Bernette Goldsen Ford '72
Candice Carter Ford '71
Kevin A. Ford '11
Lauren Ford '92
Susan Farnham Ford '49
Marcia Mueller Foresman '63
Nell L. Forgacs '93
Elizabeth Costa Formica '49
Lisa Kingman Forness '81
Mary E. Forsberg '73
Kathryn A. Forschler '87
Professor Marc R and K. 
Christina Forster
Yasmine S. Forte '19
Catherine E. Fortin '21
Ava R. Foster '14
Janet Foster '80
Susan Quimby Foster '69
Kimberly A. Foster Rogers '91
Cindy Morris Fountain '93
Martin and Kathy Fournier P'22
Page Fournier '11
Evert N. Fowle '14
Morgan E. Fowle '19
Marcia Spiller Fowler '80
Kenneth and Kate Fox P'19
Mary Lutz Fox '87 and Paul  
Fox P'94 '97
Mary Kate Fox '19
Ryan D. Fox '97
Whitney Fox '02
Matthew H. Frackelton '04
Jeffrey and Mary Pat Fralick P'15
Kelsie M. Fralick '15
Marie DiMattina Francescani '86
Laura C. Francoeur '90
Spencer E. Francus '14
Carolyn Yeaton Frank '67
Catherine Layne Frank '64
Jason A. Frank, Esq. '76
Lincoln E. Frank and Margaret T. 
O'Neil Frank P'19
Linda Reckler Frank '66
Merle Ruina Frank '63
Susan Leiser Frank '66
Kenneth Frankel '94
Philip J. Frankl '80
Katherine L. Frankle '65
Gary Franklin and Shanley 
Hinge P'22
Jonathan P. Franklin '09
Frank R. Diaz-Balart '80
Steven and Leigh DiCarlo P'22
Carolin Kirkpatrick Dick '69
Leah R. Dickens '09
Laurie Hershman Dickerson '69
Charles L. Dickey '14
Avery Halsey Dickinson '68
Constance Kaufman  
Dickinson '62
Cornelia Wilde Dickinson '49 P'77
Judith Foldes Dickson '67
Susan Dickson-Matsunam '75
Timothy Diehl and Deborah 
Charren P'09
Yvonne Smith Dier '90
Jane A. Difley '71
David W. DiGiammarino '06
Ann Dille Bushe '70
Carolyn W. Dillenbeck Liggio '04
Jennifer A. Dillon '07
Scott and Kara Dillon P'20
Susan Dillon P'20
Gellestrina DiMaggio* '44
Austin S. DiMartino '19
Joan Dimow '69
Thomas R. DiNanno '95
Bradley Dinerman '87
Ellen Freedman Dingman '62
Ly H. Dinh '06
Nancy A. Dinsmore '04
Patricia Reid Dinsmore '48
Charlotte D'Inzeo '22
Donna Roberts Dione '86
Ann Staples Dixon '64
Tara Kibane Dixon '88
Jenny Doak
Anne German Dobbs '59
Andrew Doben '95
Stephanie Kaufman Doben '95
Megan S. Dobyns '04
Laurel Smith Doggett '82
W. Kirk Doggett III '82
Daniel P. Doherty '10
Wendy Casman Doherty '67




Casey L. Domine '16




Constance Duane Donahue '53
Katherine Curtis Donahue '66
Christina Downs Dondero '69
Hannah G. Donegan '17
Basil S. Donnelly '86
Jacqueline King Donnelly '67
Maria A. Donnelly '00
Michael and Elizabeth  
D'Onofrio P'19
Michael A. D'Onofrio, Jr. '19
Allison F. Donoghue '19
Amy Higgins Donovan '87
Deborah Donovan
Francis E. Dooley III '83
Michael P. Dooley '12
Patricia Folts Dooley '49
Amy Dooling
Theodore Doolittle and Kathryn 
Engustian P'21
Eric M. Doran '11
Susan Cohn Doran '67
Jeanne Norton Doremus '56
Jon A. Dorf '86
Jermaine J. Doris '19
Michele Dougherty '94
Patrick J. Dougherty '85
Alicia J. Doughty '99
Kimberly C. Doughty '95
Scott Doughty P'90
Frederica Schneider Douglas '53
Jane McKee Douglas '84 and 
Garrett D. Douglas P'15
Karen Perkins Douglas '73
Suzanne M. Doukas  
Niermeyer '94
Despina Doulos-Ayers P'01
Mary Stecher Douthit '49 P'78
Christopher J. Dowds '07
Katherine Young Downes '60
Brooke Downey '19
Jennifer S. Downey '86
Christopher and Kristin  
Doyle P'19
Bruce and Joyce Doyle P'23
Kevin C. Doyle '19
Lindsey M. Andrews '05
Meredith Drake '83
Virginia Draper '64
Jane Elliott Drebus '71
Michael Dreimiller
Melanie M. Dreisbach '70
Carol Friedman Dressler '67 P'99
Marjory R. Dressler '67
Frederick and Lynne Dreyer P'21
Glenn Dreyer '83 and Wendy 
Dreyer
Brian R. Dring '97
Caroline Koblizek  
Driscoll '84 P'03
Daniel J. Driscoll '20
Mary Erina Driscoll '78
Phyllis Hoffmann Driscoll '51
John W. Dronzek '14
Timothy and Karen Drummey P'21
Karen J. Du Brul '72
Andrew J. Duarte '13
Nancy L. Dubin '68
John and Erin Dubnansky P'22
Brett B. Duboff '14
Delia Dubois '01
Joshua S. Duclos '04
Nicola Threet Dudek '83
Laurel Dudley '02
Judith Glassman Duffie '71
Janet Rowe Dugan '54
Michael Duggan '77
Patricia Dugger '95
Natalie J. Dumart '19
Tom and Teresa Dumas GP'20
Pamela Dumas Serfes
Haley L. Dumke '14
Rick and Colleen Dumont P'20
Christina Villani Duncan '84
Susan Duncan Cervino '03
Tyler S. Dunham '09
Jennie Hirshey Dunkley '79
Alfred Leon Dunklin, Jr. '90
Michelle Dunlap
Anne Brown Dunn '63
Elise H. Dunn '12
Diane Lyons Dunning '63
Marilyn Gillis Dunphy '86




Nathaniel L. Durbin '99
Louise Durfee '52
Colleen McPadden Durga '72
Marcia Walker DuRie '67
Niyazi and Yasemin Durmus P'19
Sercan Durmus '19
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Durnin P'04
David and Catherine Durning P'16
Christine Thetford Durst '98
Jeffrey Durst '98
Alexis Duseau
Brianna L. Duseau '19
Paul and Renee Duseau P'19
Rebekah S. Duseau '19
Van Wyck L. Dusenbury '77 and 
Wendy Dusenbury '77 P'12
Gregory R. Dyer '90
Matthew F. Dyer '08
Caroline K. Dylag '14
Samuel F. Dylag '12
Maria Sainz Eames '03
James T. Eames '03
Jacqueline Earle- 
Cruickshanks '69
Amy Peluse Earls '02
Professor Deborah Eastman
John K. Easton '20
John and Linda Easton P'20
Susan H. Easton '96
Robert and Caroline Ebby P'22
Deborah Foster Ebeling '70
Jeffrey Eberle P'03
Phoebe J. Masterson-Eckart '18
Alice Elsbree Eckerson '82
Katherine Owens Eckstein '05
Athena Demos Economou '69
Francis and Lisa Eddings P'07 '15
Pamela Kalish Edel '73
Bonnie Silberstein Edelman '93
Deane Fischer Edelman '64
Harriette Bauman Edelstein '72
Joseph R. Edelstein '19
Mary Knoll Edgar '81
Colin J. Edge '10
Katelyn Sullivan Edge '10
Renee Letendre Edge '94
Elaine Parker Edlind '74
Thomas D. Edlind '74
Ian and Pat Edmonds
Meridith Rankin Edmonds '97
Vanessa Boland Edouard '02
Pamela Morosky Edson '73
Jillian L. Edwards '19
Nancy Brush Edwards '69 P'02
Richard and Barbara  
Edwards P'19
Patricia Bethel Egan '68
Virginia Smith Egan '91 P'23
Emily J. Ehler '19
Matthew Ehrhard P'20
Abigail M. Ehrlich '80
Susanna B. Ehrlich '77
Matt and Kim Eigner P'19
Emily Littman Eisen '65
Terilyn E. Eisenhauer '15
Linda M. Eisenmann '75 and 
Stephen Ostrach P'03 '07
Hale Ekinci '06
Ikbel El Amri '15
Stephen and Karen Ela P'04
Elizabeth Dolliver Eldon '76
William C. Eldon '76
Dr. Claire I. Eldridge '69
Shelly Alminas Elefteriades '10
Liza K. Eleoff '03
Eleanor Macneale Elkinton '66
Jameson M. Ellett '07
Lynn Elliot '91
Patty Gillett Elliott '85
Sally Whittemore Elliott '56
Blanche Steger Ellis '58
Heather J. Ellis '02
Peggy Geiger Ellis '72
Asia Rial Elsbree '66
George H. Elser '76
Judith Coghlin El-Shakhs '57
Henry Elstein P'80
Heidi Schweizer Ely '56
Molly Embree '93
Mary T. Emeny '64
Christopher Emerson '98
Virginia Aldous Emerson '83
Victoria Emery '73
Kim Harding Emile '92
Margaret W. Emslie '72
Charles Enders '87
Jennifer Connelly Enders '90
John and Constance Eng P'13
Madeline A. Eng '13
Tessa A. Engel '11
Kendall Clark Engelman '87
Peter Engelman '85
Donna Hershiser Engelson '65
Ann K. England '59
John D. England '79
Jane Sanders Englebardt '80
Enid Groeneveld Engler '66
James and Isabelle English, 
Jr. P'79
Cynthia Enloe '60
Barbara Witter Enman '72 and 
Norman Enman P'09
Judith A. Ensign '61
Sharon L. Ephraim '85
Dr. Helen Epps '68
Ellen Robinson Epstein '69
Kimberly Neilsen Epstein '73
Scott G. Epstein '03
Andrea Fisher Erda '96
Robert G. Erda '95
James and Valerie Erdekian P'20
Jesse Erdheim '03
Peter J. Erhartic '09
Ann L. Erickson
Ann Lisa Ericskson '83
Warren T. Erickson '74
Timothy Erickson-Oberg '92
Deborah Vileno Esborn '86
Chase Eschauzier '97
Deirdre Hennessey  
Eschauzier '95
58 59
Pamela E. Goldberg '91
Ellen Goldberg Siegel '62
Erica Van Brimer Goldfarb '83
Jane E. Goldfarb '80
Andrew Goldman '94
Barbara Skolnik Goldman '70
Catherine Malchodi Goldman '97
Jonathan Goldman and Laura-
Nicole Novick  
Goldman '80 P'10
Julia R. Goldman '15
Karin Kunstler Goldman '65
Marjorie Landsberg  
Goldsmith '65
Mary Helen Goldsmith
Michele J. Goldsmith '88
Ada Maislen Goldstein '47 and 
David Goldstein GP'13
Alice Dreifuss Goldstein '53
Annette Lieberman Goldstein '62
Cindy Beck Goldstein '75
Myrna Chandler Goldstein '70 
and Mark Goldstein P'96
Rebecca and Michael Goldstein
William G. Goldstein '10
Courtney Church Goldthwait '89
Sheila Golfman '73
Michael and Birgit Golz P'22
Niklas K. Golz '22
Lisey B. Good '87
Sara Gail Glidden Goodell '59
Barbara A. Goodhouse '72
Daniel and Barbara  
Goodman P'95
Rachel E. Goodman '01
Sherryl H. Goodman, Ph.D. '72
Edward Goodnow P'88
Jennifer E. Goodnow '82
Sara Kellogg Goodrich '59
Jill L. Goodrich-Mahoney '71
Joan Waxgiser Goodstein '58
Judith Pennypacker Goodwin '55
George Goodwin-Boyd '82
Kathleen Goodwin-Boyd '85
Molly G. Goodyear '85
Tracey Goolsby P'22
Lisa Lowen Gordin '83
Antonia Graglia Gordon '66
Erin L. Gordon '06
James A. Gordon '97
John S. Gordon
Laura Williams Gordon '98
Cornelia Gordon-Hempe '64
Andrea Y. Goren '89
Suzanne Schwartz Gorham '56
Daniel and Lisa Gorin P'16 '20
Kathleen Gorman
Lorraine Haeffner Gormley '57
Julianne Gorte
Nancy Goryl '81
Laura C. Gosnell '06
James and Kimberly Goss P'19
Leslie O. Goss '86
Daniel S. Gossels '16
Robert Gossett III '88
Michael I. Gottdenker '86
Alice Gould '98
Brian N. Gould '21
Jacqueline Leonwich  
Gould '77 P'10
Samuel J. Gould '06
Stephen Gould '78 P'10
Susan Bejosa Gould '58 and 
William Gould P'85
Leslie A. Goulet '74
Mary Anne Fuller Grabarek '68
Jessica Grossi Grace '07
Margaret Ohl Grace '52




Margaret Wilson Graham '66
Professor Ruth E. Grahn
Gina Benamati Granger '62
Julie L. Granof '95
Janet S. Grant '64
Michelle Rieff Grant '64
Nancy Boyd Grant '72




Jason S. Grear '86
Joan Goldenthal Grear '84
Andrew G. Greaves '13
Caitlin R. Greeley '05
Paul D. Greeley '79 and Nancy 
Greeley P'13
Barbara Green '76
Carol Shasha Green '70
Danielle S. Green '11
Kathleen Green P'13
Lisa J. Green '82
William G. Green '75
Daniel Greenberg and Joann 
Alvis P'18
Elizabeth A. Greenberg '83
Helaine Shoag Greenberg, 
DSW '59
Dr. Judith J. Greenberg '68
Philip A. Greenberg '18
Christopher Greene '77
Pamela Wessels Greene '78
Suzanne Krim Greene '57 P'85
Tammis Forshay Greene '71
Emily Greene Madden '06
Alexander Greenhouse
Seth Greenland '77
Jane Veitch Greenlaw '63
Rebecca Schweikert  
Greenleaf '03
Robert M. Greenleaf '03
John M. Greenler '81
Larell Green-McCaffrey P'19
Jay S. Greenspan '79
Richard C. Greenwald '87
Lucie Greer '88
Katrinka Craw Greger '62
Donald P. Gregg
S. Knute Gregg '94
Christopher J. Gregory '09
Johanna M. Gregory '10
Lynne Melville Gregory '70 and 
William Gregory P'10
Eric A. Gressler '89
Michael and Mary-Alison  
Grey P'18 '19
Judson Grice '98
Barbara Gueinzius  
Gridley '52 GP'12
Ashley B. Griffin '04
Carolyn Johnson Griffin '70
Cynthia A. Griffin '84
Elizabeth Griffin '51
Thomas and Erika Griffin P'12
Matthew J. Griffin '98
Thomas and Erika Griffin P'12
Charles Griffiths '84
Gareth Griffiths '60
Betsy Levings Grimes '77
Emily Bryan Grimes '72
Daniel Grimm '01
Jonna L. Grimsby '98
Dagny Hultgreen Griswold '69
Linda N. Groat '68
Carl W. Grobe '88
Judith Epstein Grollman '58
Alexander C. Gross '96




Nancy A. Grosselfinger '67
Olivia K. Grossman '12
John W. Grosvenor '06
Terry Taffinder Grosvenor '67
George S. Grotheer '19
Lorraine T. Gruber
Ann Weatherby Gruner '64
Judith Eichelberger Gruner '59
Nancy E. Gruver '75
Xianfeng Zou and Chunhua 
Guan P'20
Helene Sulzer Guarnaccia '48
Anna V. Guay '17
Aaron Guckian '98
Jane Whitehead Guenther '77
Rebecca S. Guenther
Julia E. Guerin '19
Oscar M. Guerra '11
Jose and Agnieszka  
Guerrero P'22
Dr. Anita Guerrini '75
A. Thomas Guertin
Diane Willard Guertin* '56
Robert Guertin '02
Carly K. Guiducci '13
Heather L. Guild
Susan Guillet '94
Maritza Maiano Guillocheau '85
Susan Majeika Guilmette '74
Paul Gulbin
Janet Sutherland Guldbeck '65
Jane Gullong '67
Daniel and Geraldine  
Gummer P'19
Megan A. Gummer '19
Geoffrey R. Gund '11
Lucy Gunderson '93
Robin Legge Gunn '88
J. Thomas Gunzelman P'89 '93
Haoying Guo '19
James and Jennifer Gurnell P'22
Laura Abineri Gurry '00
David M. Gute, Ph.D. '73
Joanne E. Guth '78
Sean F. Gutierrez-Schieferl '18
Kathryn M. Gutleber '08
Steven M. Gutman '79
Amy Newton Gutow '91
Thomas Gutow '92
Bonnie Klaus Guttenplan '78
Judith Guy-Cruz Ojeda '90
Lesley M. Guyton '68
Arturo D. Guzman '73
Juliet Guzzetta '02
Mary R. Haaga '76
Amanda Slabaugh Haas '67
Carolyn Parker Haas '64




Lynn Jenssen Haberek '78
Helen Johnson Haberstroh '51
Dorothy Evans Hackett '49
Martha E. Hackley '68
Anne Clement Haddad '67
Erica Bushey Haddad '02
Scott W. Hadfield '93
Julia Cristofano Hadley '14
Patricia Kohl Hadlow '53 and 
David Hadlow P'85
Susan Owers Haedrich '61
Susan Melinette Haerle '67
Mary Haffenberg '89
Nancy E. Hagan '80 P'17 '20
Paula Schwartz Hagar '66
Jeffrey H. Hager '85
Maxine Rabin Haggin '60
Cynthianna C. Hahn '63
Laurie W. Hahn '77
Daisy M. Hahnebach '57
Gretchen Holverstott Haight '63
Barbara Myers Haldt '39
Katherine J. Hale Baulier '09
Bonnie Davis Hall '60
Nan Lowlicht Hall '71 P'01
Persephone L. Hall
Pamela Gammell Hallagan '89
Stuart Hallagan III '88
Brendan J. Hallisey and 
Catherine A. Mohan P'13
Catherine M. Hallisey '13
Barbara Drier Halpin '03
Charles H. Halsey '00
Grace A. Halsey '79
Celia M. Halstead '72
Scott and Lisa Halsted P'15
Newman and Sally* Halvorson, 
Jr. P'93 '95 GP'23
Elizabeth Belshaw Ham '82
Ernest and Barbara  
Hamanaka P'06
Mark M. Hamblett '81
Betsy Hamburger-Cohen '78
Barbara Johnson Hamilton '72
Beth Kukla Hamilton '79
Diana Pappas Hamilton '66
Judith A. Hamilton '70
Mary Ellen Hamilton '66
Patricia Wardley Hamilton '52
Kari Hammen
Sylvia Icken Hammerman '69
Janet Shaffer Hammond '70
John and Candice  
Hammond P'20
Laura Green Hammond '98
Thomas Hammond '97
Joanne Flynn Frantz '68
Isabella V. Franz '17
Monica Sanchez Franzone '94
Jeannette Titus Frary '57
Stephen J. Frasene
Alison Fraser '81
Christina R. Fraser '87
Deborah Fraser '73
Betsy P. Frawley '72
Christopher Fray '86
Katja H. Frazier '05
Carolyn L. Frederick '59
Beth Fredrick
Adam B. Freed '06
Andrea B. Freed '79
Avery Block Freed '07
Kate Lussier Freed '00
Alysa Freeman '93
Brad '91 and Lisa Freer
Lisa A. Freije '79
Lisa Moorman Fremont '79
Frances H. Fremont-Smith '79
Cynthia Crutch French '56
Deane Hancock French '68
Leila Anderson Freund '54
Virginia Turner Friberg '66
Genevieve Bartlett Fricks '65
Sallie S. Fried '76
Shirley Rozen Fried '64
Jeanette Olsen Friedenson '65
Joshua P. Friedlander '00
Alexandra S. Friedman '15
Elizabeth Orzack  
Friedman '80
Lawrence M. Friedman '89
Meredith C. Friedman '14
Peter S. Friedrichs '10
Madelyn B. Frink
Wendy Weeks Frisch '82 and 
Peter Frisch P'14 '22
Peter Fristedt '98
Ann Rumage Fritschner '77
Penelope J. Fritzer '71
Allison E. From Tapp '94
Sharon Kleiv Fromm '67
Kevin Frost and Laura 
Cheshareck P'22
Riordan P. Frost '10
John Frumer and Elizabeth 
Barrett P'21
Kelley S. Frumer '21
Sylvia Snitkin  
Frumer '50 P'77 GP'03
Lucy F. Frye '12
Lisa J. Fues '80
Thirsa Sands Fuiks '46
Jennifer H. Fulcher '89
Elizabeth Schwab Fuld '41 P'63
Jacqueline M. Fulgham '14
Julie Robison Fuller '88 P'22
Peter and Amy Fuller P'18
Marna Wagner Fullerton '56 P'91
Agnes S. Fulper '58
Nancy Simon Fulton '70
Kaitlin T. Fung '14
Jane Muddle  
Funkhouser '53 P'85 GP'15
Susan T. Funkhouser '85
Anne Currier Furey '79
Alicia Dieni Furgueson '90 and 
William Furgueson '94 P'21
Nicolas Furlotte
Sophie A. Furman '17
Karen Cornell Furst '64
Sharon Tayne Fusco '70
Richard and Aileen Fuss P'22
Jane Barbo Gabriel '73
Joanne Knowlton Gabriel '84
Soren D. Gabrielsen '07
Michael Gaffney, Jr. '93
Faye Cauley Gage '59
Eleanor Moser Gagnon '79
Ellen Wadleigh Gaimari '86
Gretchen R. Galbraith '85 and 
Peter Anderson P'23
Pamela Waterman Gale '58
William Galego '92
Catherine Ziobro Galioto '65
Allyson Cook Gall '68
Dana H. Gallagher '19
Professor Eugene Gallagher
Janice Murphy Gallagher '74
Jennifer Brosius Gallagher '78
John F. Gallagher IV '13
Patrick J. Gallagher '79
Sheila Gallagher '88
William W. Gallagher IV '99
Jeffrey M. Gallant '89
Susan E. Gallant '76
Susanna Harper Gallant '88
Elizabeth Stratton Gallman '60
Ronald V. Gallo '76
Sally Galway '62
Rebecca Reardon Gamester '03
Erik A. Gammell '00 and 
Samantha Gammell
Laura-Hope I. Gammell '10
Gretchen Russell Gammons '67
Robin Kruger Ganderson '74
Alison Hall Gann '84
Bradley Gann '83
William and Janice Gannon P'21
Hayley Altman Gans '87
Hilary Gans '86
Karen Metzger Ganz '65
Fan Gao '07
Douglas J. Garabedian '15
Barbara Lovelace Garafalo '01
Linda B. Garant '82




Courtney L. Gardner '13
James Gardner, Jr. '89
Joan Lockhart Gardner '66 and 
James Gardner P'89
Laurie J. Gardner
Robert H. Gardner '82
Emy Gargiulo '87
Sandra Nowicki Garick '64
Patricia Sherwin Garland '73 
and Nathan Garland P'05
Rebecca R. Garland '05
Michael and Lois Garlasco P'20
Carol Marty Garlington '61
Nancy B. Garlock '81
Daniella Defilippo Garran '94
Ann St. Germain Garrett '64
Madison E. Garrett '14
Louisa Hammond Garrison '71 
and Richard C. Garrison P'00
David S. Garsh '03










Taylor L. Gateman '19
Dr. Claire L. Gaudiani '66
Lesley M. Gaughan '12
Patrick T. Gaughn '10
Lila E. Gault '68
Louise Draper Gaumond '81
Noelle J. Gauthier '19
Rachel Sachs Gavin '90
Sarah Morris Gayer '64
Daniel J. Gaynor '72
Harriet Tatman Gaynor '69
Marc F. Gearin '85
Susan H. Geary
Lisa Gersumky Geberth '81
Jeffrey Geddes '89
Barbara Morson Geider '69
Pamela Y. Geiger '03
Heidi Geiges '86
Priscilla E. Geigis '87
Jennifer C. Gelbard '91
Richard A. Gelinas '99
Constance Smith Gemmer '80 
and Frederic Gemmer '80 P'10
Merrill Swig Genoa '06
Thomas and Mary Lou Gentz P'04
Cynthia Stork Gerber '68
Amy Dickinson German '77
Jamie W. German '67
Amy E. Gernux '13
Mark L. Gero '74 and Natasa 
Ban P'18
Merrily S. Gerrish '72
Pauline Noznick Gerstein '68
Alison D. Gerstell '83
Richard S. Gersten '81
Edward H. Gertler '81
Susan Gertman '71
Thomas L. Gethin-Jones '09
Paula Hamar Getnick '67 and 
Richard A. Getnick P'00
A. Whitney Andrews  
Gettinger '65
Jonathan K. Getz '16
Mark and Kristen Geuss P'21
Naima Gherbi
Varsha Ghosh '92
Said and Nahia Ghostine P'17
Nathan M. Giaccone '17
Marissa P. Giaimo '19
Michael Giaimo and Debra Ann 
Gfeller P'19
Robert Gibb '83
Clifford C. Gibbons '98
Andrew Gibian '93
Thomas J. Giblin III '10
Diane Roberts Gibson '50 P'82
Duncan Gibson
Joseph W. Gibson '14
Linda Stallman Gibson '60 P'84
Alexandra Engle Gichner '88
Vera Idel Gierke '69
Joost J. Gieskes '05
Meredith P. Stebbins Gieskes '05
Ruth Silverman Giesser '55
Jonathan J. Gilberg '89
Caroline Twomey Gilbert '86
Katherine A. Gilbert '96
Jean Alexander Gilcrest '59
Sarah Hackett Giles '64
Indermit and Livleen Gill P'20
Anne Swallow Gillis '74
Eleni Tsandoulas Gillis '63
Marjorie Bussmann Gillis '73
Brian J. Gilman '14
Caroline Crosson Gilpin '82 P'17
Adam M. Gimbel '91
C.J. Hirsch Ginder '53
MaryAnn Gingrich
Elizabeth R. Ginn '05
Lynda B. Ginsburg '69
Alexander A. Giordano '15
Joseph A. Giordano '17
Michael and Elizabeth  
Girioni P'19
Samuel F. Girioni '19
Allie P. Girouard '19
Kathleen A. Giroux '88
Peggy A. Gitt '71




Betty Spaulding Gladfelter '60




Caroline E. Glass '18
Martin and Pamela Glasser P'19
Andrew R. Glenn '07
Anna Simonds Glennon '10
James C. Glessmann '88
Alan and Josephine Glos P'09
Tucker M. Glotzbach '17
Eugene Gluck
Avery B. Gobbo '20
Basil and Pia Gobbo P'20
Ross Gobeille '02
Carol Filice Godfrey '74
Grant W. Godfrey '04
Elizabeth Geyer Godomski '54
Leah G. Goessling '79
Kirsten Barton Goethert '05
Lois Smith Goetz '72
Gwendolyn H. Goffe '70
Jai Gohain '19
Susan Greenberg Gold '78
Toni A. Gold '66
Adam M. Goldberg '18
Donald F. Goldberg '80 and Anne 
Carlson P'18
Mark and Karen Goldberg P'21
60 61
Helen MacDonald Hobbs '83
Laurena McNey Hobby '59
Dr. Sally Hobson '63
Mary Whitney Hoch '69
Kenneth B. Hochberg '79
Merle Kaplan Hochman '60
Merryl Gillespie Hodgson '67
Andrew M. Hoffman '83
Edwin W. Hoffman '89
Mary Elsbree Hoffman '59
Shirley Sidman Hogan '55
Larson J. Hogstrom '09
Jeffrey Hoisington P'09
Barbara Modeski Holbrook '68
Lucy Eaton Holcombe* '46
Cynthia Caravatt Holden '74
Streeter Gilman Holden '84
Cathryn Moon Holinger '67
Anna L. Holland P'19
Barbara Drake Holland '60
Marjorie M. Holland '69
Mayana Z. Holland '19
Roberta Ward Holleman '68
Sally Stecher Hollington '54
Jennifer L. Hollis '95
Ann B. Hollos '97
M. Jane Holloway '69
William and Emily Holly P'17
Earl-Rodney Holman '76
Mary Holman '91
Gerald and Margaret Holmberg
Katherine Hax Holmes '84
Tara M. Holmes '02
Erin S. Holstein '09
Elizabeth Alcorn Holt '54
Simon D. Holt
Sally Peters Holzinger '83
Jean Gries Homeier '50
Michael Homer P'92 '02
Jamie C. Honohan '13
Frederic and Johanna Hood P'80
Laura A. Hook '99
Bethanie Hooker '89
Elizabeth Flint Hooker '99
Mark Hooker '99
Stephanie H. Hoos '09




Sandra Geil Horn '66
Elizabeth Lyons Horne '00
Kim C. Horne '12
Julia F. Horowitz '18
Leo Horrigan and Margery 
McIver P'19
Galen and Jenny Anne Horst-
Martz P'18 '21
Alison B. Horton '83
Janet Sandberg Horwitz '66
R. Jason Horwitz '00
Christina M. Horzepa '86 and 
Gary Dearborn P'21
Greta Goo Hoshibata '73
John Hoskins '84
William Hossack
Lynda McCurdy Hotra '73
Christopher and Sarah  
Hottois P'21
Elizabeth Gorvine Houde '83
Jeanie Kitchen Houghton '76
Andrea Tulin Houlihan '85
Emma L. Houser '15
Kathryn Jacobs Housiaux '72
Jeanine Dadourian Hovsepian '83
John Howard P'22
Marianne Bauer Howard '67
Steven E. Howard '87
Georgia Howe '58
Katherine Susman Howe '68
Robert and Janice Howe
Timothy and Deborah Howe P'22




Kim D. Howie '73
Janet K. Howland '74
Stephen and Elizabeth  
Howley P'21
June Ippolito Hoye '57




Patricia Ashbaugh Hubert '58
Mary Scheckman Hubka '69
Margaret Goodman Huchet '59
Philip C. Huckins P'14
Andrew D. Hudders '75
Jennifer Preuss Hudner '94
Thomas Hudner III '95
Thomas and Georgea  
Hudner, Jr. P'95
Martha Simonson Hudson '60
Nancy E. Hudson '53
Nelle Huettig GP'20
Elizabeth Taich Huff '04
Nancy Larson Huff '61
Huston and Lexy  
Huffman P'96 '04
Linda A. Hughes '85
Abigail Hochstein Hughey '06
Lynne P. Hugo '69
Cathy Hull '68
George F. Hulme '77
Louise Sharp Hulme '77
Elizabeth May Humber '98
Lilas F. Humen '13
Nicholas and Anne Humen P'13
Carline C. Hummel P'19
Peri A. Hummel '19
Todd Humphrey '87
Alexander F. Humphreys '03
E. Hope Gibson Hungerford '59
Arnold Hunnewell, Jr. '91
Jennifer Kimiatek Hunnewell '91
Carole Awad Hunt '56
Nancy Taylor Hunt '67
Madeline Hunter '70
Mark and Sydney Hunter P'22
Truth Hunter
Currie C. Huntington '11
Shaelah M.R. Huntington '14
Louise Wright Huntoon '71
Laurie Gauld Hurd '79
Rodna Pass Hurewitz '65
Megan K. Hurley
Johanile R. Hurtado '22
Rachael Hurwitz '11
Hope Maynard Hussey '00
Angela Hutchinson P'20
Anne Hutchinson '69
James and Harla Hutchinson P'03
Martha Mann Hutt '64
Julia A. Hutton '19
Thomas E. Hutton '89
Andrea T. Hyde '71 and John 
Hagaman P'06
Paul M. Hyde '88
James and Lucille Hyland P'21
Barry S. Hyman '81
Matthew R. Hyotte '97
Jennifer L. Hyslip '12
Anthony W. Iannotti '83
Adrian Idrizi '08
Olga C. Ignatiadis '17
Nancy Ronk Ihara '65
Katharine P. Ijams '86
Pauline L. Imberman '87
Molly Wilcox Ingle '95
June S. Ingram '73
Kathryn Hadley Inskeep '43
Benjamin A. Insler '04
Lindsay Todd Insler '04
Laura M. Irizarry-Garcia '07
Flora M. Irving '10
Judith Irving '68
Bryan Isleib '95
Stephen Ivain '87 and Philippa 
Ivain P'18
David H. Ives '10
Alison Ivey '91
Carole Hunt Iwanicki '63
Cheryl Savitsky Izzo '71
Leissa Perkinson Jackmauh '87
Dorothy J. Jackson '71
Douglas J. Jackson '05
Mary-Elizabeth Walker  
Jackson '68
Sally Jackson '01
Thomas A. Jackson '78
Timothy C. Jackson
Anne Linas Jacobs '71
Cheryl S. Jacobs '07
Myra S. Jacobs '15
Raymond and Barbara  
Jacobsen P'86
Dr. Diane Levy Jacobson '70
Emily Klayman Jacobson '84
Eric F. Jacobson '83
Julia P. Jacobson '06
Patricia Burton Jacoby '64 and 
John B. Jacoby P'89
Michael C. Jaeger '87
Lisa Narva Jaffe '83
Samirah Jaigirdar '22
Alexander D. James '03
Elizabeth George James '82
Emily Goldberg James '05
Robert R. James '93
Roger and Linda James
Ross E. James '11
Stephen A. James '78
Timothy R. James '99
Sara Jamieson '01
Herbert and Kathleen Janick P'16
Robert S. Janus '74
Megan DeMers Janzen '04
Anita McNeill Japp '88
Daniel I. Jarcho '04
Jonathan J. Jaroch '96
Holly Heline Jarrell '86
J. Ellen Ramsbottom  
Jarrett '78 P'13
Timothy S. Jarrett '13
Jeffrey and Tamara Jarvis P'19
Jessica Dewing-Hommes 
Jaskot '11
Maureen Griffin Jean '94
Douglas Jeffers and Mitzi 
Fennel P'20
Lucinda Sawyer Jefferson '82
Austin L. Jenkins '95
Scott and Jennifer Jenkins P'22
Barbara Jenkinson '56
Deborah Jenks '67
Joan Faraci Jenks '57
Peter Jennings '92
Sarah Homer Jennings '92
Susan Jennings P'19
Theodore D. Jennings GP'19
Theresa Jennings P'20
Dona Bernard Jensen '55
Richard Jessop '81
Joan Marsland Jewell '52
Scott W. Jezek '74
Duncheng Jiang '14
Joseph and Elizabeth Jianos P'22
Kenneth Jockers '88
Leonard and Marcelle  
Joffe GP'19
Carol Nostrand Johns '66
Amanda C. Johnson '19
Anne Richardson Johnson '58
Barbara Schmidt Johnson '66
Carolyn A. Johnson
Craig Johnson '93
Dennis and Christine  
Johnson P'19
Elizabeth Payne Johnson '78
Estella Johnson '75
Frances Brigham Johnson '49
David and Janis Johnson P'21
Judith Crouch Johnson '57
Julia Kuhn Johnson '49
Lisa Johnson '82
Livingston Johnson '79
Mark W. Johnson P'18
Nicole Johnson '74
Noah M. Johnson '18
Patricia A. Johnson '75
Robin Yokelson Johnson '72
Salyon Harris Johnson '75
Sandra Weldon Johnson '57
Susan Scheller Johnson '60
Susan Monzani  
Johnson '72 P'06 '08
Suzanne L. Johnson '71
Thomas Johnson and Jeannie 
Scheinin P'08
Zuleika Munoz Johnson '10
Anne McClain Johnston '62
David and Paula Johnston P'19
David S. Johnston '19
Rachel E. Johnstone '10
James Jolly '83
Chad Jones
Chloe Bissell Jones '51
Darcy Gazza Jones '75
Nancy Blank Hammonds '75 and 
William Hammonds P'07
Lynn Weichsel Hand '67
Arthur Z. Handelman '84
Holly Handman-Lopez '93
Deborah Swason Handy '67 P'98
Jay and Beatrice Handy P'19
Jonathan C. Handy '19
Norman Hanenbaum
Constance Whitehead Hanks '79 
and Ronald Hanks P'10
Dana Hanley P'19
Elizabeth Sidor Hanley '68
David R. Hannah '96
Richard J. Hannah, Jr. '91
Peter and Elizabeth  
Hansel P'02
Andrew J. Hanson '06
Gail Manning Hanson '82
Timothy W. Hanson '00
Virginia Stauffer Hantz '47
Patricia Chase Harbage '53
Patricia M. Harcourt '76
Phillip J. Harden
Margaret B. Hardenbergh '68
Betsey Staples Harding '66
Joseph and Jan Harding P'98
Sara Flannery Hardon '59
Daniel Hardrick '90
Deirdre Hardrick '91
James Hardy, Jr. '83 and Anne 
Hardy P'14
Edith Berkowitz Hargreaves '59
Debra Fischman Hargrove '91
Margaret Kaempfer Harjes '69
Margaret Spitznagel  
Harkness '75
Margaret H. Harlow '87
Aditya V. Harnal '13
Eric Harnden '92
Elaine Heydenreich Harned '60
James F. Harper '98
Judith Herrick Harper '62
William M. Harper '06
Susan Harrigan '66
Francis and Ann Harrington P'22
Barbara Biehusen Harris '74
Cassandra Sturman Harris '58
Ellen D. Harris '80 P'14
Glenn P. Harris '83
Jane Scheffler Harris '67 and 
John Harris P'96 '00
Madeline W. Harris '16
Maren Innis Harris '99
Marie Waterman DaCosta 
Harris '56 P'80 GP'14
Natalie Ward Harris '81 and 
Joel Harris P'16
Sarah Hargrove Harris '57 and 
Christopher Harris P'77
Timothy and Andrea Harris P'20
Estelle Harrison
Hilary Harrison'88
Julia W. Harrison '72
Barbara Paust Hart '60
Claudia A. Hart
Eleanor Jean Hart
Jennifer Altschul Hart '80
Kelly Hart '04
Muriel Hart '47
John R. Hartgers, Jr. '14
Emmy Walsh Hartley '49
Joanne Williams Hartley '54 and 
Richard Hartley P'87
Jennifer Hartley-Johnson '92 
and Larison Johnson P'22
Anne Detarando Hartman '57
Michael G. Hartman '89
Patricia Gaynor Hartman '68
Michele Nadeau Hartmann '76
Nancy L. Hartmann P'88
Robert J. Hartmann '79
Gregg Hartvigsen '83
Cynthia Howard Harvell '70
J. Michael Harvey '79 and 
Veronika E. Shtelmakh
Paul Harvey '85
Alessandra Colia Hashemi '06
Olivia C. Haskell '19
William and Elizabeth  
Haskell P'19
Shirley Krasne Haspel '45
Cara J. Hass '12
Tina Reich Hass '80 and William 
Hass P'12
Joyce Hassard P'22
Michael R. Hasse '79
Patricia Wright Hasse '70
Constance A. Hassell '69
Christopher D. Hastings '04
Mark W. Hastings '73
Vickie A. Hatcher '72
Julie Russillo Hathaway '52
Laurie J. Hauptman '79
Joan Havens '65
Thomas R.H. Havens and Karen 
Thornber P'87 '93
Deborah Phillips Haviland '54
Kyle A. Hawk '19
William S. Hawkey '14
Jennifer L. Hawkins '95
Deborah Dorman Hay '89
Nancy Hay '76
Julia H. Hayden '16
Christie Hayes
Emily Hanna Hayes '73
LaMarion Hayes-Wallace
Janet Fleming Haynes '56
Phillip I. Haynes '14
Daphne Hays '85
John K. Hays '06
Matthew Hayward '89
George Hazen
Sheila Raymond Hazen '64
Erin Corcoran Hazlett '95
Janet Heim Head '56
Ashlyn T. Healey '20
Ciara K. Healey '17
Claire Healey
Frank H. Healey P'17 '20
Jonathan T. Healey '03
Pamela Batson Healey '67
Paula Dzenis Healey '74 and 
Timothy Healey P'03
Bridget Donahue Healy '66
Elizabeth Healy '46
Cameron W. Heap '19
Kathryn Gregory Hearn '58
Frank Heavey '89
Emily R. Hebble '18
John and Julie Hebble P'18
Charlotte M. Hecht '16
Mary Shontell Heckman '79
Sara Rowe Heckscher '69
Joan Hedgecock '71
Pamela Harris Heffner-Lecher '84
H. Tappan Heher '89
Juerg A. Heim '84
Lynn Buchanan Heim '67
Eve-Lynn Heimberg '78
Deborah Towne Hein '79
Peter L. Heinz '09
Anne Marie Bussmann Heiser '75
Stetson Heiser '75
Paul Heishman and Kim  
Banister P'09
Laurie L. Heiss '78
David Heivly '91
Emily H. Heller '08
Monique Heller
Susan Heller '65
Martha Peak Helman '75
Neil C. Helman '84
Nina Heneage Helms '63
Beverly Folgmann Heming '62
Joyce Canfield Hemingson '71
Susan Calhoun Heminway '59 
and J. Heminway P'84
Karin J. Hemmingsen '74
Bettina B. Hempel-Gilbert '94
Michael and Nancy  
Henderek P'98
Adelaide Goulding Henderson '65
Deirdre Healy Henderson '64
Dr. Katherine Usher  
Henderson '59
Greer Kessel Hendricks '90
Adair Albee Hendrickson '66
Christopher K. Hendy '10
Sylvia Henel '84
David and Melissa Henken P'21
Mary Pomeroy Hennessy '77
Emma R. Henricks '19
Steven Henricks and Barbara 
Dugan P'19
Dr. Betty Wallman Henry '69
Dawn Hunter Henry '94
James Henry '94
John Henry and Liz Kurkjian-
Henry P'07
Chris D. Hensman '03
Dawn Tatsapaugh Herdman '80
Christine Herman '79
Ann LeLievre  
Hermann '45 P'67 '70 GP'01
Barbara Hermann '70
Eric W. Hermansen P'23
Galen Grossman Hermelee '90
Robert W. Hernandez '74
Yeslan Hernandez '07
Samantha M. Herndon '10
Sarah A. Herren '02
Janet R. Herrmann '68
Pamela Gwynn Herrup '65
Judith Hofer Hersey '58
Ianthe C. Hershberger '06
Jenna S. Hershey Coviello '10
Marianne Fisher Hess '54
Rachel K. Hess '09
Emily S. Hesse '19
Joseph H. Hesse '94
Virginia Sarra Hesse '80 and 
John Hesse P'19
Helen Crispe Hesselgrave '72
Steve and Kate Hesser P'20
Sarah M. Hession-Kunz '20
Sara Mays Hessler '80
Elaine Frey Hester '70
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Christi Sprunger Lipka '94
Natalia S. Lipkin '19
Bertram and Jane Lippincott P'17
Caroline C. Lippincott '17
Diane Fennelly  
Lippincott '63 GP'23
Robin Lipson Fishman '78 and 
Matthew Fishman P'15
Amy B. Lisbon '03
Charlotte E. List '18
Darren A. List '92
William and Audrey Liston P'22
Lestra M. Litchfield '86 and 
Steven J. Atlas P'22
Michael J. Litchman '80
Eliakim and Catherine Littell P'22
Marcia Brazina Littenberg '62
Elizabeth Collier Little '71
Georgia Geisel Littlefield '55 P'80
Tony A. Littlefield '80
Lawrence B. Litwin P'03
Maria Carras Livanos '88
Jennifer Lividini
Anne Maxwell Livingston '71
Norman K. Livingston '81
Mayrelys M. Liz Jimenez '19
David R. Lloyd '04
Karen E. Lloyd '89
Erica Lloyd Bergamini
Elizabeth Lloyd-Kimbrel '75
Barbara Drexler Lockhart '63
Carolyn Zoephel Lockhart '72
Brynn A. Lockyer '14
Roger and Paris Loesch P'20
Liam W. Lofgren '20
C. Russell Logan '88
Parke and Amy Logan P'20
Kathryn Schaeffer Logue '79
Caroline J. Lohmann '96
Judith O'Donnell Lohmann '63
Kevin and Elizabeth Lombard P'21
Kathy Czajkowski Lombardino '98
Paula Lombardo '69 P'06
Marissa J. Lombari '08
Charles H. Lonaeus '11
Daniel Long and Rebecca  
Clark P'16 '19
Jazmin A. Long '12
Pamela Long '80
Caroline G. Longacre '19
Timothy and Laura Longacre P'19
Anna E. Longstaff '00
Whitney F. Longworth '07
Miriam Prosswimmer  
Longyear '57
Jane Swett Lonsdale '51




Cesar Lopez Hernandez and 
Maria Alvarez P'22
Christine A. Lord '84
David and Elizabeth Lorry P'22
Lisa M. Pope Losiewicz '87 and 
David Losiewicz P'19
James N. Losito '17
Lissa W. Loucks '88
Anne Sayre Loughlin '82
Clare W. Loughlin '18
Jacquelyn Shaw-Loughlin '71
Thomas A. Loureiro '84
Brais Louro Larino '09
Elizabeth Deane Loutrel '67
Edward Lovejoy '87
Lisa Menegon Lovejoy '87
Randolph J. Lovelace '11
Erica L. Lovett '14
Allan and Jane Low P'19
Amy Loi Low '91
Craig Low '91
Pau Ling Low '19
Quinlan D. Low '19
Avery H. Lowe '18
Joan Eash Lowe '53
Elaine Title Lowengard '50
Robert T. Lowney II '89
Paul and Elizabeth Lowsley-
Williams P'22
Julie Loziuk
Barbara Susman Lubow '48
Holly Wilson Luce '79
James Luce '79
Lana Luciano Silvestro '00
Sayre Ludlow '89 and Ida Smith 
Ludlow '89 P'22
Robert Ludwick P'21
Joseph C. Luft '90
Marcia Robbins Lugger '67
Ann J. Lukens '76
Elizabeth Taylor Lukens '66
Menzi '08 and Anita Marie 
Lukhele
Rebecca M. Lukowski Stone '10
Martin Lund '96
Laura C. Lundegard '18
Karen A. Lungren '03
Leonard J. LuPriore '76
Emily Westwood Luscombe '00
Anthony J. Lutkus
Judith Lauricella Lutkus '64
Sallie Ward Lutz '48
Simon L. Luxemburg '18
Dishane C. Luximon '19
Amelia Lyman P'22
Abbe Bartlett Lynch '90
Barbara L. Lynch '79
Cristina C. Lynch '19
Jeffrey and Maria Lynch P'19
Michael D. Lynch '93
Susan L. Lynch '73
Mary E. Lynn '78
Alice K. Lyons '82 P'23
Denise M. Lyons '73
Nancy Hamilton MacCormac '57
Margaret Gentles MacCowatt '56
Carolyn Jones MacDermott '59
Duncan R. MacDonald '88
Dana MacDonald Hanford '84
Kevin T. MacDowell '13
Susan Clash Macfarlane '70
Harriet Bassett MacGregor '51
Michael Mach P'22
Stacy Mach P'22
Kate C. Machemer '03
Marjorie Nelson Macintyre '78
Dr. Arien Hausknecht Mack '51
Julia G. Mack '81
Elise Bradley MacKay '68
Cameron MacKenzie '89
Caroleen Hughes Mackin '85
James Macknik '94
Amy Samuel MacLean '07
Deborah Lowry MacLean '85
Alison K. MacMillan '78 P'11
John C. MacRae '88
Greer Andrews MacReady '64
Margaret Macri '85
Amanda R. MacTaggart
Jill R. Peters MacVicar '04
Deborah Whitlock Madden '69
Emery S. Madden '19
M. Julian Madden '06
Timothy and Susan Madden P'07
Cecily A. Mader '68
Dana L. Madison '90
Matthew Madonna
Richard A. Madonna, Jr.
Cristina Moreno Madrigal '10
Jennifer Maduro '71
Deborah Stone Mager '70
Alice W. Maggin '91
John Maggiore '91
Matthew D. Magida, CPA '07
Renee Baumblatt Magida '76 
and Ted Magida P'07
Elizabeth K. Magnan '20
Gwendolyn Fischer Magnan '89 
and Richard Magnan P'20
Hilary A. Magowan '94
Brian J. Maguire '19
Leslie Maher
Margaret T. Maher '04
Matthew R. Maher '00
Emily Harvey Mahon '70
Andrew and Mary Beth 
Mahoney P'18
Caitlin E. Mahoney '18
Neal B. Mahoney '22
Colleen O'Hagan Maiberger '94
Allison Davis Maier '79
Dorothy Cramer Maitland '51
Helen Chesbrough Maitland '56
Janice Majewski '73
Andrew S. Majkut '14
Anne-Lindsay Makepeace '80
Jean Von Klemperer Makris '78
Philip Makris '79
Hedda Ashkenas Maleh '72
Deborah Warshaw Malin '72
Judith C. Malkin '81
Anton Malko '91
Matthew J. Malone '96
Melissa Clauss Malone '96
Phyllis M. Malone '58
James Maloney
Mary E. Maloney '73
Christopher and Susan  
Maloy P'06
Dennis M. Maloy '15
Jean Lewis Maloy '83
Allison Marrone Maltese '77
Leslie Mamoorian '73
Carol Caruso Mancusi-Ungaro '68
Jane Hartwig Mandel '68
Peter G. Manganello '05
Diane Mangasarian '73
Gail Crandell Mangold '65 and 
Thomas C. Mangold P'96
Jane Kappell Manheimer '78
Cem B. Manisali '17
Nur Manisali
Elizabeth E. Manlove '79
Sara Castrignano Manly '03
Andrew H. Mann '83
Erica Nelson Mann '02
Jennifer Lapan Mann '94
Rhoda Freed Mann '50 P'83
Cheryl Shepley Manniello '68
Gloria and Ronald Manning
Robert B. Manning '19
Daniel Mannino
Serena Holch Manny '99
Michael and Lori Manoogian P'19
Patricia Giovannone  
Mansfield '84
Shariq Mansoor and Nida  
Rizvi P'22
Christopher Manthous '91
Shannon D. Manuel '19
Zachary T. Manzella '95
Jonathan Manzo '91
Dorothy May Marban '63
Michael G. Marchand '93
Blake B. Marcus '10
Paula Marcus-Platz '74 and 
Thomas Platz P'11
Benjamin Marden '93
Suzanne Fuld Marger '63
Andrew J. Margie '96
Leslie A. Margolin '77
Natalie Fine Margolis '91
Dr. Evelyn Marienberg '69
66 67
Eloise Osbourne Murphy '68
Jackson H. Murphy '14
Mary A. Murphy
Nancy Gilbert Murphy '68
Peter Murphy and Audrey  
Thier P'12
Ryszarda E. Murphy '07
Scott Murphy '91 and Wendy 
Osgood Murphy '90 P'22
Susan Brager Murphy '87
Timothy Murphy '02
Brian and Tracy Murray P'20
Caroline Davis Murray '66
Francis W. Murray '11
James D. Murray '18
Jennifer MacLeod Murray '89
Professors Bernard and Nelly 
Murstein P'80 GP'16
Colette Murstein '80 and Alan 
Mangum P'16
Timothy J. Murtagh '13
Catherine Fulmer Muscari '87
Andrew Steven Musoke '04
Natalie Oliva Musser '11
Peter U. Musser '79 and 
Loredana Musser '80 P'08
Peter A. Musser '08
Shirley Chappell Mustard '55
Jean Sherman Muste '49
Ashley B. Myers '19
Frederick and Cheryl  
Myers P'19 '21
Gail Andersen Myers '55
Lizbeth R. Myers
Minor Myers III '00
Sara Crooks Myers '73
Sondra Gelb Myers '55
Philip E. Myerson '09
Debra Low Mykrantz '80
Peter S. Mykrantz, Jr. '80
William and Susan  
Nadelberg P'08 '11
Anita Nadelson '88
Carolyn Peterson Nadler '08
Theodore H. Nadler '08
Annette Naegel '82
Judith Hellyer Nafzinger '69
Elli H. Nagai-Rothe '03
Bridget Nagel '01
Patrice Coady Nagle '94
Zachary M. Nagler '10
Susan Brown Nagy '86
Masako Nakamura '85
Alexander and Alison  
Nalle P'18 '23
Kevin W. Nally '10
Andrew and Anne Namm P'03
Sarah Waldo Nanzig '83
Stephen and Mary Ann  
Napoli P'10
Keith C. Nappi '73
Randal and Melani Nardone P'21
Ashley Solod Nary '05
Laura M. Nascimento '19
Laura L. Nash '70 and Thomas 
Beale P'05
Mary Goldberg Nash '81
Rebecca Nash and Doug 
Thompson
Rebecca L. Nash '19
Timothy P. Nash
Megan F. Nashban '09
Raquel Nasser '80
John Natale '89
Jillian L. Nataupsky '10
David Nathans and Katherine 
Hastings P'19
Emmaline L. Nathans '19
Andrew S. Nathanson '13
Alexandra R. Natsios '79
Georgia C. Naumann '14
Margaret Oyaas Naumes '68
Jocelyn Navarro '19
Marianne Noreika Navickas '00
Jamie L. Navoni '19
Kelly E. Nayden '04
Shuyler J. Nazareth '14
Kathleen E. Neal '94
Lucy A. Neale '70
Mary Neary-Rubin '90
Nancy Morrow Nee '48
Christina Needham
David S. Neft P'93
Kyle J. Neidhardt '08
Anna Bush Neidig '68
Faye White Neilan '75
James F. Neilan '74
Helen Frances Biddle Neill '56
Barbara Eaton Neilson '60 P'83
Douglas A. Neimann '97
Kathleen McGregor Neimann '97
Charlotte Hundley Nelsen '75 
and Peter Nelsen P'14
Margaret C. Nelsen '14
Diana Robinson Nelson '69
Jane Sapinsley Nelson '47
Katelyn A. Nelson '06
Lindsey J. Nelson '17
Louise Brooks Nelson '95
Michael Nelson '89
Nora Olsen Nelson '90
Susan Gorvine Nelson '80
Nicholas J. Nesgos '83
Carole Root Neubauer '62
Sallie Williams Neubauer '69
Linda Stone Neuenhaus '82
Brent R. Never '99
Nanette Boyer Nevins '72
Christine A. Nevins-Herbert '04
Nancy Nevitt '62
Robert and Claire Newbold P'14
Margaret A. Newell '19
Judith A. Newman '79
Patrice Newman
Rosalind Liston Newman '62
Derrick M. Newton '17
Valerie Farias Newton '75
Metika L. Ngbokoli '15
Khanh V. Nghiem '19
Visna Ngov '07
Mengezi Ngwenya '16
Eliza R. Nichols '22
Foster and Elizabeth Nichols P'13
Irene Nichols GP'22
Lauren Hartzell Nichols '03
Lucy Jacob Nichols '84
Max E. Nichols '14
Brett and Reed Nichols P'22
Joyce Anderson Nicholson '51
Helen Beardsley Nickelsen '48
Judith Nickerson
Lucille Miller Nickerson '68
Michael and Ellen Nicoll P'01
Marion L. Nierintz '65
David C. Nightingale '80
Nancy Budde Nightingale '63
Sara Nightingale '84
William J. Nightingale, Jr. '86
Olga M. Nikolaeva '19
Atheline Wilbur Nixon '58
Barbara Roby Nixon '59
Sarah F. Noble '08
Mayo and Susan  
Noerdlinger P'20
Robert and Holly Nolan P'21
Molly Nolan '96
Nicole Nolan Brown '83
Geoff Norbert
Pamela Krauss Noreika '71 and 
Martin Noreika P'00
Mary Humelsine Norment '68
Susan Deary North '75
Bryan P. North-Clauss '95
Ann Fisher Norton '56
Heather Parker Norton '96
Sabrina Notarfrancisco
Charlotte P. Novak '14
Mary Yeagley Novosel '81
Andrew and Rachel Noyes P'20
Jillian Noyes '19
Wendy Thompson Noyes '67
Professor John Nugent
Paul F. Nugent P'77
Sarah M. Nugent '10
Rafael A. Nunez '10
David and Lynn Nussbaum P'21
Elizabeth Murtha Nuti '95
Gregory and Ethel Nwafor P'21
Carolyn Keefe Oakes '59
Ellen Oppenheimer Oasis '60 
and Donald Oasis GP'21
Judith Macurda Oates '67
Stephen and Margaret Ober P'17
Charles and Maryse O'Brien
Kevin J. O'Brien '15
Reggie Anderson O'Brien '72
Andrw Obstler '84
Fiona Ocain '19
Jane Branigan Occhiogrosso '70 
and Frank Occhiogrosso P'06
Brendan T. O'Connell '20
Pia Gille O'Connell '71
Chloe A. O'Connell-Ngov '06
Emily O'Connor '95
Peter O'Connor '81
Ernst and Rebecca Oddsund P'22
Sharon Mairson Odle '68
Kathryn Abrahams Oehler '98
William Oehler '98
Grace Lee Oei '50
Rosemary A. Oetiker '65
Suzanne Gerber Offit '56
Corey F. Ogilby '12
Lydia Phippen Ogilby '42
Carolellen Downie Ogle '72
Kerry O'Grady '97
Brendan T. O'Hagan '09
Kimberly Richards O'Hagan '07
Dylan G. O'Hara '17
Isabelle O'Hara '94
Keith O'Hara and Dena Cocozza 
O'Hara P'17
Daryl Smith O'Hare '87
Jamala Stoute Ojong '99
Erin Okabe-Jawdat '10
Paul and Kathleen Olbrych P'93
Christopher T. O'Leary '99
Eamon T. O'Leary '19
Jane S. O'Leary
Richard and Elizabeth  
O'Leary P'22
Thomas and Karol-Anne  
O'Leary P'19
William R. O'Leary III
William S. O'Leary '22
Kathleen C. Olin
Julie Turner Oliva '87 and Leigh 
Oliva P'16
Melissa T. Oliva '16
Dr. Cynthia Newell Oliver '66
Jennifer Harvey Olivetti '90
Jerry Olivetti '89
Evan B. Olmstead '03
Nancy Pedicino O'Loughlin '71
Christian and Karen Olrik P'18
Elizabeth Rogers Olsen '86
Harold Olsen '87
Marisa M. Olsen '06
Thomas Olsen '85
William T. Olsen III '14
Elizabeth A. Olson '65
Eric T. Olson '97
Shirley Reese Olson '48
Meghan E. Olt '16
Kimberly Warner O'Malley '69
Kathleen O'Meara
Barbara Vosburgh Omohundro '72
Adrian T. Ondreicsik '10
Karen DiLisio Ondrovic '89 and 
Robert Ondrovic P'22
Blake D. O'Neal '19
David and Pamela O'Neill P'07
Kristen J. O'Neill '13
Michael D. O'Neill '07
Sheila O'Neill '59
Linn Whitelaw Ong '61 and 
Beale Ong P'88
Patricia Arnold Onion '64
Barbara Negri Opper '61
Charles Orcutt '84 and Jennifer 
Orcutt P'19 '21
Brian M. Orefice '97
John and Dru Oren P'20
Lesley Swanson Orlowski '73
Margaret Yost Ormond '77
Robert Paige Orr '95
Susan Regan Orr '92
Steve J. Ortiz '18
Linda Osborne '63
Molly Shannon Osborne '69
Tracey Watanabe Osborne '85
Jeffrey Oshen '76
Carol Krizack Oshinsky '66 and 
Edward Oshinsky P'92
Robert C. Oshinsky '92
Nancy Oskow-Schoenbrod '69
Joan Sumner Oster '61
Daniel E. Ostrach '03
Eric Ostroff '79
Marvin and Cyd Ostrovsky P'96
Susan Robertson Melick '62
John Melillo '97
Constance Kelley Mellen '51
Kelly Arabia Mellen '10
Wendy Weisheit Mellon '72
Doris Simons Meltzer '57
Deborah Menchek '69





Shirley Armstrong Meneice '45
Grace P. Mennell '19
Michelle Beeler Mensel '79
Angelina Mercado '98
Elizabeth Hodges Mercurio '93
Eugene Mercy III '91
Julia Merkt '75
Arianna K. Merrill '10
Justin and Christine Merrill P'22
Eleanor Lawson Merrill '09
Martha Clampitt Merrill '84
Wendy Buchanan Merrill '62
Mary Bundy Mersereau '50
Gaye A. Mertz P'19
James C. Messina '14
Massimo Messina '89
Karen Spilker Messinger '93
Susan Epstein Messitte '64
Elizabeth Eve Messmer '56
Marc Mestanas '89
Judith Mapes Metz '61
Karen Coon Metzger '69
Nancy Wheelan Metzloff '75
Charlotte R. Meyer '68
Deborah Naman Meyer '74
Elizabeth D. Crawford Meyer '56
Dr. Jodie R. Meyer '72 and 
Steven Tuber P'09
Joshua M. Meyer '90
Willets S. Meyer, Esq. '88
Sandra Meyerhofer '82
Hanh Diep Meyers '01
Sally Brobston Meyers '63
Sara Meyers '98
Steven Miano and Rosanne 
Mistretta P'13
James H. Michalove '76
Matthew H. Michaud '19




Richard and Amelia  
Miesemer P'19
Samantha M. Miesemer '19
Emily A. Migliorini '19
Cherie A. Mignone '73
Kathleen Dilzer Milch '69
Barbara Feigin Milenky '69
Lynn W. Miles '68
Ward and Carolyn Miles P'94
Michael J. Milhollen '19
Carly M. Miller '04
Cheryl Miller
Cynthia Miller '66
Dirk and Jennifer Miller P'19
George I. Miller '80
Judith Anderson Miller '67
Justin E. Miller '03
Liza C. Miller '19
Marjorie Boone Miller '68
Nancy Clapp Miller '51
Pamala Miller P'20
Richard Miller P'20
Rita J. Miller '69
Sue Altman Miller '61
William A. Miller '74
William Miller '80 and Barbara 
Miller '79 P'06
Winston G. Miller '96
Viriginia Nehring Miller-Jones '67
Kate Milliken Vaughey '94
Leslie Salkin Millman '71
Brad Mills '87
Erika Ferlins Mills '03
Frances Keller Mills '50
Nancy Diesel Mills '71
Donna Edgerton Milne '73
George and Carol Milne, Jr. P'99
Gordon S. Milne '76
Nathan P. Milne '15
Nancy Feuerstein Milsten '63
Christi L. Milum-Lott '06
Constance Perekslis  
Milusich '68
Naum Minchin '10
Barbara Cohn Mindell '58
Courtney E. Minden '97
Eleanor Souville Minners '52
Alissa S. Minot '07
Alexander W. Mintz '17
David and Rebecca Miranda P'21
Zareen Taj Mirza
Alison S. Mitchell '95
Christopher and Caroline 
Mitchell P'19
Cole C. Mitchell '19
Constance Wormser Mitchell '67
Maria C. Mitchell '91
Patricia Keenan Mitchell '63
Richard Mitchell and Maureen 
Hays-Mitchell P'19
Wendy Fenton Mitchell '87
Jeanne Christie Mithen '71
Louise Mitinger '89
Stephen M. Mitrione '83
Robert D. Moccia '12
Cyrus Moffett '98
Margarita Mogollon
Linda Gurwitz Mogren '81
Jeffrey Moher
Mariko Moher
Peter D. Mohr '88
Philipp Mohr and Pamela 
Siaflas-Mohr P'19
Talha B. Mohsin '14
Darius Mojallali '75
Matthew D. Molberger '06
Timna Trajman Molberger '06
Jane Derr Monahon '70 and 
Robert Monahon P'12
April Moncrieff '64
Terry Mond and Laurie Udell P'09
Ann F. Monk '21
Thomas Monk and Lucinda 
Fernald P'21
Melissa S. Monsalve '14
James and Janice Monsma P'89
Elizabeth Regan Montague '59 
and F. Montague P'87
Reed Montague '87
Diane Monte
Ryan P. Montecalvo '99
Giuseppe and Tiziana 
Monteleone P'19
Ilaria Monteleone '19
Marvin Montenegro and Donna 
Munoz P'18
Rose K. Montera '19




Stephen Lebogang Montjane '92
Amalie Hughes Montstream '56
Katharine Moody and Kenneth 
Ernstoff
Susan Kron Moody '70
Michael and Kristen  
Moonan P'22
Saskia Mooney '86
Allen Moore III '82 and Michele 
Moore P'21
Andrew Moore '88
Jane Loutrel Moore '99
Jason R. Moore '00
John W. Moore '76
Keith Moore
Marguerite Lewis Moore '53
Matthew D. Moore '00
Patricia Chambers Moore '59
Zoe Tricebock Moore '64 and 
John Moore P'90
Shannon M. Morahan '19
Alexandra Clayton Moran '79
Deborah Tomlinson Moran '79
Gretchen Hurxthal Moran '55
James W. Moran '92
Richard and Eileen Morange
Emily C. Morash
Anne McGee Morcone '79
Anthony and Teresa 
Mordasiewicz P'19
Mariela Morel '11
Christopher and Annmarie 
Moreno P'22
Diane Moreno P'18
Elizabeth Cook Morgan '66
Katherine Redington  
Morgan '68 P'93 '95
Katie A. Morgan '14
Laura Hayes Morgan '85
Nancy Pierce Morgan '70
Robert A. Morgan '11
Lynn Jacobson Morgenstern '69
Ross W. Morin '05
Jo-Anne Principato Morley '76
Lydia M. Morneault '18
Lynne Saliba Moronski '94
Christopher W. Morris '96
Kieran P. Morris '15
Lydia P. Morris '88
Ann McCoy Morrison '58
Stuart and Caroline  
Morrison P'22
Charles Morrison '74
Flora G. Morrison '22
Susan Challender Morrissey '66
Lauren B. Morrow '09
Nancy Rosoff Morrow '82
Barbara White Morse '72 and 
Edmond Morse P'03
Josephine Saidla Morse '57
Judith Karr Morse '62
Sandra Morse
Meredith Morten '72
Laurinda Barnes Morway '65
Elizabeth M. Mory '73
Marina R. Moscovici '79
Pamela Crawford Mosenthal '79
Jozette Moses '21
Justina Moses P'21
Susan Pool Moses '71
Nancy Moskin '78
Evelyn Caliendo Moss '57
Jamal H. Moss '97
Kyle G. Moss '21
Tracy M. Moss Curran '00
Anne Mosseri-Marlio '83
Anand Motwani
Nancy Teese Mouget '56 and 
Alfred R. Mouget P'81 '82
David W. Moulton
Karen A. Mourikas '87
Mary McCorison Mourkas '53
Peter E. Mousseau '83
Katherine Hambleton  
Movalson '95
Lillian Risch Mowe '79
Alexis S. Mozeleski '19
Meredith R. Mozzone '17
John and Sara Muckstadt P'20
Karina B. Mudd '10
Elizabeth Hamilton Mueller '53
Elizabeth Tobin Mueller '69
Ines A. Muganyizi '13
Jane G. Muir '51
Mary Phillips Muirhead '69
Purba Mukerji
Samantha Capen Muldoon '88
Catherine I. Mullaley '12
Deborah Gordon Mullaney '71
Patrick and Beth Mullen P'22
Jed Mullens '92
Michael A. Muller '00
Susan Abendroth  
Mulligan '66 P'94
William Mulligan '94
Bobby J. Mullins '18
Kieran J. Mulvaney '92
Kristin Juska Mulvaney '91
Helen D. Munch '66
Elisabeth Richards Mundel '62
Susan H. Munger
Lauren E. Munhall '16
Tressa Munoz
Lynda Batter Munro '76 and 
Bruce Munro P'08
Miriam Matthews Munro '59
Alexandra P. Munson '14
Leslie S. Munson '80 and Stacey 
G. Munson P'14
Alicia Brackman Munves '69
Linda Smith Munyan '91
Helen Murdoch '87
Matthew C. Murdock '13
Maria C. Murillo '69
Abigail J. Murphy '22
68 69
Dena M. Poblete
Mayda Pasternack Podell '68 
and Ronald M. Podell P'95
Adam and Anne Poe P'07
Teed McConnell Poe '63
Ryan R. Poirier '96
Gina Pol '16
Mary Lake Polan '65 P'02 '10 & 
Frank A. Bennack, Jr.
Cynthia Bassett  
Polhemus '53 P'80
Catherine Schwalm  
Pollack '69 P'03
Susan V. Pollak '79
Elizabeth A. Pollard '79
Susan Compton Pollard '74
Ann Conner Polley '60
Adam G. Pollock '04
Jeffrey and April Pollock P'22
Julie Grey Pollock '78
Philip and Carolyn Pollock P'04
Anne F. Pomeroy '80
Gregory H. Poole '96
Cathleen Poon '02
Christopher R. Portante '01
Jerry E. Porter '78
Nanette Posman '81
Norman Posner P'06
Amy Greenberg Poster '68
Eric Potoker and Jennifer  
Arcure P'21
Douglas and Eileen Potter P'19
Sarah W. Potter '19
Donna Burkholder Potts '73 and 
Joseph Potts P'00
Rebecca Poulo '94




Ethan A. Powell '04
John C. Powell '12
Dan and Karen Powell P'22
William H. Powell '11
Emily Park Powers '42
Sonny N. Powers '04
Patricia Cluggish Powers '84
Beverly Stevens Prakelt '55
Diana Pulling Pratt '95
Harold I. Pratt, Jr. '89
Harriet Herman Pratt '68




Jeffrey J. Previdi '86
Fletcher F. Previn '00
Carol Shanks Price '87
Lois Olcott Price '71
Sarah E. Price '14
Susan Manley Price '53
James L. Priest '75
Kathryn Herbert Priest '73
Scott and Maureen Primrose P'16
Anne Bonniol Pringle '69
Rachel E. Pritzlaff '13
Wilma Cohen Probst '66
Michael G. Proctor '79
Helene Rothkopf Prokesch '74 
and Richard Prokesch P'04
Trevor W. Prophet '11
Cathi B. Propper '98
Martha Leach Proulx '77
Thomas Proulx '82
David and Linda Pryde P'18
Nancy Stevens Purdy '57
Adele Germain Purvis '68
Colin C. Puth '14
Lucia Roraback Putnam '55
Jamelah Qadir '93 P'97
Anthony J. Quatieri '22
John and Wendy Quatieri P'22
Sibyl Davis Quayle '74
Susan Emery Quinby '72
Gretchen Jacobs Quinlevan '84
Diane Revaz Quinn '78
Joyce Brooks Quinn '58
Jessamyn L. Quint '19
Mary Ann Quirke P'19
Rebecca A. Quirke '17
Madelyn R. Quirke-Shattuck '19
Adrienne Najarian Rabkin '50
Jason and Jonna Racela P'22
Jane E. Radcliffe '68
Joshua I. Radin '80
Kate W. Radlauer '10
Professor Sara Radlinski
Dalia Santos Radziminski '61
Linda Raffensperger '83
Joanne Terry Rafferty '70
William and Cathy Raftery P'22
Mary Harbert Railsback '52
Carol Moorehead Raimondi '72
Sheryl Edwards Rajpolt '84
Jennifer S. Rako P'20
Sharon Ralph and Frank  
Ralph P'19
Artemis Blessis Ramaker '50
Fabiola Ramirez Mercado '19
Kevin Ramos-Glew '97
Marilyn Mason Ramsay '56
Carol J. Ramsey '74
Douglas and Helen Rancourt P'21
Matt Rand
Jessica A. Randall '88
Brian E. Ranta '09
Sophia Morgenstern Ranta '09
Bette-Jane Raphael '63
Lilah A. Raptopoulos '11
Vassilios and Deborah 
Raptopoulos P'11
Emily Carroll Rasgo '04
Elizabeth Greenman Ratzi '07
Lee Rawles '94
Carolyn Boyan Raymond '63
Alicia M. Rea '12
Allison S. Read '05
Hannah B. Read '10
Kirk Read and Camille  
Parrish P'10
Thomas Read '89
Betsy Gearing Ready '75
Timothy Reagan and Lisa 
Agogliati P'20
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Amanda Orsted Ryland '97
Judith Dubben Ryland '67
Ludmila Komeck Sabatiuk '50
David Wells and Mary 
Sabbatino P'21
Benjamin A. Sachs '18
Laurie J. Sachs '92
Amanda B. Sacks '11
Bethany Goldstein Sacks '95
Stuart H. Sadick '77
Karen Churila Safe '66
Robert and Mary Safian P'15
John Alissi and Tierney Sage 
Alissi P'21
Brian F. Sager II '10
Jane Banash Sagerman '80
Roger Sagerman and Abigail 
Mack P'22
Mary A. Sagnella '86
Alysha C. Said '16
Ege Sakirt '19
Mustafa and Menekse  
Sakirt P'19
Syed Salam '02
Frank and Elizabeth Salerno P'21
Evelyn Evatt Salinger '58
S. Massoud Sallah '16
Katherine Spendlove Salle '68
Margaret E. Sallick P'19
Rebecca Wells Salmaso '08
Deborah S. Salomon '82
N. Stewart Saltonstall '82
Cheryll Kohler Saltzman '73 and 
Steve Saltzman P'04
Elizabeth Bria Salvador '84
Thomas Quinn and Kjerstin 
Salvesen P'22
Philip G. Samponaro P'93
Keith T. Sampson '83
Mildred Catledge Sampson '54
Benjamin B. Sams '96
David Samson '99
Anna H. Samuels '19
Jonathan Samuels and 
Margaret Lescher P'19
Mark S. Samuels Lasner '74
Paolo A. Sanchez '18
Helen M. Sandalls
Marcie Cross Sandalow '84
Gayle S. Sanders '66
Nancy Schoepfer Sanders '63
Sally Schweitzer Sanders '68
Sheila Keating Sanders '61 and 
William Sanders P'83 '85
John Sanderson and Susan 
King P'11
Michael Sandner '91
William C. Sandwick '76
72 73
Scott and Judy Stirling P'21
Kate R. Stockbridge '19
Lee Johnson Stockwell '66
Eric D. Stoddard '96
Carol Frank Stoel '64
Peter F. Stokes '79
Peter and Lucinda Stoll P'15
Jacklyn Leonard Stoltz '69
Evan A. Stone '79
Judith Trauner Stone '65
Marjorie Kaufman Stone '79
Nancy Stone '67
Samuel Stone
Stephanie A. Stone '88
Dr. Alison Stone-Ament '70
James Healy and Kristine  
Story P'21
Audrey Kuh Straight '69
Ceceile Weiss Strand '77
Philip A. Stransky '02
Diane E. Stratton '91
Frederick P. Stratton III '96
Joseph Straub III '92
Lawrence Strauss '80
Eric Streck '95
Camilla Cory Streeter '75
Laura V. Streit '09
Jessica F. Strelec '96
Beth Filippone Stresser '91
Joan D. Strickland '93
Andrew K. Strickler
Danielle Dana Strickman '66
Adele Mushkin Stroh '55
Patricia M. Strong '72
Lorna Wagner Strotz '66
Harriet Harris Stroup '60
Keith and Tara Strouss P'22
Gail Mittendorff Strout '73
Marcia Stuart '63
Nancy A. Stuart '74
Emily C. Stubbs '17
Evan A. Studwell '13
Patricia Gumo Stumpp '69
Robert Stutzman and Elizabeth 
Somers Stutzman P'17
Bahira H. Sugarman '67
Emily Stimson Sugg '79 and Paul 
E. Sugg P'10
Frank Suher '89 and Hilary 
Schacher Suher '90 P'21
Brooke Johnson Suiter '68
Cathleen McCormack Sulli '81
Denise Sullivan '72
Eliza Carter Sullivan '94
Genene Sullivan
Hilary J. Sullivan '14
Jessica L. Sullivan '18
Joan M. Sullivan
Kelsey H. Sullivan '06
Kevin M. Sullivan '81
Lauren M. Sullivan '19
Linda F. Sullivan '71
Marcia D. Sullivan '76 and 
Deborah Brusini P'13
Sara Maschal Sullivan '52
Virginia Peck Sullivan '72
Robert N. Sulzer '06
Jacob R. Summers '16
Robert J. Sumner '94
Emma G. Suneby '18
Barbara Billings Supplee '57
Linda M. Supron P'22
Nicholas R. Supron P'22
Grzegors Surman
Katie C. Surrey-Bergman '14
James C. Susman '74
Sally Susman '84
Theodoros Papalimberis and 
Laurie Sutherland P'21
Loulie Hyde Sutro '57 and John 
A. Sutro, Jr. P'89 '94
Dr. Cynthia Freidman Sutton P'92
Kimberly Niles Sutton '86
Holly Smith Sutton '79
Mark Sutton '87
Leesa Chalk Suzman '89
Edward W. Svehlik '97
Larey Lindberg Swanson '88
Caroline Kelley Swart '73
Jacques J. Swartz '09
Pamela Gleason Swearingen '74
Ann Sweeney '01
Nancy M. Sweeney '72
Paley M. Sweet '16
Ronald T. Sweet '74 and Debra 
Richardson Sweet '74 P'07
Margaret Larkins Sweeting '70
Liisa B. Sweet-Korpivaara '01
Nora E. Swenson '12
Daniel R. Swett
Susan Mann Swett '64
Patricia Rose Swonger '81
Janet Esquirol Sylvan '99
Constance Shaffer  
Synakowski '72
Christine S. Synodi '88
Catherine Sobin Szanto '78
Barbara Friis Szczepanski '55
Andrew and Kathleen 
Szczesniak P'16
Judith Mossman Sze '60
Nicholas Szechenyi '94
Jean Cattanach Sziklas '58
Shirley Scrivener Sznyter '58
Elie Tabet '95
Owen B. and Margaret Wellford 
Tabor '59
Ellen Mayers Tackling '68
Desta Tadesse '04
Krystle Guillory Tadesse '05
Alan Tafapolsky '83
Lynn Robinson Taff '70
Megan LeDuc Taggard '99




Louise Lane Talbot '60
Elizabeth Murrin Talotta '88
John G. Talty '80
Tara Morazzini Talvacchia '09
Ching F. Tan '15
Neal J. Tan '15
James N. Tandy '99
Ruth Amdur Tanenhaus '69
Sarah Tacy Tangredi '05
Louise Klump Tanner '54
Matthew A. Tanner '94
Julienne Taraska '92
Ummuhan S. Tarhan '08
William T. Tarimo '12
Leslie Long Tarkington '66
Judith Burgess Tarpgaard '61
Pinar Taskin '91
Barbara Herbst Tatum '74
Daniel Taub '02
Jean Tierney Taub '58
Charles Tauber '93
Kristen Ekedahl Tuaber '93
Michael Tauber '94
Ariana K. Taylor '16
Courtney R. Taylor '19
Emily H. Taylor '09
Geoffrey S. Taylor '13
Gregory P. Taylor '81
Harrison G. Taylor '19
Kelsey P. Taylor '11
Mary Carrott Taylor '98
Mary-Dinnis Stearns Taylor '68
Peter M. Taylor '78 and Mary 
Taylor '77 P'05
Sally L. Taylor P'74
Jesse B. Taylor-Waldman '07
Jacquelyn Greenblatt Tchorni '47
Matthew Teare '87 and Tracy 
Thomson Teare '87 P'19
Judith L.Teel
Shoshana Traub Teicher '54
Victoria A. Teixeira '19
Thomas Telage '83
Lisa Caldwell Teliska '69
Irina Telyukova '99
Dr. Bonnie Altman Templeton '68
Eugene Templeton IV '95
Cheryl P. Tenin '71
Michael Tenofsky '99
Annette Boykins Terry '83
Maarten D. Terry '83
Leslie Tervo '73
Waldo Testa
Andrea Graves Thackeray '84 
and Justin Thackeray P'19
Sean H.R. Thackeray '19
Sydney and Dana Thayer P'15
William Thayer
Judith Bassewitz Theran '62
Phyllis Securo Thibault '71
Abigail Rhines Thielman '82
Bob and Anne Thomas
Carol Hunter Thomas '69
Catherine Mahoney Thomas '84
Ellen Keating Thomas '54
Erin B. Thomas '10
Linda Cunningham Thomas '57
Linda Collins Thomas '79
Randolph and Kimberly  
Thomas P'19
Regina O'Brien Thomas '70
Stuart G. Thomas '83
Alexander and Eileen  
Thompson P'21
Babette Gabriel Thompson '69
Blair Young Thompson '78
Charles and Mary Thompson P'22
Charles A. Thompson '22
Diane Horsburgh Thompson '68
Jacqueline Thompson
Jeffrey P. Thompson '20
Kathryn Drucker Thompson '91
Marie Woodbridge Thompson '50
Meredith Miller Thompson '06
Rose Hecht Thompson '69
Sara Buck Thompson '51
Angela Thompson-Busch '86
Lucy L. Thomson '70
Nancy Powers Thomson '47
Virginia Wilson Thomson '53
William B. Thomson '75
Catharine Thorne '88
Ellen Feldman Thorp '74
Thomas E. Thorpe '99
Candace Thorson '72
Andrew C. Thurlow '01
Caroline Kercher Thurston '83
Sydney Wrightson Tibbetts '58
Claudia Gould Tielking '83
Ann Fertig Tiemann '68
Christopher R. Tierney '86
Barbara Billows Tilles '65
George Tilneac '18
Kimberly Timby '92
Jean Cutinelle Tinelli '62
Rebecca A. Tisherman '13
Mary Clifford Tittmann '80
Susan Calef Tobiason '78
Christopher F. Tobin '86
Paige Margules Tobin '89
Elizabeth Todd P'22
Kathryn Rafferty Tollerton '58
Carol Tolliver-Darwick '85
Olga Toiscik '93
Karen Douglass Tolusic '97
Susan Nishijima Tomanek '65
Theodore J. Tomich '08
Janet Matthews Tomlinson '66
Donna M. Toomey '74
Arifa Toor '88
Sinisa Topalovic P'21
David L. Torrey P'88
Pamela Walsh Torsiello '85
Susan Ferris Totten '75
Ellen Hennick Toubman '82
George and Cheryl Tougias P'21
Maura Doran Tourian '88




Helen F. Trager '69
John T. Traina '91
Thang and Huong Tran P'21
Lauren J. Trapido '05
Michael and Nancy  
Trapido P'05 '08
Connor B. Trapp '18
George and Macaire Trapp P'18
Jennifer Lamb Traver '85
Eva Foldes Travers* '64
Jeffrey Travers
Fraser Zimmerman Traverse '92
E. Tina Savell Treadwell '63
Nancy Goode Treadwell '63
Byron Treaster and Jane  
Gray P'17
Sarah C. Treaster '17
Natalie Hildt Treat '97
Elizabeth T. Trebus
Victoria Leonhart Trefts '75
Mary Keenan Tremoulet '65
Hannah C. Tressler '09
Yamile Silva and Robert H. 
Willenbrink P'19
Taryn Silver '19
Alexandra A. Silverthorne '02
Anthony Silvestro '99
Sarah Howe Silvis '10
Maria R. Simao '75
Andrea C. Simmons
Leslie Richmond Simmons '71
Mary Blair Simmons '58
Mariann Simms
Christopher C. Simo '93
Andrew and Elizabeth Simon P'21
Chris Simon and Tina Wang P'20
C. Sprague Simonds, Jr. '86
Jane B. Simonds and Nancy J. 
Sardeson P'19
Samuel B. Simonds '19
Charles and Carleen Simone P'20
Gregory F. Simonson '77
Marcia Testa Simonson, Ph.D. '74
Nancy Rajotte Simonson '77
Linda D. Simsarian '71
Sally Sinclair-Hubbard '75 and 
Raymond Hubbard P'11
Christine DiMaggio Singer '82
Professor Jefferson A. Singer 
and Anne L. Bracker
Lenore Tresenfeld Singer '52 P'79
Marjorie K. Singer '67
Miriam L. Singer '11
Susan Sullivan Singer '86
Pamela Singh-Tauber '95
Florence Dubin Sinsheimer '52
Marcy A. Siskind P'19
Samantha P. Siskind-Weiss '19
Tamara Scheinfeld Sitkoff '96
Linda R. Sittenfeld '77
Walter D. Sive '78
Caroline Corbett Sizer '13
Harold F. Sizer '84 and Susan 
Budd Sizer '84 P'11 '12 '17
Julie R. Sizer '11
Nicholas B. Sizer '12
Zamira Saylor Skalkottas '93
Stephen A. Skaperdas '17
Ronald and Mary Skates P'90
Anna Wilson Skillings '00
Jennette Campbell Skinner '64
Jessie and Liza Skipwith P'22
Judith Zellman Sklarz '71
Patricia Radin Skoler '78
Katherine A. Skrebutenas '75
Andrew Slater and Elizabeth 
McDaniel P'19
Ellen Wolf Slater '68
Mary Cappellini Slater '60
Tomliana Slasor Slater '94
Victoria S. Slater '19
Dardanella Muldaur Slavin '97
Deborah Murray Sloan '67
Erin Gilligan Slocum '87
Julia Anne Seigel Slom '84
Lucy C. Sloman '79
Alida E. Slosberg
John C. Sluder II '14
Barbara Miller Smachetti '49 
and Henry Smachetti P'80
Jonathan Small '89
Christine Mahoney Smalley '92
Alyssa H. Smallwood '88
Ann Barber Smith '69
Beryl Smith '50
Brooke E. Smith '09
Catherine Carpenter Smith '99
Elizabeth Smith
Elizabeth Brereton Smith '69
Ellen R. Smith '57
Erin E. Smith '19
Gretchen Diefendorf  
Smith '58 P'96
Headley Mills Smith '53 and 
Roger Smith P'76 '80  
GP'07 '10 '11
Hugo D. Smith '79
Isabelle D. Smith '19
Jacqueline Cogan Smith '66
Jan Macdonald Smith '69 P'95
Janet R. Smith '58
Jeffrey and Sara Smith P'18
Jennifer Knapp Smith '95
Jennifer H. Smith '82
Jessica R. Smith '80
Joan Hosmer Smith '69
Kathryn Smith '84
Kevin Smith, Ph.D. '76
Lary Smith '66
Laura Levinson Smith '72
Lynne Cascio Smith '83
Mariechen Wilder Smith '45
Mary K. Smith P'21
Mary-Zita Flaherty Smith '53
Matthew T. Smith '11
Matthew Smith '01
Michael and Mary Ann  
Smith P'20
Michaela S. Smith '19
Quincy Smith and Beth  
Jesse P'19
Randal Whitman Smith '61
Whit '76 and Terry Sanderson 
Smith '76 P'07 '11
Sheila J. Smith '70
Shelley B. Smith '69
Stephen and Robin Smith P'19
Suzanne Drebes Smith '89
Thomas Smith and Yulia 
Geniush P'20
Timothy W. Smith '90
Tyler K. Smith '20
Zelda Groper Smith '55
Rachel L. Smith Kerns '06
Nicholas J. Smolansky '97
Maureen A. Smolskis '15
Kenneth Smoltz '91
Carol Hermann Smoot '67
Rhona Marks Smulian '69
William S. Sneath '74
Catherine Rowe Snow '63
Sandra Saunders Snow '64
Amy Malkin Snyder '95
Jane Gilbert Snyder '71
Richard M. Snyder '86
Marcia Soast '67
Amy Bergida Sobel '68
Maryellen McLaughlin Sobin '78 
and Sturgis Sobin P'10
Ilisa J. Sohmer '85
Megan K. Tepper-Rasmussen 
Sokolnicki '99
Susan Mikkelsen Solano '66
Professor Janis Solomon
Joey D. Solomon '04
Julie R. Solomon '76
Robert Solomon '88
Alice Solorow '79
Kathryn Ritchell  
Sommerkamp '66
Cynthia Sorensen '67
Georgia Ahlborn Sorensen '72
Norman W. Sorensen '72
Linda Bowen Sorenson '61
Sophia M. Soriano '18
Noah D. Sorkin '79 and 
Stephanie Saltzman P'16
James and Melissa Sorrenti P'22
Renee Huppert Sosland '66
Jacqueline Soteropoulos 
Incollingo '92
Stephen M. Sousa '15
Margaret Sebring Southerland 
'59 and Thomas  
Southerland P'87
Elizabeth W. Spackman '14
Tara Auletta Spadola '85
Nancy Mavec Spain '73
Martha Elliot Spang '57 and H. 
Austin Spang P'82
Kathryn M. Sparks '93
Robin Foster Spaulding '61
Robert W. Spears, Jr. '81
Deena Groher Spector '72 P'02
Melissa Speed '94
Eric W. Speer '19
Paul and Susan Speer P'19
Elizabeth Speers '84
Robert and Suzanne Speers P'22
Rev. Thomas Speers III '80
Linda Lidstrom Spellacy '71
Marie Fishbone Spellman '82 
and Nicholas Spellman P'23
George Spells P'06
Betsy Jo Viener Spence '64
Benjamin O. Sperry '79
John Spiciarich and Suzanne 
Allen P'19
Kevin M. Spiers '06
Nancy Beebe Spindler '47
Janet D. Spoltore
Cynthia A. Spoor P'19
Caitlin M. Sprague '13
Howard B. Sprague III '78 P'13 '20
Seth and Laura Sprague P'12
Susanna M. Sprague '12
Ann Sprayregen '50
Charles H. Spreda '22
Barbara Himmell Springer '49
Dempsey and Deanna 
Springfield
Judith Cutler Sproule '75
Betty Ball Sprouse '70
Margaret Siegel Spruce '97
Andrew J. Sprunger '97
Lemuel Srolovic and Judith 
Goldiner P'21
Kathryn F. St. George '12
Mary Garlick St. George '69
Christine Miller St. Jean '67
Anne St. John Muirhead '85
Patricia St. Germain
Heinrich Stabenau and Annette 
Stoller P'06
Barbara Thompson Stabile '51
Emma E. Stacey '15
Elizabeth A. Stack '73
Charles Stackhouse '94
Devon L. Stahl '19
Alexander Stancioff '90
Lissette Suarez Stancioff '90
Rebecca Froines Stanley '89
Grace K. Starble '14
Saskia L. Stark-Ewing '18
Marjorie Staub P'13
Julia M. Staudinger '13
Christina Rydstrom Staudt '69
Sarah G. Stauffer '03
Jonathan and Judith Stavis P'21
Calli R. Stavola '14
Faye Green Steacy '69 and 
Thomas P. Steacy P'06
Christopher Steadman '89
Juliane Solmssen Steedman '59
Wendy Hermann Steele '85
Leslie Fisher Steen '69
Sarah Sutro Steenhausen '94
Jay W. Steere '03
Edgar Z. Steever '72
Karen M. Stefanik '96
Elaine Wolf Stein '58
Lesley Wanshel Stein '62
Linda Strassenmeyer Stein '60
Barry C. Steinberg '74
Margo Reynolds Steiner '72
Kurt and Julie Steinkrauss P'21
Katharine Parker Stell '51
Patricia Steinberg Stella '77
Elisabeth A. Stenger '76
Catherine Fullerton Stentzel '65
Andrew W. Stephens '18
Harvey and Mary Beth  
Stephens P'18
Hilary Henderson Stephens '79
Nancy E. Stephens '67
Carol Stephenson Polmon '71
David B. Stern '79
Gail Weintraub Stern '68
Roland Stern and Cynthia 
Ganung P'03
Cynthia Price Stevens '79
Edith Donaldson Stevens '59
Gary Stevens and Marie Foy P'22
Margaret Hiller Stevens '71
Richard and Kerri Stevens P'22
Penny Stevens GP'22
Timothy G. Stevens '03
Grace A. Steward '15
Andrew Stewart P'19
Barbara Kahn Stewart '71
Barbara K. Stewart '71
Daniel S. Stewart '09
Mary E. Stewart '65
Rachel A. Stewart
Susan Frechtling Stewart '70
Victoria C. Stewart '15
Emily V. Stieff '04
Heather Pierce Stigall '91
R. Stephen Stigall '91
Barbara Cooper Stiles '84
James E. Stiles '83
Brett W. Stirling '21
74 75
Naomi P. Weinstein '85
Seth R. Weinstein '96
Phyllis Siegel Weir '55
Carlene A. Weis P'05
Ty Weis and Solveig Berg P'20
Bayla Solomon Weisbart '60
Jacqueline Markun  
Weisenberg '57 GP'13
Elaine R. Weisman '07
Ned A. Weisman '73 and Anne 
Weisman '73 P'07
Bettina B. Weiss '15
Steve and Laurie Weiss P'20
Peter and Chris Weiss P'07
Stefanie A. Weiss '07
Victoria A. Weiss '12
Rainer Weissenberger
Paul and Harriet Weissman P'87
Kelly Anderson Weiswasser '94
Michael Weiswasser '94
Seth B. Weitzman '80
Goldie Weixel '97
Adele Merrill Welch '60
Elizabeth Leach Welch '66 and 
Thomas F. Welch P'95
Joyce S. Welch '19
Katherine Welch '95
Kathryn Bonner Welch '81
Lauren A. Welch '07
Richard and Barbara Welch P'19
Alice H. Wellington '69
Bonnie J. Wells
Cecily Hamlin Wells '59
Richard and Tamar Wells P'08
Todd Wells '92
Darren Wendell '02
Marla Tannenbaum Wendell '02
Douglas and Wendy Wendt P'17
Nadine Porcelan Wenner '72
Charlene J. Wentworth P'22
Anne Corpening Wentz '68
Mary K. Werler '82
Joella B. Werlin '59
Alexis G. Werner '06
Krister and Christina Werner P'22
Philip Werner
Carol H. Wernick P'12
Daniel H. Wernick '12
Charles L. Wesley '11
Jessica Goldberg Wesoky '01
Elizabeth J. Wessen '99
Marjorie Johnston West '93
Lynn Gorsey Westenberg '72
Wendy Stark Westerlund '83
Cassandra Clark Westerman '58
Jane Bystry Weyers '76
Ellen Levine Weyrauch '81
John Weyrauch '81
Gretchen Van Syckle Whalen '49
Lawrence and Marcia  
Wharton P'05
Mildie Weber Whedon '49
Brooke Juram Wheeler '66
Joan Lebow Wheeler '65
Meagan Gibson Wheeler '06
Nancy Snedeker Wheeler '57
Stephen M. Wheeler '03
Denise L. Wheeless '80
Matthew J. Whiman '15
Lucia Beadel Whisenand '58 P'85
Leslie H. Whitcomb '76
Andrew C. White '08
Andrew V. White '82
Donald S. White, Jr. '89
Floyd W. White
Jennifer Kolber White '87
Joan Andrew White '51
Joshua White
Kristina James White '89
Maureen White
Melissa Kahn White '92
Stephanie Brown White '90
William A. White '19
Eleanor O. Whiteford '11
Miriam Josephson  
Whitehouse '75
Rena A. Whitehouse '87
Jeffrey D. Whitestone '74
Patricia Feldman  
Whitestone '45 P'74 '80
Elizabeth Howard Whitfield '64




Anne M. Whitney '82
Jill L. Whitney '84
Kathryn C. Whitney '07
Edward and Brooke  
Whittemore P'22
Robert Todd Whitten '93
Sarah K. Whitten '95
Elizabeth Robertson Whitters '66
Jeremy D. Whyman '04
Aileen Wood Wieland '58
Judith Golub Wiener '69
Tatiana K. Wiener '21
Julia Gonick Wike '89
Ann Umpleby Wilcox '68
Claire M. Wilcox '68
Mariko Wilcox '99
Peter and Marissa Wilcox P'15
Carla Strassenmeyer Wilde '56 
and Richard Wilde P'81
Quirina Groenwegen Wilde '67
Soon Wiley '09
Edward S. Wilgis '88
Charles and Helen Wilkes P'14
Earle Wilkins P'72 GP'98
Stephen M. Wilkins '84
Suzanne Porter Wilkins '45 and 
Earle Wilkins P'72 GP'98
Andrew T. Wilkinson '74 and 
Theresa DeRose  
Wilkinson P'01 '03
Mikhaila Wilkinson '19
John and Marcia Wilkinson P'93
Seth S. Wilkinson '96
Sheila Ryan Wilkinson '69
Robin Goldband Willcox '73 and 
John Willcox P'03
Diane Willen '65
Martha G. Willey '19
Andrew R. Williams '77
Anna J. Williams '13
Barbara Platz Williams '62
Benjamin C. Williams
Charles and Deborah  
Williams P'20
Charles Williams '19
Chloe L. Williams '19
Elizabeth Williams '87
Harry D. Williams '73
Janice Cook Williams '61
Jean M. Williams '82
Jennifer Fox Williams '94
John and Kathryn Williams
John K. Williams III '04
John and Kathryn Williams
Leslie A. Williams '88
Margaret E. Williams '72
Martha Tita Williams
Martha E. Williams '65
Niall J. Williams '16
Seth E. Williams '10
Mrs. Garfield Williams
Simon and Elizabeth  
Williams P'19
Susan Rafferty Williams '65
Jeremiah Williamson '76
Scott R. Williamson '81
Robert S. Willis '09
Irene Jackson Wills '60
Anna Manzoni Wilmans '62
Sandra J. Wilmot '70
Anita Shapiro Wilson '66 and 
Charles Wilson P'00
Emily Hoffhine Wilson '97
Frances H. Wilson '51
Gabriel B. Wilson '96
Jane Rafal Wilson '69
Joan McCrea Wilson '73
Joshua Wilson '97
Mary Wright Wilson '54
Nathaniel J. Wilson '00
Pamela Wilson
Sarah Wilson '89
Shira B. Wilson '89
Michael and Wendy  
Wilson P'20
Brandon Wilson-Evitt '74
Cynthia G. Wilson-Frias '96
Elizabeth G. Wilsterman '12
Robert and Constance 
Wilsterman P'15
Cynthia Fazzari Wimer '88
James L. Wimer '87
Philip M. Winchester '16
Jane Rowan Windell '85
Kathryn I. Winder '08
David and Kristine Wing P'06
Patricia Stern Winkel '80
Keith J. Winking '11
Steven and Sally Winn P'13
Joan Heller Winokur '57 GP'18
Martha Ritz Winslow '85
Susan E. Winslow
JoAnn B. Winsten '73
Ernel J. Wint '09
Emily L. Winter '16
Stephanie P. Winter '09
Emma-Sofia M. Wipper '22
Michael S. Wipper '17
Scott A. Wipper '85 and Carol 
Spencer Wipper '85 P'17
Connor P. Wise '18
Daniel Wistman '83
Yulia Popenko Witaschek '99
Sara G. Withington '59
Diane Zelby Witlieb '60
Tara Sorensen Witt '96
David M. Wittenberg '87
Eleanor Bonham Witter '66
Janet Young Witter '51 and 
Robert Witter GP'13
Linda Wittmershaus Macik '74
Anne Morgan Wnoucek '85
Elizabeth R. Wohl '99
Rebecca I. Wohl '10
Abigail Fuller Wolcott '81
William and Kristine  
Wolcott P'22
Jonathan W. Wolf '99
Leni T. Wolf '07
Wendy Weiner Wolf '67
Dorothy Musser Wolfe '55
Elizabeth McCullough Wolfe '88
Ethan G. Wolfe '78
Kevin Wolfe '88
Tamara Brown Wolfe '84
Katherine Garcia Wolff '65
Susan Shaeffer Wolff '54
Karen Sullivan Wolfskehl '69
Jonathan G. Wolfson '83
Steven and Maureen Wolin P'22
Emma P. Wolman '05
Susan Askin Wolman '51
Kimberly S. Wolske '03
Lisa Hays Wood '66
Monique Maisonpierre Wood '52
Penelope R. Wood '69
Jacqueline Woodard '75
Patricia Sinaiko Woodard '02
John R. Woodford '11
Erik Woodhouse '98
Josephine MacManus Woods '52
Addison E. Woodward '66
Ann Detwiler Woodward '71
Deborah Zilly Woodworth '72
Professor J. Melvin Woody
Paula McGarry Wooster '87
James Worrell '89
Richard P. Worsman '12
Marylena Simone  
Worthington '76
Ann McGuire Wortman '89
Andre M. Wright '96
Aslaug Skaeringsson Wright P'06
Christopher D. Wright '79
Constance Tauck Wright '55
Deborah J. Wright '75
Elise Hofheimer Wright '56
Elissa T. Wright '68
Emily Graham Wright '57
Florence McCrea Wright '62 and 
Frederick Wright P'05
Helenann Kane Wright '65
Dr. James H. Wright '79 and 
Cherie Wright P'19
Judith Field Wright '62
Kristin B. Wright '06
Linda Christensen Wright '87
Mary V.L. Wright '79 and Les 
Kalish P'11
Barbara Colwell Wrightson '80
Benjamin B. Tripp '96
Carl and Lisa Tripp P'22
Marilyn Tripp
Noel C. Tripp '61
Theresa Boxall Tripp '97
Leila Edgerton Trismen '62
Anais Marotte Troadec '70
Dawn Jalet Trombley '79
John and Kathryn Trotsky P'20
James and Catherine 
Trowbridge P'05 '09
Tertia Trowbridge
Kimberlee J. Trudeau '94
Elizabeth K. Trueblood '75
Langdon Kane Trull '00
Sarah Vermylen Trust '00
An-Ming Sze Truxes '71
Dennis Tsang '02
Annie E. Tselikis '04
Laura W. Tseng '93
Motena Tsolo P'22
Elizabeth A. Tsouprake '79
J. Jeremy Tubb '91 and Julie 
Tubb P'22
Dr. Heidi Schiff Tuby '70
Louise Eastman Tuck '71
Henry Daniel Tucker '75 P'08
Priscilla Meyer Tucker '51
Richard and Dawn Tucksmith P'17
Michael Tulin '77
Claudia Tuller-Brooke '73
Margaret Thorp Tumicki '56
Anthony T. Tumuhimbise '08
Barbara Bearce Tuneski '58
T. Gale Flannery Tunnell '63
Timothy and Ann Turbeville P'22
Samuel J. Turco '17
Susan Schwab Turi '69
Bruce C. Turnbull II P'08
Julia D. Turnbull '08
Christine N. Turner '87
Ivana Obst Turner '66
Joan Tyrrell Turner '77
Dorothy Abrutyn Turtz '50
Dale Chakarian Turza '71
Dolores Pagani Tutt '57
Christine Tuttle P'22
Kathryn Tuttle '94
Kristin Collins Twigg '00
Martha Blanchard Twigg '66 and 
Richard Twigg P'01
Richard W. Twigg III '01
Peter Twyman '87
Betty Smith Tylaska '56
David A. Tyler '85
Emily S. Ultan '17
William Ultan '86 and Lisa 
Prezioso Ultan '87 P'17
Agnes Cochran Underwood '63
R. Craig Ungaro '97
Dennis Unites and Mary Kay 
Long
Grant P. Upson '02
Joseline L. Urbina '19
Aidyn P. Urena '10
August and Lisbeth Uribe P'19
Oscar A. Uribe '19
June Adler Vail '65
Sarah Wright Vajda '05
Zsoka E. Vajtai '98
Leidy Valencia Severson '09
Mayra J. Valle '14
Gloria MacArthur Van Duyne '56
Nina van Dyke '74
Stephanie I. Van Riet '19
Julia van Roden '82
Professor Abigail Van Slyck
Denise van Vliet
Barbara Burris van Voorst '62
Mary E. Van Bourgondien '74
Virginia Vancil '87
Barbara Seelbach VanCuren '51 
and Richard VanCuran P'73
Barbara McDonald Vanderbilt '67
Stephanie Muller Vanderslice '89
Kathleen Callaghan  
VanDervort '07
Linda Q. Vanty
Ellen L. VanZanten '14
Gina M. Varano '83
Maria Varela Berchesi '69
Kaitlin P. Varga '11
Elizabeth A. Varoli '18
Delaney K. Vartanian '13
JoEllen Vasbinder
Michael C. Vascovitz '10
Kristen York Vasquez '00
Kristi Vaughan-Cody '75
Jean Glancy Vaughn '70
Kezirah L. Vaughters '95
Joan Swanson Vazakas '61
Christian A. Vazquez '19
Gerardo Vazquez and Sarah 
Perez P'22
John Vazquez P'19
Nicholas K. Vealitzek '04
Sybil Pickett Veeder '65
Penelope Eisenhart Veerhoff '72
Randall Freelon Vega '69
Ramsay W. Vehslage, Jr. '94
Jane Law Venell '52 and 
William Venell P'85
Tracy Barsamian Ventola '96
Stephanie Gollobin Ventura '07
Diane Verdi Lukomski '04
Amy Verebay '97
William L. Veronese '86
Tim and Jacqueline Verrilli P'22
Lisa Kaufman Vershbow '75
Kimberly M. Verstandig P'23
Kenneth Cox and Alison Vest P'22
Gregory J. Vetter '06
Marion Tillinghast Viau '84
Edward M. Vietor '99
Sarah M. Vincent '07
Nancy Taylor Vineburgh '69
Jess and Elaine Vinson P'22
Peeranut Visetsuth
Lili Lan L. Visgilio '18
Julia A. Vitagliano '19
Ken Vitagliano and Nancy 
McCann-Vitagliano P'19
Matthew J. Vivian '99
Benjamin J. Voce-Gardner '02
Robert Vogliano '88
Jane Hubbard Vogt '66
Anil and Joan Vohra P'17
Marion Miller Vokey '74
Mark Vokey '74 and Melissa D. 
Vokey P'04
Scott R. Vokey '77
Barbara Green Volckmann '70
Annie-France Filleul Von Arx '63
Claire M. von Loesecke '15
Dr. Janet James Von  
Sternberg '61
Pearl Serfozo vonYork '68
Rosalind Grattan vonAu '62 and 
Arthur W. vonAu P'87 GP'23
Nancy S. Voye '73
Nancy L. Waddell '60
Diane C. Wade '79
Eleanor Tuttle Wade '51
Anne Taylor Wadsack '65
Geoffrey K. Wagg '89
Matthew and Candace  
Wagner P'22
Eric Wagner '88 and Leslee 
Carlson Wagner '89 P'20
Janet Catlin Wagner '84
Joan Wagner '59
Mary Lore Wagner '63
Suzanne King Wagner '69
Thomas and Miriam Wagner
Julie Wainscott
Barbara Hricko Wait '79
John Wait '79
Katherine Efthimion Waite '62
Alana R. Waksman '08
Noam S. Waksman '15
David and Charlotte Walbert P'01
David L. Waldman '81
Matthew Waldo and Jane 
Sinsky P'20
Michelle Pereyo Walerysiak '93
Brooks D. Wales '97
Lisa Peraner Wales '96
Ralph and Martha Wales P'22
Abigail Simmons Walker '04
Elisabeth H. Walker '08
Jean Torson Walker '65
Joyce Rogers Walker '48
Linda McGilvray Walker '69
Timothy J. Walker '04
Meredith Walker Hanson '06
Elizabeth Walker-Corkery '81
Rose K. Wall '12
Andrea Bachike Wallace '81
Anthony J. Wallace '19
Elizabeth Mandel Wallace '09
Grace Hickey Wallace '47
Joseph and Linda Wallace P'19
Patrick T. Wallace '09
Susan Byrnes Wallace '68
Janet C. Wallans '64
Kevin P. Walor '90
Emily A. Walsh '17
Kristin A. Walsh '08
Mary E. Walsh '84
Polly Tompsett Walsh '74
Cassandra C. Walter '17
Kerri O'Neill Walter '94
Helen Harasimowicz Walters '69
Nicole Drepanos Walters '94
David Walther
Martha Harris Walton '69
Susan Scharlotte Walton '69
Laura D. Wandner '07
Julia C. Wanfrid '19
Susan M. Wang '96
Yuening Wang '21
Nancy Kushlan Wanger '59
Kenneth Smith and Donna 
Waniak P'20
Joan Yohe Wanner '52
Susan Hirth Wanner '58
Lois B. Waplington '61
Blake J. Ward '88
Carolyn Kaplan Ward '88
Craig and Katherine Ward P'18
Danielle McCarthy Ward '02
James Ward
Kirsten C. Ward '90
Nancy Williams Ward '73
Susan Leibacher Ward '72
Sandra D. Warner '71
Sarah Warner '89
Harvey and Christina  
Warnick P'18
Matthew C. Warnick '18
Harry A. Warren, Jr.
Jennifer F. Warren '04
Judith Sheldon Warren '65
Lauren Half Warren '96
Mark L. Warren '75
Angela Grande Wasserman '97
Scott and Sue Waterhouse P'20
Whitney Smith Waters '87
Asa B. Waterworth '18
V. David Watkins '78 P'12 '15
Christopher Watler and Nancy 
Ciprian-Watler P'19
Margaret Watson '61
Andrea G. Watt '83
Kathleen S. Watt
Lindsey B. Watt Alami '06
Robin Waxenberg '82
Suzanne Ecker Waxenberg '58 
and Alan M. Waxenberg P'82




Nancy Ross Wayne '90
Marenda Weaver
Anne Warner Webb '59
Lynne Judson Webb '67
Sarah E. Webb '88
Virginia Hollins Webb '81
Christopher and Denise  
Webber P'19
Megan D. Webber '19
Albert F. Webson '18
Ellen Purdy Webster '60
Joan Murray Webster '60
Sarah Carleton Wechsler '75
Elizabeth Weed
Ann Louise Reagan Weeks '54
Sinclair and Julia Weeks P'11
Phyllis Pledger Weeton '53
Ruth Coughlan Wehrer '56
Leslie Davis Weigel '70
Roberta E. Weil '73
Ann Heagney Weimer '54
Alan Wein '84
Adam S. Weinberg '05
Kathy Weinberger
Frances J. Weiner '75
Howard Weiner
Michael M. Weinik '78
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Cook Family Charitable Fund
Corning Inc. Foundation
Council of Independent Colleges
Critchfield Family Fund
Cynthia & Alan Wilkinson Fund
Cynthia and Eugene Oliver 
Charitable Fund
The David & Lucile Packard 
Foundation
The David and Barbara B. 
Hirschhorn Foundation, Inc.
David and Sharon Nightingale 
Family Fund
David F. Walbert Fund
The David L. Klein, Jr. Foundation
Davis United World College 
Scholars Program
Delta Air Lines Foundation
Department of Health and 
Human Services
Dept of CT Jewish War Veterans 
of USA
Deutsche Bank & Trust Co. Amer
Deutsche Bank AG
Diane and Paul Jacobson 
Charitable Fund
Dime Bank Foundation, Inc.
Donald C. McGraw Foundation 
Inc.
Donald Wood Charitable Fund
Doolittle Family Foundation, Inc
The Dornam Foundation
Dow Chemical Company 
Foundation
Dr. Harold and Iris Chandler 
Family Trust
Dr. Holly M. Bannister and 
Douglas L. Newhouse Fund
Duncan Family Charitable Fund
E.H.R. & N.M. Blitzer Fund
Eason-Weinmann Foundation
The Echo Foundation
The Edith and Herbert Lehman 
Foundation, Inc.
The EDStevens Charitable 
Giving Fund
Edward B. Burger Charitable 
Fund
Edwin & Lynn Taff Fund
Eglin Family Charitable Giving 
Fund





Emily and Roger Grimes 
Charitable Fund
Ephraim Kite Charitable Fund
The Eugene Atwood Fund












Frank Loomis Palmer Fund
The Frederic C. Hamilton Family 
Foundation
Frederick and Margaret L. 
Weyerhaeuser Foundation






George and Barbara Baumgarten 
Fund
The George Family Foundation
George U. and Karen F. Sauter 
Fund









Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Goldstein Family Fund
The Goodman Family Giving 
Account
The Goodnow Fund





Greens Farms Garden Club
Griffiths Fund
Grove Gate Financial
Gulf of Mexico Alliance





Henry Crown and Company
Hoch Family Charitable Gift Fund
Hofheimer-Wright Foundation
The Holland Family Fund
Hollington Family Gifting Account
The Horner Family Foundation
Huff Family Fund
I.J. Van Huffel Foundation
IBM Matching Grants Program
ICE NYSE
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Institute of International 
Education
Intuitive Foundation
The Isak & Rose Weinman 
Foundation, Inc.
J B Lockhart III Family Charitable 
Fund
J M Mackey Charitable Fund
The J. Paul Getty Trust
The Jaguar Fund
James Ford Bell Foundation
Jane & Leland Englebardt Fund
The Janet R. Dewey  
Family Fund
The Japan Foundation
Jewish Community Foundation 
of Greater Hartford
Jim and Betsy Little Charitable 
Fund
Joe and Gay Sudarsky 
Charitable Foundation
The Joelson Foundation
John and Elizabeth Linehan 
Charitable Gift Fund
John and Gretchen Moran 
Charitable Fund
The John and Sarah Giles Family 
Fund
John Charles & Diana Seton 
Wakerley Fund
John G. Martin Foundation
John Hancock Financial 
Services, Inc.
John McCarthy Charitable Gift 
Fund
John N. Spinney and Erin S. 
Halperin Charitable  
Giving Fund
John N. Spinney Charitable 
Giving Fund
Johnson & Johnson




Joseph Family Charitable Fund
Joseph Family Fund
Josephine Shepard Charitable 
Fund
Joshua Adler Family Fund
Joyce and James Sidman Fund
Judy and John Knutson 
Charitable Fund
The Judy and Thomas Oxman 
Charitable Fund
Julie A. Sgarzi Charitable Giving 
Fund
Kabel Family Donor Advised Fund
The Kahiltna Charitable Fund




Katharine M. Jones Charitable 
Account
Katherine Buechner Arthaud 
Advised Fund
The KCS Pacific Foundation, Inc.











Kreger Graham Family Fund
LabCorp
The Lasca and Richard Lilly Fund
LEARN
Legg-Seifman Trust Fund
Leonard Family Gift Fund
Leslie Dorn Young Charitable 
Giving Fund
Levick Family Fund
Lexy and Huston Huffman, 
Jr. Fund
Liberty Bank Foundation
Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Charitable Gift Fund
Lieberman & Schneider Donor 
Advised Fund
Lincoln and Margaret Frank 
Donor Advised Fund
Linkedin Corporation
Lisa and Paul Karofsky Family 
Fund
Lisette A Partelow & Jonathan 




Louise R. Glasser Gift Fund
M. Elizabeth Carey Fund
The Main Street America Group
Margaret and Marshall Bartlett 
Family Foundation Inc.
Marion Nierintz Charitable 
Gift Fund
Marsh & McLennan Co., Inc.
Martin and Suzanne 
Oppenheimer Philanthropic 
Fund
Mary and Paul Fox Charitable 
Fund
Mary Ann G. Siegel Fund
Mary Ash Lazarus and Barry 
Lazarus Fund




Mathieu and Amy Rugo Zahler 
Family Fund





Michael & Susan Dell 
Foundation Matching Gift 
Program
Microsoft Corporation
Mikula Family Charitable Fund
Miriam K. & Leonard S. Melrod 
Family Charitable Foundation
MIT Election Data and Science 
Lab
Molly and Charles Roraback Fund
Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley Global Impact 
Funding Trust
Moskin Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel K. Lawson 
Charitable Gift Fund




Munro Family Charitable Fund
David M. Wrightson '80
Summer Cossette-Juliette 
Wrobel '19
Charles S. Wurts '86
Sandra Albrecht Wurzburger '90
Darlene Gallant Wynne '00
Edward and Julie Xanders P'20
Stacey M. Xanthos '89
Joshua J. Yablonski
John and Katherine  
Yacavone P'97
Amanda E. Yacos '18
Jier Yang '15
Peter F. Yannielli '08
Elizabeth Goldsen Yarboro '75
Timothy E. Yarboro '75
Ruth Anketell Yarger '62
Gregory B. Yarnall '94
Lauren Edgcomb Yassine '02
William Yates '93
Barbara Kite Yeager '48
Ann Yellott, Ph.D. '66
Barbara Thomas  
Yeomans '61 P'70
Sara W. Yeransian '12
Sally Yerkovich '69
Dena Wolf Yeskoo '75
Ha Eun Yi '12
Yoldas Yildiz '18
Joan Bucciarelli Yim '66 P'92
Bonnie Shepherd Yocum '71
Georgia Weyer York '66
Carla Welsh Young '69
Catherine L. Young '75
H. Peter Young '84
Lauren E. Young '16
Mark and Shawn Young P'16
Martha Guida Young '61
Mary Fuller Young '60
Matthew Young '91
Nancy Davidson Young '73
Andrew and Mariann  
Youniss P'13
Jeanne Wolf Yozell '50
Carlos Yrayta '91
Lien C. Yu '91
Janet Pelletier Yura '84
Rachel Levy Yusen '63
Roselle Krueger Zabar '59
Professor Barbara B. Zabel
Anne J. Zachary '93
Amy Rugo Zahler '01
Mathieu P. Zahler '01
Lenise Mattis Zahran '80
Cody L. Zalk '03
Marissa Litwin Zalk '03
Ana Zalles Moore '87
Susan Shestack Zander '61
Jennifer R. Zanfardino '03
Maria L. Zanfini '83
Betsy Wilson Zanna '67
Amelia Tovar Zarikian '69
Louise Snay Zarr '68
Richard S. Zbeda '06
Micaela G. Zebroski '19
Johanna Gordon Zelman '99
Diane Weeden Zeni '81 and 
Joseph Zeni P'95
Hao and Lori Zhai P'22
Lu Shan Zhang '14
Wei Zhang and Shuying Wu P'19
Jessica Zhao '07
Dana B. Zichlin '09
Linda Mellen Zickler '65 and 
Malcolm S. Zickler P'91
Nicholas R. Ziebarth '99
Matthew Zientek '10
Pamela W. Ziering '05
Mary-Ann Giordano Ziluca '85
Jeffrey and Stephanie 
Zimmerman P'21
Judy Piper Zinn '62
Hilda Kaplan Zinner '62
Susan Alderman Zinterhofer '68
Angelo Ziotas '86 and Kristen 
Deconti Ziotas '86 P'18
Paige M. Ziplow '15
Alicia McDonald Ziskin '05
Gabriel L. Ziskin '04
Jonathan M. Zobel '91
Marilyn Schwarzmann Zocca '74
Samuel M. Zoob '99
Anja Zoric '14
Guanyue Zou '20
Emily A. Zubkoff '12
Jane Levene Zuckerman '62 and 
Michael Zuckerman P'90
Susan Liefter Zuckert '59
Kimberly E. Zukerberg P'20
Lawrence Zukerberg P'20
Alexis M. Zukowski '06
Kristin Zummo
Efrain H. Zuniga
Elizabeth G. Zuraw '61
Paula J. Zuraw '75
Ken and Lyn Zurbrigg
COR POR AT ION S AND F OUNDAT ION S









The Aiello Charitable 
Foundation, Inc.
Alan Grant Charitable  
Gift Fund
Alex J. Ettl Foundation
Alexander M. Walsh Scholarship 
Fund
The Allayne and Douglas Wick 
Foundation
Allen & Katharine Howland-
Gammell Family Fund
AllianceBernstein L.P.
Amanda and Raymond Haas Fund
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Express Foundation
Ameriprise Financial Inc. Gift 
Matching Program
Analog Devices, Inc.
Andrew F. and Ann B. Mathieson 
Fund
Andrew Mann Charitable Fund
The Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation
Angela and Nicholas Kalayjian 
Fund
The Angelson Family Foundation
Anne S. Richardson Fund
Annette J. Roberts and Joan R. 
Robertson Fund
Archer Patterson Family 
Foundation
The Aribel Fund
Arnold I. and Bette Sobel Fund
Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
The Ashaway Charitable Trust
AT Donahue Fund
Aubrey Pearre Fund
The Auerbach Schiro Foundation
Baillon Family Foundation, Inc
Baird Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America Foundation
Bank of New York Mellon 
Corporation
Barbour Family Fund
Baronsky Family Giving Fund




The Benevity Community Impact 
Fund














Broughton and Mary Bishop 
Family Advised Fund
The Brown Foundation Inc.
Bruce and Kraemer Becker 
Family Fund
Buono Family Foundation
Burke Family Charitable Account





C.S. Craig Family Foundation, Inc.
Candace J. Chase and Richard 
M. Levich Fund




Carol Chaykin Gift Fund
Carol Dressler Fund
Carol J. Ramsey Charitable 
Gift Fund
Carol S. Green Donor Adv Fund 
IHO Alfred & Hanina Shasha










The Charles and Karin Hoffman 
Fund
Charlotte Chamberlain Trust




Chinetti Richardson Charitable 
Fund
Christine Amorossi Donor 
Advised Fund




Community Foundation for 
Greater New Haven
Community Foundation of 
Eastern Connecticut
Connecticut Audubon Society
Connecticut College Basketball 
Camp
Connecticut Dept. of Mental 




Alumni Association Board of Directors 
The Alumni Association Board of Directors is comprised of 26 alumni members, with geographic representation spanning the globe and class year 
participation ranging from the Class of 1957 to the Class of 2019. In 2018-19, led by the Advancement & Alumni Communications Committee of 
the board, all 26 members made a contribution to the Connecticut College Fund, achieving 100% board participation — a goal of the organization 
each year. 
Jamie Glanton Costello '89, 
President
Evan M. Piekara '07,  
Vice President
Carolyn Jones Schorer '63, 
Secretary
Peter Bakkala '87 P'15
Betsy Hahn Barnston '57
Isaac H. Clothier V '79 P'10
Saveena Dhall '94
Gregory J. Fleischmann '90
Erik A. Gammell '00
Judith Epstein Grollman '58
Ianthe C. Hershberger '06
Jonathan Kateman '90 P'21
Deborah Nichols Losse '66
Marta Martinez Fernandez '18
Lois M. Mendez-Catlin '80
James W. Moran '92
Heather Morrison '69 P'95
F. Wisner Murray '79 P'11
Travis Reid '03
Calli S. Reynolds '17
David Schonberger '77 P'10
Edward W. Svehlik '97
Ivan Tatis '10
Leidy Valencia Severson '09
Daniel H. Wernick '12
Stephen M. Wilkins '84
The information contained in this annual report is derived directly from data managed by the Office of Advancement Services at the College. The office has 
made every effort to ensure that the information is up to date and correct, but with any compilation of this magnitude, errors are possible. Should any errors be 




Nancy & Anthony Bowe 
Charitable Fund
Nathan Fluegelman Memorial 
Fund Inc.






New England Foundation for 
the Arts










The Opatrny Family Foundation
The Other Stratton  
Foundation, Inc.
Otter Island Foundation
Otto and Fran Walter 
Foundation, Inc.
The Owens Family Foundation




Patricia and Steele Blackall Fund
Peddie School
Pemberton Family Foundation, Inc.
Penguin Random House, Inc.
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
Pepsico Foundation
The Perkins Charitable 
Foundation
Perry Giving Fund
Peter & Rebecca Rosow 
Charitable Foundation
Peter and Amy Rockett Giving 
Fund
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Pfizer Foundation, Inc.
The Piche Family Charitable Fund
Pinkes Family Foundation Trust





Prudential Foundation Matching 
Gifts
The R. Constance Giesser 
Individualized Family Fund
The Regan Family Charitable 
Fund
The Rehm Family Foundation
Rice Family Charitable Fund
Richard and Christine Koch 
Charitable Fund
Richard C. Vancil Fund
Richard Harding Fund
Richard J. Perry/Elaine M. 
Carlson Charitable Fund
Righter-Shambroom Fund
Rita and Leo Greenland Family 
Foundation
RLI Charitable Gift Fund
Rob Catterton and Gwynn 
O'Gara Charitable Fund
Robert A. Shapiro Family 
Philanthropic Fund
Robert and Sharon Bode 
Charitable Fund
Robert and Shirley Haspel Fund
Robert Teitelbaum/Andrea  
Watt Donor Advised 
Charitable Fund
Rockefeller Financial Services
Ronald P. & Susan E. Lynch 
Foundation
The Rosenthal Family 
Foundation
Ross Stores, Inc.
Rothkopf Greenberg Family 
Foundation Trust
Roy J. Cobb Family Fund
Ruth and Seymour Klein 
Foundation, Inc.
S & L Marx Foundation, Inc.
S&P Global





Sarah E. Kelly Family Fund
The Sarah Vermylen Trust Fund







Sidney E. Frank Foundation
The Silver Family Foundation
SJS Charitable Trust




Stacy S. and Michael R. Mach 
Foundation
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.
Stephen A. and Nina B. Schafer 
Foundation
Stephen and Candace Carr Fund









The T. Rowe Price Program for 
Charitable Giving
Taylor Family Foundation
Ted and Karen Martin Family 
Fund
Thayer Family Charitable 
Foundation
THL Credit Advisors LLC
Thomas and Sarah Neff 
Charitable Trust
Thomas M. & Esther C. Flanagan 
Charitable Trust
Thompson Meinen Giving Fund
TIAA Charitable
Tom & Carol Stoel Giving Fund
The Tompkins County Trust Co. 
Charitable Fund
Traurig Fund of Jewish 
Communities of Western CT, 
Inc.
Trillium Garden Club
UBS Wealth Management USA














The Walsh Charitable Fund
Walter H. Freygang Foundation










Wil & Julie Heupel Family Fund
Wilkinson Family Foundation
William Caspar Graustein 
Memorial Fund
William K. Stewart Sr. 
Foundation
William S. & Blair Y. Thompson 
Family Foundation
The Wolman Family  
Foundation, Inc.
WPW Foundation
Youniss Family Donor Advised 
Fund
Zachs Family Foundation, Inc.
Zubkoff/LeeFamily Fund
The Zuckert Family Charitable 
Fund
BOAR D OF T RUST EE S 
DeFred G. Folts III '82, Chair
Debo P. Adegbile '91,  
Vice Chair
Jonathan H. Cohen '87,  
Vice Chair
Seth W. Alvord '93
President Katherine Bergeron
Betty Brown Bibbins '73
Bradford T. Brown P'12 '15 '20
Lynn Cooley '76
Jamie Glanton Costello '89
Loulie Sutro Crawford '89
T. Wilson Eglin, Jr. '86
Sarah Hamilton Fenton '63
Carlos A. Garcia '88
Robert Hale, Jr. '88
Mark M. Iger '75
Eric J. Kaplan '85
Martha Joynt Kumar '63
John Linehan P'18 '22 '23
Laurie Norton Moffatt '78
Sharis Arnold Pozen '86 P'19
Karen Quint '87
Paolo A. Sanchez '18
Annie M. Scott '84
Chakena D. Sims '16
Peter D. Skaperdas P'17
Dwayne C. Stallings '99
Maurice Tiner '17
Eric J. Waldman P'20
Cynthia Kossmann  
Wilkinson '84 P'19
Timothy E. Yarboro '75
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Office of the President
270 Mohegan Avenue
New London, CT 06320
www.conncoll.edu
